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Chapter 1

Introduction

During the 1860s, Scottish physicist James Clerk Maxwell predicted the existence of radio waves.
In 1886, the German physicist Heinrich Rudolph Hertz demonstrated that rapid variations of electric
current could produce radio waves similar to those of light and heat.

In 1892, Serbian inventor Nikola Tesla delivered a widely reported presentation before the Institution
of Electrical Engineers of London in which he noted, among other things, that intelligence would be
transmitted without wires. Later, a variety of Tesla’s radio frequency systems were demonstrated dur-
ing another widely known lecture, presented to meetings of the National Electric Light Association
in St. Louis, Missouri and the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia. According to the Institute of Electri-
cal and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), ”the apparatus that he employed contained all the elements of
spark and continuous wave that were incorporated into radio” [Cen06].

On May 7, 1895, the Russian scientist Alexander Popov demonstrated a wireless receiver consisting
of a metal ”coherer” - a device that detected electromagnetic waves - an antenna, a relay, and a bell
to signal the presence of these waves. Popov could send and detect them up to 64 meters away.
Although not initially intended as a means of transmitting information, Popov’s device proved that
radio communication was feasible [Cen05].

The Italian inventor Guglielmo Marconi is generally recognized to have been the first to demonstrate
the practical application of electromagnetic waves. In 1896, Marconi applied for a patent for his
wireless work that gained him the credit for the invention of the radio.

In the next years, the development of the radio gives rise to television broadcasting, satellite and
mobile radio communication systems. The latter are investigated in this thesis and basic principles of
communication systems and their state of the art are shortly summarized in the following text.

Modern communication systems can be subdivided into two categories - single-carrier and multi-
carrier systems. All these systems are characterized by the spectral efficiency which is the amount
of information that can be transmitted over a given bandwidth in a specific time. A single-carrier
system utilizes all available transmission bandwidth for one subcarrier and only one data stream can
be transmitted. The spectral energy density (SED) of a single-carrier system is shown schematically
in Fig. 1.1a.

Multi-carrier systems can be subdivided into frequency-division multiplexing (FDM) systems and
orthogonal FDM (OFDM) systems. FDM subdivides the transmission bandwidth into multiple sub-
carriers and several data streams can be transmitted in parallel, each data stream on an isolated sub-
carrier. These subcarriers are non-overlapping, do not have any influence on each other and can be
demodulated independently. However, to be able to separate different subcarriers at the receiver, large
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Figure 1.1: The spectral energy density of a) single-carrier, b) FDM, c) OFDM systems.

subcarrier spacings between adjacent subcarriers are required, hence reducing spectral efficiency of
FDM systems in comparison to single-carrier systems. Fig.1.1b illustrates the SED of the FDM
modulation scheme.

OFDM makes it possible to increase the spectral efficiency of FDM by employing overlapping sub-
carriers as shown in Fig.1.1c. The subcarrier spacing can be decreased and bandwidth is saved, that
can be filled with additional subcarriers. Although the subcarriers overlap, they do not interfere with
each other since the subcarrier waveforms in OFDM are chosen to be orthogonal [WE71]. At the
receiver it is possible to separate individual subcarriers due to their orthogonality, while keeping the
complexity of the receiver at a tolerable level.

The mobile communication systems have a common cellular structure [Pro00], first introduced in the
early 1980s, where each cell includes one base station (BSs) and several mobile terminals (MTs) also
referred to as users. The BS is a central radio transmitter/receiver for a network within a given area
with a known fixed location and MT is a portable electronic device for personal communications over
long distances. The communication link between the BS and one MT is referred to as downlink.
Whereas the communication link between several MTs and a BS is defined as uplink.

The topic of this thesis is focused on the uplink of future mobile communication systems. Modern
communication systems are based on several multiple-access techniques which allow MTs to access
BS in the uplink. These include the following:
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• frequency-division multiple-access (FDMA)

• time-division multiple-access (TDMA)

• code-division multiple-access (CDMA)

• orthogonal FDMA (OFDMA)

FDMA was the initial multiple-access technique for mobile communication systems. FDMA utilizes
FDM where each user occupies one or more isolated subcarriers and the signals of different users can
be received independently.

In TDMA, users are separated in time, meaning that each user transmits its data over all available
transmission bandwidths only during the assigned time slot. Different users use different time slots,
thus making multiple-access possible [Pro00].

The CDMA technique allows many users to simultaneously access the available frequency band. User
separation at the receiver is possible because each user spreads its transmit signal over the available
bandwidth using unique spreading codes. As other users do not use completely orthogonal spreading
codes, there is residual multiple-access interference (MAI) present in the receiver [Vit95]. Usually,
the CDMA technique is combined with single-carrier systems, however, the combination of CDMA
with multi-carrier possible.

OFDMA is based on OFDM, where each user occupies its own set of isolated subcarriers. In contrast
to FDMA, OFDMA uses overlapping subcarrier spectra and utilizes the transmission bandwidth more
efficiently.

The history of modern communication systems has started in 1979, when the first cellular commu-
nication system has been employed in Japan. Since then, three generations of such systems have
been deployed and each generation resulted in improved capacity and quality of service. The short
description and technical characteristics of the first two generations can be found in [C̀05]. As already
mentioned, this thesis is focused on the uplink of future mobile communication systems, therefore,
the state of the art in the modern wireless communications is shorty described.

Third Generation of Mobile Communication Systems: Third generation cellular systems (3G)
have been proposed with the goal of providing a seamless integration of mobile services into a sin-
gle global network infrastructure. International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000) is the
global standard for 3G defined by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) as a set of in-
terdependent recommendations. IMT-2000 includes: Wideband CDMA (W-CDMA), CDMA-2000
and Time Division - Synchronous CDMA (TD-SCDMA). W-CDMA is used in Japan and Europe,
CDMA-2000 is employed in America [TC99], whereas TD-SCDMA was launched in China. All
these standards employ CDMA for multiple-access.

W-CDMA represents a part of the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) standard
and operates with cells of different sizes. By using the radio spectrum in bands identified and provided
by the ITU, 3G systems use uplink and downlink channels with a 5 GHz bandwidth to deliver 384
kbit/s for high mobility scenarios and 2 Mbit/s for low mobility scenarios.

The first commercial 3G service based on W-CDMA technology named Freedom of Mobile mul-
timedia Access (FOMA) was launched in October 2001 in Japan. In April 2007, the number of
FOMA subscribers exceeded 68.9 millions and corresponded to 67.5% of all mobile subscribers in
Japan [Ono07].
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Increasing demands on data rate have forced the development of transmission standards capable to
provide higher data rates. A host of technologies enabling commercial mobile broadband services is
known as 3.5G.

3.5G: The most significant 3.5G standards are: High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) and Evolution-
Data Optimized (EV-DO) of Revision B and Revision C. HSPA is an extension of UMTS, whereas
EV-DO is a part of the CDMA-2000 family of standards. Note that EV-DO Revision C is also known
as Ultra Mobile Broadband (UMB).

Other commercial technologies such as FLASH-OFDM, and iBurst will have commercial traction in
certain markets and applications [GSM07]. However, according to the research report of the ”Strategy
Analytics”, there will be 518 million mobile broadband users worldwide by 2010. The competitors
of HSPA and EV-DO will account for only 30 million of those [Str06].

EV-DO employs CDMA to maximize the throughput and supports a 9.3 Mbit/s downlink and a 5.4
Mbit/s uplink (EV-DO Revision B). HSPA is the set of technologies standardized by the 3rd Gen-
eration Partnership Project (3GPP) that defines the migration path for UMTS operators worldwide.
HSPA includes High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA), High Speed Uplink Packet Access
(HSUPA) and HSPA Evolved. These are also known as 3GPP Releases 5 through 8.

Both HSPA and EV-DO Revision C (or UMB) will introduce antenna array technologies such as
beamforming and Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO). Beam forming can be described as focus-
ing the transmitted power of an antenna in a beam towards the users direction. MIMO uses multiple
antennas at the sending and receiving side. The deployment of HSPA and UMB is scheduled on 2008.

As an alternative to HSDPA, the new standard termed as High Speed OFDM Packet Access (HSOPA)
is introduced, which uses OFDM. HSOPA is a technology under development for specification in
3GPP Release 8, which is called the Long Term Evolution (LTE) initiative. It aims to achieve data
rates of up 200 Mbit/s for the downlink and 100 Mbit/s for the uplink.

1.1 Fourth Generation of Wireless Communication Systems

The ITU Recommendation ITU-R M.1645 ”Framework and overall objectives of the future develop-
ment of IMT and systems beyond IMT-2000” [ITU03] defines the basic requirements to the systems
beyond 3G. It is envisioned that development of such systems will proceed according to the following
trends:

• Encompassing of the capabilities of the previously developed systems and standards.

• Developing of the new complementary multiple-access, fully packet based, wireless systems
with hierarchical cell structure with an objective to provide global roaming of the mobile users
according to the principle ”optimally connected anywhere, anytime”.

• Supporting of 100 Mbits/s between high mobility users with high speed on highways or fast
trains (up to 250 km/h and more) and 1 Gbit/s for the low mobility users with a pedestrian
speed.

Currently, many institutions and research consortiums are investigating possible technical solutions
for the 4G radio interface. In the following, several different 4G initiatives are presented.

NTT DoCoMo Initiative: In May 2003, the NTT DoCoMo carried out a field trial of the 4G mo-
bile communications system. The tests used Variable Spreading Factor Orthogonal Frequency and
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Code Division Multiplexing (VSF-OFCDM) and Variable Spreading Factor CDMA (VSF-CDMA)
technologies [AMAS02]. VSF-OFCDM, also known as Multi-Carrier CDMA (MC-CDMA) [Kai98]
with variable spreading factor, enables downlink connections. The VSF-CDMA, also known as Multi-
Carrier Direct-Sequence CDMA [FK00], realizes high-speed packet transmissions for the uplink.
Note that for the small cells, Variable Spreading and Chip Repetition Factors CDMA (VSCRF-
CDMA) known as Interleaved Frequency-Division Multiple-Access (IFDMA), is applied [AS03].
The proposed communication scheme uses adaptive modulation and coding scheme and MIMO. Re-
cently, DoCoMo reports that 5 Gbits/s in the downlink is achieved at the MT speed equal to 10
km/h [Ono07].

4MORE Project: In January 2004, within the European Information Society Technology (IST) pro-
gramme, 11 European partners have started the 4G MC-CDMA Multiple Antenna System on Chip
for Radio Enhancement (4MORE) project [4MO06]. The 4MORE air interface is mainly based on a
refinement of the MATRICE air interface proposal [MAT03].

The objective of the 4MORE project is to design the mobile radio system beyond 3G using multiple-
antennas, adaptive modulation and coding schemes [BDN05]. The downlink is based on MC-CDMA,
whereas the uplink is realized using OFDMA code division multiplexing (OFDMA-CDM) [KDL+04]
and IFDMA [Con06a]. The 4MORE demonstrator has a 50 MHz bandwidth. The peak data rates in
downlink are 100 MHz and 20 MHz for the high and low mobility scenarios, respectively.

WIGWAM Project: In 2004, a consortium of partners led by Alcatel, DaimlerChrysler, Infineon,
Nokia and Siemens launched a research project WIreless Gigabit With Advanced Multimedia (WIG-
WAM) [ Wig07]. The goal of the WIGWAM consortium is to design a system concept with a peak
data rate 1Gbit/s in the downlink, thus satisfying the ITU requirements and contributing to the stan-
dardization of 4G.

The system design considers different mobility scenarios [ZF04], scalable system bandwidth up to
100 MHz, MIMO and advanced scheduling [Fet03]. The WIGWAM air interface is based on MC-
CDMA in downlink and OFDMA in uplink. The modulation schemes vary from binary phase shift
keying (BPSK) to 256-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM).

WINNER I and WINNER II Projects: The key objective of the WINNER I/II projects [WIN03]
is to develop a totally new concept in radio access. These projects are built on the recognition that
developing disparate systems for different purposes is no longer sufficient in the future converged
wireless world. This concept is realized in the ubiquitous radio system concept.

Both uplink and downlink use chunk based TDMA/OFDMA for all propagation scenarios. In the
uplink, Block IFDMA (B-IFDMA) is chosen, whereas downlink uses Block Equidistant Frequency
Division Multiple Access (B-EFDMA) [Con06b]. Several key technologies such as adaptive modu-
lation and coding schemes, MIMO and enhanced radio protocols are defined.

An analysis of industrial initiatives, European and international projects leads to the conclusion that
OFDM based multi-carrier techniques are seriously considered as a basis for 4G air interface.

In the downlink, the tendency is to combine OFDM with TDMA/FDMA in different ways instead of
using CDMA. The combination of OFDM and CDMA (known as MC-CDMA) has a serious draw-
back: it introduces MAI. However in some mobility scenarios, MC-CDMA has an advantage over
conventional OFDM [Kai98]. From the practical point of view, the adaptive modulation and coding
schemes, scheduling and MIMO make an additional bit error rate (BER) performance gain brought
by the MC-CDMA over OFDM insignificant.

In the uplink, there is a clear tendency to use OFDMA schemes in order to assign to users separated
subcarriers and avoid MAI. An absolute favorite for 4G uplink is IFDMA since it brings the advan-
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tages of OFDMA and has an additional code division multiplexing (CDM) component. It is shown
in this thesis that IFDMA provides the lowest peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) among all known
multi-carrier systems.

1.2 State of the Art in the Field of IFDMA

The application of interleaved frequency-division multiple-access (IFDMA) for mobile communica-
tions has become an active field of research since 1998. IFDMA can be applied to the downlink and
the uplink. However, special interest has been given to the uplink since other multi-carrier systems
show some deficiencies for the uplink.

This section gives an overview on the state of the art in the field of IFDMA with respect to data
detection, PAPR of multi-carrier systems and the effects of frequency time offsets. Contributions to
these topics made by the author of the thesis are not mentioned in this section. These contributions
will be presented in Chapters2 to 5.

IFDMA was introduced in [SBS98, SBS99] as a special kind of a multi-carrier spread-spectrum
scheme, where the property of a repeated data sequence has been used for multiple-access. The
multiple-access capability is achieved by assigning to each user a different set of orthogonal subcarri-
ers as in the conventional OFDMA. The next contribution to IFDMA has been done in [Bro03], where

Table 1.1: Contributions to fundamental IFDMA topics - invention, basic description, and equiva-
lence to OFDMA-CDM

references contribution

[SBS98] [SBS99] IFDMA invention
[Bro03] time-domain equalization, DFE
[Kai02] [Kai98] [FK00] OFDMA-CDM, LE, SIC
[Bur01] [GR00] [XZG03] equivalence between IFDMA and OFDMA-CDM

maximum-likelihood (ML) and decision-feedback equalizers (DFE) have been compared.

Coincident with the first IFDMA publications, a novel multiple-access technique, named OFDMA-
CDM, has been introduced in [Kai02] as a promising candidate for the 4th generation of mobile
communications. In OFDMA-CDM, each user transmits its data on a fixed set of orthogonal subcar-
riers. Therefore, MAI is avoided. In contrast to conventional OFDMA, transmitted data symbols in
OFDMA-CDM are spread with orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard (WH) codes, which provide additional
robustness against non-ideal channels with frequency selective fading. However, this robustness is
achieved at the cost of self-interference (SI) [FK00, Kai02, Kai98].

In [Kai02], different linear equalization (LE) techniques such as minimum mean square error (MMSE),
equal gain combining (EGC), zero-forcing (ZF), and maximum ratio combining (MRC) have been in-
vestigated. In addition, an effective soft interference cancelation (SIC) technique has been proposed
which allows the complete elimination of the SI.

Numerous contributions investigate different types of spreading codes for multi-carrier transmission
systems. The WH spreading has been combined with pseudo-noise sequences in multi-carrier up-
link [DK99], low-rate convolutional codes as spreading codes have been investigated in [Vit90] and
Golay and Zadoff-Chu codes have been considered in [Bur01, NHM02]. Fourier codes have been
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proposed as spreading codes in [BR98]. In this contribution, the size of the spreading Fourier codes
is chosen equal to the size of the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) operation at the trans-
mitter. Thus, the resulting scheme is a single carrier system with cyclic extension and frequency
domain linear equalizers, which has a PAPR of a single-carrier system. The computationally efficient

Table 1.2: Contributions to the field of PAPR and BER performance of multi-carrier systems with
Fourier and WH spreading

references contribution

[Bur01] [BL00] [NHM02] PAPR and MAI reduction
[BEL03] [RD05] BER performance
[BV98] [GA02] signal space diversity

implementation of the more general case, where the Fourier spreading is performed over group of
subcarriers which are interleaved equidistantly, is described in [Bur01, GR00, XZG03]. In this case,
the Fourier codes for spreading and the rotation factors of the IDFT transform cancel out and the
transmit time-domain signal reduces to a repeated data sequence.

Comparing the results obtained in [GR00] with [SBS98, SBS99], it may be concluded that IFDMA
is equivalent to OFDMA-CDM with equidistant allocation of subcarriers and the Fourier spreading.
Important contributions concerning IFDMA detection techniques and equivalence between OFDMA-
CDM and IFDMA are summarized in Table1.1.

The PAPR distributions for Fourier and WH spreading has been investigated in [BL00] for the up-
and downlink. For both cases, Fourier spreading delivers a lower or equal PAPR. The superiority of
Fourier spreading increases significantly for larger spreading factors.

The BER performance of multi-carrier transmission systems with Fourier and WH spreading is com-
pared in [BEL03, RD05]. It is shown that the performance of the most commonly used WH trans-
form is asymptotically bad for a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The Fourier spreading as an alter-
native offers slightly better performance since it spreads transmitted data symbols more efficiently
over the complex plane. In this case, the Fourier spreading efficiently exploits signal space diver-
sity [BV98, GA02], thus providing better BER performance than the conventional WH spreading.
However, if LE techniques are applied, an application of the Fourier codes for spreading improves
BER performance only if the BPSK alphabet is used. In contrast, if modulation alphabet of higher car-
dinality is applied, e.g. quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK), the achieved BER performance gain
is remarkable only if ML equalizer is used. Important contributions to the fields of PAPR and BER
performance of multi-carrier systems with Fourier and WH spreading are recapitulated in Table1.2.

Being a special kind of a multi-carrier system, IFDMA inherits the sensitivity of the OFDMA to
carrier frequency time offsets. The performance of the OFDMA uplink in the presence of the fre-
quency offsets is studied in [TLP00, Ste00]. Three methods to combat MAI in the OFDMA uplink
have been developed. The first method employs a frequency allocation scheme, where the data of
a particular user is transmitted on a specific subset of adjacent subcarriers as described in [LH05].
The second method includes time-domain windowing [Mus96, MW01]. This method is developed
for OFDM but can also be applied for OFDMA uplink systems and applies windowing at the re-
ceiver [BT07, SL05, YH03] in front of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) operation. The third
method makes it possible to correct the frequency offsets at the BS (reverse link receiver). These
estimates can be used to correct the sampling time instances at the BS receiver or can be sent back
to the MT where they are used to pre-compensate the frequency offsets before transmission. Another
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Table 1.3: Contributions to the filed of frequency offsets in uplink of OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM
references contribution

[TLP00] [Ste00] analysis of influence of frequency offsets
[LH05] sub-band transmission for OFDMA-CDM
[BT07] [Mus96] [MW01] [SL05] windowing in the receiver side
[Mor04] estimation of frequency offsets

algorithm for the frequency offset estimation in OFDMA was proposed in [Mor04]. The most impor-
tant contributions to the field of frequency offset in uplink OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM are presented
in Table1.3.

1.3 Goals of the Thesis

The overview of the state of the art, given in Sec.1.2, reveals that some aspects of IFDMA are
thoroughly investigated and advantages of IFDMA are widely recognized. However, some issues
are still open and further optimizations of the IFDMA receiver and the IFDMA transmit signal are
necessary. The main goals of this thesis can be formulated as follows:

• The first objective of this thesis is to develop the IFDMA receiver with frequency domain equal-
ization, low complexity and possibility to separate users in the frequency domain. Note that at
the time the work on this thesis was started, efficient IFDMA receiver was not developed and
the relationship between OFDMA and IFDMA systems were not yet understood.

• The BER performance of IFDMA and OFDMA systems should be compared in a frequency-
selective channel with minimum-mean square error equalizer and self-interference in IFDMA
systems to be understood, described analytically and compared to the self-interference of OFDMA-
CDM. The closed form solution for the BER performance of uncoded IFDMA systems to be
obtained.

• One of the most significant problems in IFDMA uplink are frequency offsets which cause SNR
degradation of the received signal and MAI. Effective countermeasures against frequency off-
sets in the IFDMA uplink are required. Tradeoff should be found between minimization of the
negative impact of frequency offsets and the complexity of the receiver. Moreover, identified
countermeasures should keep the BER performance and spectral efficiency of IFDMA uplink
systems at a tolerable level. An algorithm for the frequency offset estimation shall be devel-
oped and evaluated and its theoretical bounds shall be derived. In the presence of frequency
offsets, the received signals of mobile users are not orthogonal to each other which complicates
an estimation procedure. In order to reduce the estimation efforts and improve the quality of
estimates, MAI should be suppressed.

• With the frequency offset, the inter-carrier interference in OFDM and OFDMA systems is re-
duced if one applies a window with better spectral characteristics than the rectangular one. By
varying the window function, the spectrum of each individual subcarrier can be chosen so that
it causes less interference to neighboring subcarriers. Other types of windows require, however,
the introduction of cyclic prefix and postfix into time domain OFDM symbol. In its turn, an
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insertion of the prefix and postfix leads to losses in the spectral efficiency, since prefix and post-
fix do not transmit any information. The solution should be proposed which allows utilizing a
power invested into the prefix and postfix.

• The PAPR distribution of IFDMA and OFDMA systems with pulse-shaping should be com-
pared. The reduction of PAPR in OFDMA and IFDMA systems is one of the most significant
problems, since high PAPR values require an expensive power amplifier at the MT. In practical
amplifiers, the output power of the signal depends on the input power and this dependence is
usually non-linear. Therefore, high PAPR values cause non-linear distortions of the signal. The
spectral properties of an OFDMA uplink system can be improved if pulse-shaping filters of the
high cost and complexity are applied. However, an application of the pulse-shaping filters lead
to the higher PAPR.

• In order to improve the spectral properties of IFDMA, the combination of IFDMA with contin-
uous phase modulation schemes should be performed.

1.4 Contents and Important Results

The thesis consists of 7 Chapters. Chapter 1 and Chapter 7 are introductory and concluding chapters,
respectively. The contents of Chapters 2 to 6 deal with the goals mentioned in Sec.1.3.

In Chapter2, the basic principles of multi-carrier systems are described and OFDM is introduced.
The conventional OFDM model is extended in order to take into account the effects of pulse-shaping
on the spectral properties of OFDM. The receiver structure proposed in Chapter2 makes it possible to
demodulate the OFDM signals with a variety of window functions without interference. The IFDMA
technique is introduced as a special case of the OFDMA-CDM. The proposed transmitter does not
have the computationally intensive DFT operation and thus is more preferable than the conventional
OFDMA transmitter.

The concept of minimum shift keying (MSK) and Gaussian-shaped offset QPSK (GOQPSK) IFDMA
is proposed. As a result of GOQPSK and MSK combination with IFDMA, the MSK/GOQPSK-
IFDMA transmit signal is generated without phase transitions and has better spectral properties than
the OFDMA transmit signal.

In Chapter3, the PAPR of OFDMA, IFDMA and introduced GOQPSK- and MSK-IFDMA are com-
pared. The cumulative distribution function of the PAPR is analyzed for the GSMK/MSK-IFDMA.
As a reference, the conventional OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM systems are used. Finally, the circum-
stances under which PAPR distribution of GOQPSK-IFDMA outperforms the PAPR distribution of
the conventional IFDMA are identified.

In Chapter4, the effect of frequency offsets on the performance of IFDMA uplink system is investi-
gated using raised cosine (RC) window. It is shown that MAI caused by the frequency offsets can be
reduced significantly if RC window is applied instead of the conventional rectangular window.

Generally, frequency offset estimation in the uplink of multi-carrier systems is a complicated task,
since the received signal at the BS comprises received signals from many users and each user can have
its own frequency offset. Moreover, received signals from different users are distorted by different
transmission channels which makes the problem of channel estimation complicated.

A frequency domain algorithm for frequency offset estimation is proposed and its performance is
investigated in the mobile radio channel. This algorithm utilizes pilot symbols and provides joint
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frequency offset and channel estimation. A special construction of pilot symbols with additional
spreading in time domain is proposed which allows reduction of the frequency offset estimation error.

A practical time domain algorithm is evaluated which uses the repetitive structure of the IFDMA
transmit signal in time domain. The time domain algorithm is independent of the transmission channel
and modulation alphabet. Statistical properties of the estimate are analyzed and proven analytically
and by Monte-Carlo simulations. As a result, the obtained estimate is unbiased and is able to provide
a reliable result at SNR values of practical interest. The proposed algorithm is compared with existing
techniques and its superiority is proven.

In Chapter5, the optimum equalization techniques for OFDM and IFDMA are presented. As shown
in Chapter2, the application of the window in the receiver changes the received spectrum of each
individual subcarrier. Varying the roll-off factor of the DFT window function and, therefore, changing
the length of the prefix and postfix, MAI caused by the frequency offset can be reduced. A method
that allows demodulating the information transmitted on individual subcarriers without interference
and by using the DFT of double size was proposed in [BT07].

In Chapter5, we describe the MMSE algorithm which utilizes part of the energy invested into prefix
and postfix for the equalization. As a result, the BER can be improved. Thus, the proposed algorithm
improves the spectral efficiency of an OFDM system described in Chapter2.

Additionally, the SI of IFDMA systems is investigated in an independent Rayleigh channel and it is
shown that IFDMA has significantly less SI than conventional OFDMA-CDM.

In Chapter6, an IFDMA uplink system with non-linear amplifier is investigated and compared with
OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM techniques in terms of passband interference, out-of-band radiation and
BER performance. Finally, the performance of IFDMA systems is simulated in the mobile radio
channel.
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals of Uplink OFDMA

2.1 Introduction

As already mentioned in Chapter1, the main focus of this thesis is IFDMA, applied to uplink mobile
radio systems. Since IFDMA can be viewed as a special kind of OFDMA, this introductory chapter
describes the basic principles of uplink OFDMA.

As a basis of uplink OFDMA, orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) is introduced in
Sec.2.2. The conventional OFDM model [FK00, Kai98, NP02] is briefly reviewed and extended
in Sec.2.2.1 in order to take into account the effect of pulse-shaping on the spectral properties of
OFDM. Discrete-time signal processing in the OFDM transmitter is explained in Sec.2.2.2. It is
shown that pulse-shaping is required to perform an interpolation between individual samples of the
discrete OFDM signal. The mobile radio fading channel models which are used in this thesis are
presented in Sec.2.2.3. The receiver proposed in Sec.2.2.4 makes it possible to demodulate the
OFDM signals with a variety of window functions without interference. Technical assumptions which
are made throughout this thesis are summarized in Sec.2.2.5and the mathematical notations are given
in Sec.2.2.6.

Sec.2.3covers uplink OFDMA and its extensions. The characteristics of uplink communications are
presented in Sec2.3.1. Due to its high relevance for IFDMA, the OFDMA uplink system is described
in detail in Sec.2.3.2. Special emphasis is given to OFDMA with block-interleaved frequency allo-
cation, where different users utilize separated and interleaved sets of subcarriers. Since IFDMA is a
special case of OFDMA code-division multiplexing (OFDMA-CDM), this extension of OFDMA is
presented in Sec.2.3.3. OFDMA-CDM has been introduced in [Kai02, Kai98] and it is shown that
OFDMA-CDM provides better robustness against the negative impact of the multipath channel than
conventional OFDMA [Kai98].

The computationally efficient implementation of the IFDMA transmitter is described in Sec.2.3.4
where the Fourier spreading of the transmit data is performed over the group of subcarriers which are
interleaved equidistantly. As a result of the Fourier spreading, the IFDMA transmit signal reduces to
a repeated data sequence.

The concept of minimum shift keying IFDMA (MSK-IFDMA) and Gaussian MSK-IFDMA (GOQPSK-
IFDMA) is developed in Sec.2.3.5. As a result of combination MSK/GOQPSK with IFDMA,
the MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA transmit signal is generated without phase transitions. As indicated
in Sec.2.3.6, the MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA transmit signal has better spectral properties and smaller
out-of-band radiation than the transmit signal of OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM systems
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TheM -modification for OFDMA based systems is described in Sec.2.3.7. The intention of theM -
modification is to increase the data throughput of each user by reducing the number of active users
in the OFDMA uplink. TheM -modification allows to increase the robustness of the OFDMA uplink
in presence of frequency offsets [AS03] and reduces pilot symbols overhead [SFF+07]. Moreover,
link adaptation requires link quality estimation andM -modification makes it possible to reduce the
amount of link quality information transmitted to the BS, since the link quality of a group of adja-
cent subcarriers needs to be estimated and transmitted, instead of the link quality of each individual
subcarrier [SFSA05].

TheLK-modification introduced in Sec.2.3.8makes it possible to obtain the IFDMA system with
arbitrary data rate while keeping the same PAPR as by single-carrier systems.

2.2 Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing

2.2.1 Time and Frequency Domain Properties of an OFDM signal

An OFDM modulator maps a sequence of complex-valued source data symbolsSκ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc−1,
onNc subcarriers. Throughout the thesis, variables representing values in the frequency domain such
as the source symbolsSκ, are written with capital letters. The duration of each data symbolSκ, is
denoted asTc. The symbol rate per subcarrier is defined as1/T and the following expression holds
true

1

T
=

1

NcTc
, (2.1)

i.e., the symbol rate per subcarrier1/T is Nc times smaller than the source symbol rate1/Tc. TheNc

parallel modulated source symbolsSκ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, form an OFDM symbol.

Throughout the thesis, signals are considered in the equivalent lowpass domain [Pro00] and complex-
valued notation is used for the description of the signals in time and frequency domain. The infinite
complex-valued envelope of an OFDM symbol in time domain is defined as

x∞(t) =
1√
Nc

Nc−1∑
κ=0

Sκe
j2πfκt. (2.2)

The factor1/
√

Nc normalizes the power in (2.2). TheNc subcarrier frequenciesfκ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc−1,
are located at

fκ =
κ

T
, (2.3)

and the center of the frequency spectrum is located atNc/2T . Such definition of the center of the
frequency spectrum and subcarrier frequenciesfκ simplifies mathematical modeling. The subcarrier
spacing∆f is given as

∆f =
1

T
. (2.4)

The infinite complex-valued envelopex∞(t) of an OFDM symbol in time domain withNc subcarriers
has a bandwidth of

BW = ∆fNc =
Nc

T
=

1

Tc
. (2.5)
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Sincex∞(t) has an infinite duration it cannot be realized in practical systems. By multiplyingx∞(t)
by the rectangular function

rect(t) =

{
1 if 0 ≤ t ≤ T
0 otherwise

(2.6)

the duration of (2.2) can be limited.

In order to improve the spectral properties of the time limited enveloperect(t)x∞(t) of an OFDM
symbol, the pulse-shaping functiong(t) is applied. If not explicitly stated otherwise, it is assumed
throughout this thesis that a Nyquist waveform [Pro00] is used as pulse-shaping function

g(t) = sinc

(
t

Tc

)
cos(παt/Tc)

1− 4α2t2/T 2
c

, (2.7)

wheresinc(t) is defined as

sinc(t) =

{
sin(πt)

πt
if t 6= 0

1 if t = 0.
(2.8)

The roll-off factorα, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, in (2.7) defines the spectral characteristics of the pulse-shaping
functiong(t) as described in [Pro00].

Applying the rectangular function (2.6) and the pulse-shaping functiong(t), the complex-valued en-
velopex(t) of an OFDM symbol has a lengthT and is defined as

x(t) = rect(t)
(
x∞(t) ∗ g(t)

)
= rect(t)

[
1√
Nc

Nc−1∑
κ=0

Sκe
j2πfκt

]
∗ g(t), (2.9)

where′∗′ denotes linear convolution

a(t) ∗ b(t) =

∞∫
−∞

a(t̃)b(t− t̃)dt̃. (2.10)

The transmit spectrumX(f) of the complex-valued envelopex(t) of an OFDM symbol is obtained
by performing a Fourier transform as

X(f) =
1√
2π

∞∫
−∞

x(t)e−j2πftdt. (2.11)

The SED|X(f)|2 of an OFDM symbol is then given as

|X(f)|2 =

∣∣∣∣∣ 1√
Nc

Nc−1∑
κ=0

TSκ sinc((f − fκ) T )G(f)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (2.12)

wheresinc(f) andG(f) are Fourier transforms ofrect(t) and the pulse-shaping functiong(t), re-
spectively.

As can be seen from (2.12), the SED|X(f)|2 is different for different OFDM symbols, since the
source symbolsSκ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc−1, influence|X(f)|2. However averaging over the set of different
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Figure 2.1: Average normalized SEDs versus normalized frequencyfTc: |X(f)|2 is the average
normalized SED of an OFDM symbol withNc = 16 subcarriers, and Nyquist pulse-shaping function
with α = 0.25; |Xw(f)|2 is the normalized SED|Xw(f)|2 of an OFDM symbol withNc = 16
subcarriers and the Kronecker delta functionδ(t) used as pulse-shaping function; the dotted line
refers to the normalized SED of subcarrierκ = 1.

OFDM symbols, by taking the expectationE {.}, allows deducing a more convenient representation
which is independent of the source symbolsSκ

E
{
|X(f)|2

}
= |X(f)|2 =

1

Nc

Nc−1∑
κ=0

|T sinc((f − fκ) T )G(f)|2 . (2.13)

In (2.13), the assumptions that the source symbolsSκ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, are uncorrelated and have
zero mean has been applied, i.e., for everyp = 0, . . . , Nc − 1,

E
{
|SκS

∗
p |2
}

=

{
1 if κ = p
0 if κ 6= p

(2.14)

is fulfilled. Note that|T sinc((f − fκ) T )|2 in (2.13) denotes the transmit SED of theκth modulated
subcarrier. The frequency domain representationG(f) of the pulse-shaping functiong(t) is also
denoted as the frequency response of the pulse-shaping function and is given as [Pro00]

G(f) =


Tc if 0 ≤ |f | ≤ 1−α

2Tc

Tc
2

{
1 + cos

[
πTc
α

(
|f | − 1−α

2Tc

)]}
if 1−α

2Tc
≤ f ≤ 1+α

2Tc

0 if |f | > 1+α
2Tc

.

(2.15)

In numerous publications, e.g. [Kai98, NP02, FK00], the effect of the pulse-shaping function in
OFDM systems is not taken into account and it is assumed that the transmit pulse-shaping function
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g(t) is equal to the Kronecker delta functionδ(t) which is defined as

δ(t) =

{
1 if t = 0
0 otherwise.

(2.16)

The Kronecker delta functionδ(t) can be considered as a pulse-shaping function with an infinite
passband, i.e.,

G(f) = 1. (2.17)

If g(t) = δ(t), the average normalized SED in (2.13) simplifies to

|Xw(f)|2 =
1

Nc

Nc−1∑
κ=0

|T sinc ((f − fκ) T )|2 . (2.18)

The average normalized SED|X(f)|2 for Nc = 16 subcarriers versus the normalized frequencyfTc

for the case of Nyquist pulse-shaping with the roll-of factorα = 0.25 is depicted as thick solid line
in Fig. 2.1. For comparison, the average normalized SED|Xw(f)|2 with Nc = 16 subcarriers for
the case of a Kronecker delta function as pulse-shaping function is depicted as a thin solid line. The
dotted line illustrates the normalized SED of the subcarrierκ = 1.

The normalized frequency range−0.5 ≤ fTc ≤ 0.5 is denoted as passband in the following, because
all information transmitted within one OFDM symbol is located within this frequency range. The
out-of-band frequency range is defined for normalized frequencies|fTc| > 0.5. Design rules for
multi-carrier systems target at the minimization of energy emitted in the out-of-band frequency range
in order to reduce interference to adjacent transmission systems. As a consequence, the transmit
energy within passband is maximized in order to improve the SNR of the received signal. If the
Nyquist pulse-shaping function defined in (2.7) is applied, out-of-band radiation can be reduced as
illustrated in Fig.2.1.

The subcarriers on the edges of the transmit spectrum are slightly faded because of the pulse-shaping
functiong(t). Thus, some subcarriers on the edges of the spectra carry less energy than subcarriers
located in the middle of the spectrum. However, any phase ambiguity on different subcarriers intro-
duced by the transmit pulse-shaping function can be compensated in the equalization process, since
the pulse-shaping functiong(t) has linear phase characteristics [Pro00].

In this thesis, we add postfix and prefix to the beginning and end ofx(t), respectively, as shown in
Fig. 2.3a. The prefix and postfix are the cyclic extension ofx(t) which are used at the receiver for the
windowing operation as explained in Sec.2.2.4. The length of the prefix and postfix isβT/2, where
β denotes the roll-off factor of the applied window.

With prefix and postfix the duration of the complex-valued envelopex(t) of an OFDM symbol is
T + βT , which is larger compared to the maximum delayτmax of the channel impulse response
(CIR) [Kai98, FK00]. In order to avoid interference between succeeding OFDM symbols, maintain
the orthogonality between theNc subcarriers, and avoid inter-carrier interference [FK00], a guard
interval with durationT∆ is added at the beginning of the OFDM symbol [AL87, Bin90, NP02] as
shown in Fig.2.3a. The duration of the guard interval is chosen in order to fulfill

T∆ ≥ τmax. (2.19)

By adding prefix, postfix and guard interval, the OFDM symbol duration extends to

T ′ = T + βT + T∆. (2.20)
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Figure 2.2: Time/frequency representation of an OFDM symbol and an OFDM frame.

The guard interval, prefix and postfix consume transmission energy and induce an energy loss of

Vg = 10 log10

(
T + T∆ + βT

T

)
dB . (2.21)

An OFDM frame is defined asNframe subsequent OFDM symbols which are transmitted serially, one
after another. The duration of an OFDM frameTframe is defined as

Tframe = NframeT
′. (2.22)

The time/frequency representation of an OFDM symbol is depicted in Fig.2.2a and an OFDM frame
is shown in Fig.2.2b.

2.2.2 Discrete-Time Signal Processing in OFDM Transmitter

In the following, we describe the baseband discrete-time signal processing procedure in an OFDM
transmitter which allows to generate the complex-valued envelopex(t) of an OFDM symbol in time
domain.

Sampling extended complex envelopex(t) at the time instancest = υT/(Nc+2Nw), υ = 0, . . . , Nc+
2Nw − 1, as shown in Fig.2.3a, the discrete lengthNw of the prefix and postfix can be defined as

Nw =

⌈
Ncβ

2

⌉
, (2.23)

wheredxe represents the smallest integer larger or equal tox. The discrete length of the guard interval
is given by

N∆ =

⌈
τmaxNc

T

⌉
. (2.24)

As shown in Fig.2.3b, samplingx(t) produces elements
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Figure 2.3: Illustration to the generation of the complex-valued envelopex(t) of an OFDM symbol:
a) complex-valued envelopex(t) of an OFDM symbol in time domain sampled with the rate1/Tc;
as an example, the pulse-shaping functiong(t) is depicted, b) the sequencexυ, υ = −N∆, . . . , Nc +
2Nw − 1, Nc = 16; α = 0.25; β = 0.25; N∆ = 2.

xυ =
1√
Nc

Nc−1∑
κ=0

Sκe
j2πκ(υ−Nw)/Nc, υ = −N∆, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1. (2.25)

Since the pulse-shaping functiong(t) satisfies the Nyquist criterion [Pro00], i.e.,

g(υTc) =

{
1 if υ = 1
0 otherwise,

(2.26)

g(t) disappears in (2.25).

The block diagram of a multi-carrier modulator employing OFDM based on an IDFT and a multi-
carrier demodulator based on DFT is illustrated in Fig.2.4. An advantage of using OFDM is that
the multi-carrier modulation can be implemented in the discrete domain by using an inverse discrete
Fourier transform (IDFT), or the more efficient inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) [WE71]. As
seen in (2.25), the samples of the sequencexυ are obtained as IDFT of the complex-valued source
data symbolsSκ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1.

After IDFT operation in the OFDM block, cf. Fig.2.4, one obtains the sequencexw,υ in time domain

xw,υ =
1√
Nc

Nc−1∑
κ=0

Sκe
j2πκυ/Nc, υ = −∞, . . . ,∞, (2.27)
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Figure 2.4: Multi-carrier transmission system with OFDM.

which has a periodNc. Note that the IDFT operation is a cyclic operation [PM96], and IDFT block
supplies only one period ofxw,υ. This cyclic property is used to obtain the elements within the guard
interval, prefix and postfix. The guard interval, prefix and postfix are formed by cyclic extension in
the ”add guard interval” and ”add prefix and postfix” blocks, respectively. The elements of sequence
xυ are mathematically obtained by

xυ = xw,υ, υ = −N∆, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1. (2.28)

Then, the pulse shaping is performed by convolution ofxυ with the pulse-shaping functiong(t).
Usually, this convolution is performed in the discrete-time domain by using a discrete pulse-shaping
filter [OS89, PM96]. Throughout this thesis, the impulse-response of this pulse-shaping filter is mod-
eled as the functiong(t), which is non-zero only within|t| ≤ NfTc, whereNf denotes the length of
the pulse-shaping filter. The example ofg(t) is given in Fig.2.3a. Note that in the pulse-shaping
functiong(t), Tc is chosen in such a way that no interference between any two successive elements
xυ andxυ−1 occurs. The extended complex-valued envelopex(t) of an OFDM signal at the output of
the pulse-shaping filter is given by

x(t) =

Nc+2Nw−1∑
υ=−N∆

xυg(t− υTc). (2.29)

2.2.3 Multipath Channel Model

The multipath propagation environment for mobile radio transmission can be described by the time
variant CIRh(t̃, t). In this thesis, we assume thath(t̃, t) follows the commonly used wide sense
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stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) assumptions [Kai98]. Hence,h(t̃, t) can be modeled by
a tapped delay line of lengthMch with coefficientshm, m = 0, . . . ,Mch − 1. Each propagation path
of the channel corresponds to a complex-valued coefficienthm [Pae02, SA00]. The amplitude of the
coefficienthm represents the amplification/fading of themth received replica of the transmit signal
x(t) at the input of the receive antenna. Channel modeling is described in detail in [Pae02, SA00,
Kai98].

Throughout this thesis it is assumed that coefficientshm remain time-invariant for at least one OFDM
symbol duration and the power of the received signaly(t) in average is equal to the power of the
transmit signalx(t), if averaging is performed over a long period of time. This assumption leads to
the condition that the mobile radio channel should not amplify or fade the received signal, i.e., the
following condition holds true

E

{
Mch−1∑
m=0

|hm|2
}

= 1. (2.30)

Another channel model which is used in this thesis is the independent Rayleigh fading channel model,
see e.g. [Kai98]. This is a frequency domain channel model without line-of-sight component and
there is no correlation between the fading coefficients which are generated independently for each
subcarrier and OFDM symbol. The independent Rayleigh channel allows to save simulation time and
is easy to implement.

2.2.4 Discrete-Time Signal Processing in OFDM Receiver

The output of the multipath fading channel is the signal waveformy(t) as shown in Fig.2.4. The
signal waveformy(t) is a linear convolution ofx(t) and the CIRh(t̃, t) [Pae02] plus additive-white
gaussian noise (AWGN) signaln(t). The signaln(t) has zero mean and varianceσ2. The received
waveformy(t) at the input of the receive antenna is represented as

y(t) =

τmax∫
0

x(t− t̃)h(t̃, t)dt̃ + n(t). (2.31)

At the receiver,y(t) is sampled with the rate1/Tc as shown in Fig.2.4 and the received sequence
yυ, υ = 0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1, is obtained. The elementsyυ, υ = −N∆, . . . , 0, represent guard
interval and are not used in the data detection in the following and are discarded. Then, a windowing
operation is performed. Before proceeding with the windowing operation, the window function needs
to be introduced. Without loss of generality, only the commonly used RC window is considered in
this thesis which is defined as [Pro00]

w(t) =


1
2

+ 1
2
cos
(
π + tπ

βT

)
if 0 ≤ T ≤ βT

1 if βT < t < T
1
2

+ 1
2
cos
(

(t−T )π
βT

)
if T ≤ t ≤ (1 + β)T

0 else,

(2.32)

whereβ is the roll-off factor already defined in Sec.2.2.2. Note that the window functionw(t) has a
durationT + βT . Forβ = 0, the window function in (2.32) simplifies to the rectangular window

w(t) = rect(t) (2.33)
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Figure 2.5: The normalized received SEDs of the modulated subcarrierκ = 1 versus normalized
frequencyfTc for β = 0 andβ = 0.25; Nc = 16.

of durationT . If W (f) is the Fourier transform ofw(t), then|W (f − fκ)|2 denotes the received SED
of the modulated subcarrierκ. In the case of a RC window, the SED of thekth subcarrier is given as

|W (f − fκ)|2 =

∣∣∣∣T sinc ((f − fκ) T )
cos(βπ (f − fκ) T )

1− 4β2 (f − fκ)
2 T 2

∣∣∣∣2 (2.34)

and forβ = 0 simplifies to

|W (f − fκ)|2 = |T sinc ((f − fκ) T )|2 . (2.35)

The effect of the window function on the received SED of a modulated subcarrier is shown in Fig.2.5.
It is clearly seen that by increasingβ the sidelobes of the subcarriers can be reduced, without intro-
ducing any interference.

The windowing operation is performed in the discrete-time domain as illustrated in Fig.2.6, where the
received waveformy(t) is shown in Fig.2.6a and the window functionw(t) is illustrated in Fig.2.6b.
The beginning of the window function must lie within the guard interval, in the area which is free
from the interference with the previous OFDM symbol. For simplicity, but without loss of generality,
it is assumed that the beginning of the window function is located ideally just after the end of the
guard interval.

Sampling the RC window functionw(t) given in (2.32) at the time instancest = υT/Nc, υ =
0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1, with sampling rate1/Tc one obtainsNc + 2Nw elementswυ, υ = 0, . . . , Nc +
2Nw − 1.

After windowing operation, which is simply the multiplication of elementsyυ andwυ, the sequence
yυwυ, υ = 0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1, is obtained as shown in Fig.2.6c. In order to transfer the sequence
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Figure 2.6: Illustration to the windowing operation at the OFDM receiver: a) received waveform
y(t) and sequenceyυ, υ = 0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1 b) window functionw(t) c) sequencewυyυ, υ =
0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1, obtained after windowing operation;Nc = 16; α = 0.25; β = 0.25; N∆ = 2.

yυwυ in the frequency domain, the DFT operation of size2Nc is applied. In doing so,Nc − 2Nw

zero elements are added to the end of the obtained sequenceyυwυ in order to adjust the length of the
sequence to the DFT length. Then, obtained sequenceyw,υ, υ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1, is given as

yw,υ =

{
wυyυ if υ = 0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1
0 if υ = Nc + 2Nw, . . . , 2Nc − 1.

(2.36)

At the output of inverse OFDM, one obtains the frequency domain sequenceYκ′ , κ
′ = 0, . . . , 2Nc−1,

Yκ′ =
1√
2Nc

2Nc−1∑
υ=0

yw,υe
−j 2π

2Nc
υκ′ . (2.37)

For an interference free reception of an OFDM symbol three conditions have to be fulfilled. First, the
OFDM symbol durationT + βT should be smaller than the coherence time of the channel and the
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subcarrier spacing∆f should be smaller than the coherence bandwidth of the channel as described
in [Kai98]. Second, the duration of the guard intervalT∆ should be larger than the maximum delay
τmax of the channel. Third, the received signaly(t) should not have any frequency and time offsets
at the receiver. If these conditions are satisfied, the output of the DFT block is represented by the
sequence

Yκ′ = Hκ′Sκ + Nκ′ , κ
′ = 2κ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1 (2.38)

of length2Nc, whereHκ′ , κ
′ = 2κ are the fading coefficients on the subcarriersκ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1,

Hκ′ =
1√
2
e

jπNw
Nc

κ′
Mch−1∑
m=0

hme−j 2π
2Nc

mκ′ (2.39)

andNκ′ denote AWGN elements. For a more detailed information, refer to (A.1).

As shown in (A.1), only even elements,κ′ = 2κ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc−1, of the sequenceYκ′ , κ
′ = 2κ, κ =

0, . . . , 2Nc − 1, represent the received values on the subcarriersκ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1. Each element
Yκ′ is equal to the multiplication of the fading coefficientHκ′ and transmit source symbolSκ plus
an additive white Gaussian noise sampleNκ′. The real and imaginary parts of the noise elements
Nκ′ , κ

′ = 2κ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, in (2.38) are assumed to be statistically independent, Gaussian
distributed random variables with zero mean and variance equal toσ2/2. Under these conditions the
variance of the noise sampleNκ′ is given by

σ2 = E{|Nκ′|2}. (2.40)

Note that the receive pulse-shaping filter is not taken into account in this thesis. In ideal case, the
receive pulse-shaping function should be matched to the function which is a linear convolution of the
transmit pulse-shaping functiong(t) and the CIRh(t̃, t). The CIRh(t̃, t) is not known at the OFDM
receiver, and equalization is performed in frequency domain [NP02] by using the detectors described
in Sec.5.2.1. These detectors eliminate the negative impact of the channel in an optimum way.

The receive pulse-shaping filter suppresses noise in the out-of-band frequency range, and thus, makes
it possible to increase SNR. However, noise becomes colored in the passband [Pro00]. For broad-
band systems, the SNR gain due to noise suppression in the out-of-band frequency range is of minor
importance and this is not considered in this thesis.

2.2.5 Technical Assumptions

As already mentioned, OFDM provides higher spectral efficiency than single-carrier and FDM modu-
lation schemes and has better immunity against multipath propagation. Another advantage of OFDM
is that the OFDM receiver can be efficiently realized by using computationally efficient fast Fourier
transform (FFT) [WE71]. However, the following effects, which are not further considered in this
thesis, can have an impact on OFDM system performance:

• The effect of channel estimation: The basic principle of channel estimation in OFDM systems
is to insert pilot symbols into the OFDM frame with the intention to estimate the channel fading
coefficientsH2κ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1. If the distance between pilot symbols in time direction
is smaller than the coherence time of the channel and if the distance between pilot symbols in
frequency direction is smaller than the coherence bandwidth of the channel then the estimates of
the fading coefficientsH2κ can be obtained by interpolation [BS99, CSM95, HSR97, CEPA02].
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In these contributions is shown that the quality of channel estimation affects OFDM system
performance. If not explicitly stated otherwise, it is assumed throughout this thesis that the
channel fading coefficientsH2κ are perfectly known at the receiver.

• The impact of multiple transmit and receive antennas: A key component of a multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) system is the MIMO detector at the receiver, that has to recover
the symbols transmitted simultaneously from multiple transmit antennas. A MIMO system
provides antenna diversity techniques such as space-time coding [Ala98, THC99] and space-
frequency coding [LXG02] or makes it possible to achieve spacial transmit diversity [Kai00a,
Kai00b, DK01] which can be applied to already existing single-input single-output systems. In
the sequel, the MIMO issue is not considered. However, most of the algorithms proposed in
this thesis can be adopted to the MIMO case.

• The effect of the phase noise: The term phase noise is used to describe phase fluctuations due to
random frequency deviations of a local oscillator at the receiver or transmitter. Phase noise can
be caused by a number of factors, but is mostly caused by frequency instability of oscillators.
The influence of phase noise on the performance on OFDM based systems is out of the scope
of this thesis is investigated in [Arm01].

2.2.6 Mathematical Notation

In order to simplify the mathematical representation of OFDM a vector/matrix notation is utilized
throughout this thesis. Bold variables designate matrices or vectors. The variables denoting signals in
time domain are written in small letters, variables denoting signals in frequency domain are written
in capital letters. The symbol(.)T denotes transposition of a vector or a matrix.

The source data sequenceSκ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, is represented by the frequency domain vectorS

S = (S0, S1, . . . , SNc−1)
T . (2.41)

The sequencexυ, υ = 0, . . . , Nc+2Nw−1, obtained after IDFT and window operation is represented
by the transmit vector

x = (x0, x1, . . . , xNc+2Nw−1)
T . (2.42)

The sequenceyυ, υ = 0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1, obtained after guard interval removal is represented by
the received vector

y = (y0, y1, . . . , yNc+2Nw−1)
T . (2.43)

In order to closely describe the influence of a mobile radio channel on the received OFDM symbol, a
CIR vectorh of lengthMch is introduced as

h = (h0, h1, . . . , hMch−1)
T . (2.44)

The channel matrix

h =



h0 · · · hMch−1 0 · · · 0
0 h0 · · · hMch−1 · · · 0
· · · 0 h0 · · · hMch−1 0
0 · · · 0 h0 · · · hMch−1
...

...
...

...
...

...
. . . hMch−1 0 0 . . . h0


(2.45)
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is the(Nc + 2Nw) × (Nc + 2Nw) right circular matrix which rows are cyclically shifted versions of
the vector with the sizeNc + 2Nw, which is obtained by appendingNc + 2Nw −Mch zeros to the CIR
vectorh̆.

The AWGN sequencenυ, υ = 0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1, is represented by the AWGN vector

n = (n0, n1, . . . , nNc+2Nw−1)
T (2.46)

of sizeNc + 2Nw. The window function elementswυ, υ = 0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1, form a diagonal
square matrix

w = diag(w0, w1, . . . , wNc+2Nw−1). (2.47)

With this notation, the received vectory is expressed in time domain as

y = hx + n. (2.48)

TheNc ×Nc-dimensional channel matrix in the frequency domain is given as

H =


H0 0 . . . 0
0 H2 0
...

...
...

0 0 . . . H2Nc−1

 . (2.49)

The sequence of the received valuesYκ′ , κ
′ = 2κ, κ′ = 2κ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, obtained after inverse

OFDM is represented by the received vectorY

Y = (Y0, Y2, . . . , Y2Nc−1)
T (2.50)

of lengthNc. With these notations,Y is given as

Y = HS + N, (2.51)

whereN is the AWGN vector in the frequency domain

N = (N0, N2, . . . , N2Nc−1)
T . (2.52)

2.3 Uplink OFDMA and Its Extensions

2.3.1 Uplink Communications

As already mentioned in Chapter1, the focus of this thesis is on the uplink mobile radio communi-
cations, i.e., on the communication link between several MTs and one BS. The maximumK MTs
and one BS form a mobile radio cell and share the same frequency band. The number of active MTs
(or active users) isNu, Nu ≤ K. Therefore, we introduce indexi, i = 0, . . . , Nu − 1, in order to
distinguish the signals of different users. The received signaly at the input of the BS antenna can
be modeled as a superposition of the received signals fromNu users. The signal of theith user is
transmitted through theith independent mobile radio channel which is completely described by its
channel matrixh(i). Thus, the received signaly at the input of the BS antenna is given as

y =
Nu−1∑
i=0

h(i)x(i) + n. (2.53)

It is assumed that the received signals of different users have equal energy. This can be considered
as a realistic condition because of the automatic power control at the MT which adjusts the transmit
power according to the distance between MT and BS and signal propagation conditions.
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2.3.2 OFDMA

OFDMA is a multiple-access technique, which is based on OFDM and where different users utilize
unique set of subcarriers for data transmission. In doing so, users remain orthogonal and the re-
ceived signals of different users might be separated in the receiver without interference. Which set of
subcarriers is assigned to each particular user is denoted by the frequency allocation scheme that is
implemented in the frequency mapper block as shown in Fig.2.7.

The generation of an OFDMA signal, shown in Fig.2.7, is applicable on the transmitter side in both
the up- and downlink. Each OFDMA useri, i = 0, . . . , Nu− 1, performs a blocked transmission ofL

complex-valued symbolsd(i)
q , q = 0, . . . , L− 1, which form vector

d(i) = (d
(i)
0 , d

(i)
1 , . . . , d

(i)
L−1)

T . (2.54)

of lengthL. The vectord(i) is obtained after channel encoding and code bit interleaving.

The basic idea of channel code is to introduce controlled redundancy into the transmitted data that
is exploited at the receiver to correct channel induced errors by means of forward error correc-
tion [Pro00]. There are many types of channel codes, but without loss of generality, only a commonly
used convolutional codes are utilized in the rest of the thesis. At first, a transmit bit sequence with
lengthLa is coded. At the output of the channel encoder, a coded bit sequence has lengthLb.

The code rateRc, which defines the amount of the controlled redundancy and the protection capability
of the channel code is equal to

Rc =
La

Lb
. (2.55)

Then, the obtained bit sequence is interleaved. Code bit interleaving is as an efficient technique
to combat the BER degradation due to fading, noise, interference and other channel impairments.
Signal fading due to time-variant multipath propagation often causes the received signal to fall below
the noise level, thus, resulting in a large number of errors, called burst errors. An efficient method
for dealing with burst error channel is to interleave the code bits in such a way that bursty channel is
transformed into a channel having independent errors. Thus, a code designed for independent errors or
short bursts can be used. Code bit interleaving has become an extremely useful technique in wireless
communication systems and can be realized as block, diagonal, or random interleaver [Ste94]. At the
output of the interleaver, the code bit sequence is given by

b(i) = (b
(i)
0 , b

(i)
1 , . . . , b

(i)
Lb−1)

T (2.56)

and is mapped to the vectord(i). In doing so,b(i) is separated into groups oflog2(Md) data bits.
Totally, Md unique bit sequences are possible. Each bit sequence is mapped to one of the complex-
valued functionsΩ0, Ω1, . . . , ΩMd, which form the modulation alphabet

Ω = {Ω0, Ω1, . . . , ΩMd}. (2.57)

The L data symbolsd(i)
q , d

(i)
q ⊆ Ω, are assumed to be equally probable with zero mean and are

delivered to the OFDM with the rate1/Tc. The average energy of the data symbold
(i)
q is chosen to be

E{|d(i)
n |2} = 1. (2.58)

The L transmitted symbolsd(i)
q of the ith user are transmitted onL < Nc subcarriers. Normally,

signal fading often causes the adjacent subcarriers to fall below the noise level, and if one user utilizes
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adjacent subcarriers for data transmission, transmit data might be impossible to recover at the receiver.
It is worth to separate these subcarriers in the frequency reducing probability that these two subcarriers
are deep faded at the same time. In the following, a block- interleaved frequency allocation scheme is
utilized, which provides maximum frequency separation. The block-interleaved frequency allocation
scheme assigns the subcarriersκ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, to the useri, such

S(i)
κ =

{
d

(i)
q if κ = qK + i, q = 0, . . . , L− 1

0 otherwise.
(2.59)

Note that onlyL subcarriers are occupied by the data symbols of theith user. The other(K − 1)L
subcarriers remain empty and are used for the data transmission of other users.

2.3.3 OFDMA-CDM

As already mentioned in the previous section, separation of subcarriers in frequency increases a prob-
ability that these subcarriers are faded independently. If one achieves that bit errors appeared on one
subcarrier are independent from the bit errors on another subcarrier and then the received bit stream
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is less bursty. It can be achieved with block interleaved frequency allocation scheme which provides
simple and robust method to improve the BER performance of OFDMA.

However, further improvement of OFDMA with block-interleaved allocation is possible. Consider
the situation, where one subcarrier is deeply faded. In this case, data transmitted on this subcarrier
has low SNR and the probability to receive data correctly reduces tremendously. The countermeasure
is to transmit data on separated subcarriers simultaneously, but this approach is not spectrum efficient.

The logical solution is to apply code-division multiplexing (CDM) component, and transmit each
data symbold(i)

q on L subcarriers simultaneously. For keeping spectrum efficiency the same as in
the conventional OFDMA, otherL − 1 data symbols are transmitted on the same subcarriers. The
separation of data symbols in the receiver is possible if orthogonal spreading codes are used.

OFDMA-CDM transmitter, described in [Kai98, FK00] and illustrated in Fig.2.8, combines serially
concatenated CDM component, frequency mapper and OFDM. Before proceeding with the detailed
description of OFDMA-CDM transmitter, we introduce Walsh-Hadamard spreading codesCn, n =
0, . . . , L− 1, of lengthL = 2ι, ι = 1, 2, . . ., which form a square WH matrixCL of sizeL×L so that

CL = {C0,C1, . . . ,CL−1}. (2.60)

The WH matrixCL is defined recursively by

CL =
1√
2

(
CL/2 CL/2

CL/2 −CL/2,

)
∀L = 2ι, ι > 1,C1 = 1. (2.61)

The CDM component is introduced by multiplying each data symbold
(i)
q by the WH codeCn, n =

0, . . . , L− 1, and the summation of the obtained products. In order to preserve the advantages of sys-
tems with separated transmit subcarriers, we apply a block-interleaved frequency allocation scheme
by assigning symbolS(i)

κ to the subcarrierκ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1,

S(i)
κ =


L−1∑
q=0

Cn,q · d(i)
q if κ = nK + i, κ = nK + i

0 otherwise,
(2.62)

whereCn,q is theqth, q = 0, . . . , L− 1, element of the serial spreading WH codeCn. As can be seen
from (2.62), OFDMA-CDM exclusively assigns to each of theNu users a set ofL subcarriers out of
the possibleNc subcarriers. The spectrum efficiency and the BER performance in AWGN channel1

for OFDMA-CDM is the same as for OFDMA.

The detailed structure of OFDM block is shown in Fig.2.8, since generation of the transmit signal
x

(i)
w for the systems with block-interleaved frequency allocation can be slightly simplified as shown in

the following derivation. The elementsx(i)
w,l, l = 0, . . . Nc − 1 of the vectorx(i)

w , obtained after IDFT
operation and parallel-to-serial conversion can be represented by

x
(i)
w,l =

1√
Nc

Nc−1∑
κ=0

S(i)
κ ej 2π

Nc
κl, (2.64)

1if Cn,q ⊆
{
−1/

√
L, 1/

√
L
}

, where1/
√

L is the power normalization coefficient, then average transmit power

transmitted on the subcarrierκ = nK + i, n = 0, . . . , L− 1, is expressed as

E{|S(i)
nK+i|

2} =
1
L

L−1∑
q=0

E{|d(i)
q |2} = E{|d(i)

q |2} = 1. (2.63)
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Figure 2.9: IFDMA transmitter of theith user.

Substituting (2.62) into (2.64) and bearing in mind thatNc = LK, the signalx(i)
w,l, l = 0, . . . Nc − 1,

obtained after the IDFT operation in the OFDMA-CDM transmitter can be represented by

x
(i)
w,l =

1√
Nc

L−1∑
n=0

S
(i)
nK+ie

j 2π
Nc

(nK+i)l = ej 2π
Nc

il 1√
K

L−1∑
n=0

S
(i)
nK+ie

j 2π
L

nl. (2.65)

Since the exponent in (2.65) is periodic with the periodL, the transmit signalx(i)
w,l also have periodic

structure. Hence, one can take only valuesx
(i)
w,l calculated for one period, and then repeat themK

times. In doing so, (2.65) we can represent by

x
(i)
w,l = ej 2π

Nc
il 1√

K

L−1∑
n=0

S
(i)
nK+ie

j 2π
L

n(l modL). (2.66)

The derived expression shows that for multi-carrier systems with block-interleaved frequency alloca-
tion, the shorter DFT operation of lengthL instead ofNc can be applied that minimizes the transmitter
complexity and might be essential for the systems with large number of transmit subcarriers.

2.3.4 IFDMA

The previous sections demonstrate that CDM and block-interleaved frequency allocation scheme
might improve the robustness of OFDMA based systems against the negative influence of the mo-
bile radio channel. However, CDM not only improves BER but can also be used for the reduction of
the transmitter complexity and minimization of amplitude fluctuations of the transmit signal [AS04b].
It is well known that OFDM transmit signal has large amplitude fluctuations, known as high peak-
to-average power ratio (PAPR) problem. The proposed modification of OFDMA-CDM with block-
interleaved frequency allocation scheme, termed as interleaved frequency-division multiple-access
(IFDMA), allows reducing PAPR and obtained IFDMA transmit signal has PAPR of single-carrier
systems.

This modification can be achieved if Fourier codes are applied instead of WH codes, i.e., IFDMA can
be understood as a special case of OFDMA-CDM. Before proceeding with the IFDMA transmitter,
we introduce Fourier matrix

CL = {C0,C1, . . . ,CL−1}. (2.67)

The rows of the matrixCL are Fourier codesCn, n = 0, . . . , L− 1, of sizeL with elements

Cn,q =
1√
L

e−j 2π
L

nq, q = 0, . . . , L− 1, (2.68)
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Substituting (2.68) into (2.66) the elements of the Fourier codesCn,q and the rotation factors of the
IDFT ej 2π

L
nl in (2.66) cancel out and the transmit signalx

(i)
w,l, l = 0, . . . Nc − 1, reduces to

x
(i)
w,l = e

j2π
Nc

il︸ ︷︷ ︸
thelth elementu(i)

l of vectoru(i)

· 1√
K

d
(i)
l modL. (2.69)

TheNc elements
u

(i)
l = ej 2π

Nc
il, l = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, (2.70)

form a user specific phase vector

u(i) = (u
(i)
0 , u

(i)
1 , . . . , u

(i)
Nc−1)

T . (2.71)

Note, the multiplication with the user specific vectoru(i) ensures the user separation by assigning to
each userL subcarriers orthogonal to all other users’ subcarrier sets. Each elementx

(i)
w,l represents the

lth transmission chip in the following. The duration of the resulting chips coincides with the duration
of the data symboldq and is equal toTc. TheNc chips form a vector

xw = (x0, x1, . . . , xNc−1)
T . (2.72)

Comparing (2.69) and the IFDMA signal generation as described in [SBS99] [SBS98] it follows that
IFDMA transmit signal can be completely generated in the time domain without using IDFT. The
IFDMA transmitter is shown in Fig.2.9. Comparing it with OFDMA-CDM transmitter in Fig.2.8,
one can conclude that IFDMA transmitter has simplified structure. Instead of IDFT, the data symbols
d

(i)
q , q = 0, . . . , L − 1, are repeatedK times, scaled by the energy normalization factor1/

√
K and

multiplied by the user specific phase vectoru(i). The obtained chipsx(i)
l are then filtered with the

pulse-shaping filter which is described by the pulse-shaping functiong(t). In the case of IFDMA,
complex-valued envelopex(i)(t) of an OFDM symbol can be represented as

x(i)(t) =
1√
K

Nc−1∑
l=0

d
(i)
l modLg(t− Tcl)e

j 2π
T

it = (2.73)

1√
K

Nc−1∑
l=0

<{d(i)
l modL}g(t− Tcl)︸ ︷︷ ︸
in-phase component

+ j={d(i)
l modL}g (t− Tcl)︸ ︷︷ ︸

quadrature component

 · ej 2π
T

it,

where<(.) and=(.) denote real and imaginary parts of a complex number, respectively.

Note that the complex-valued envelopex(i)(t) of an OFDM symbol in (2.73) is represented without
guard interval, postfix and prefix, which can be added as described in Sec2.2.2. IFDMA was intro-
duced as a special kind of a multi-carrier spread-spectrum scheme, where the property of a repeated
data sequence has been used for multiple-access in [SBS98]

2.3.5 MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA

In this section, we combine MSK and GOQPSK with IFDMA. MSK can be viewed as offset (or stag-
gered) QPSK with sinusoidal pulse-shaping [Pro00]. The literature contains much research on MSK.
Pasupathy [Pur87] provides a primer on MSK and can be referred to for an overview. Couch [Cou93]
also discusses the basic principles of MSK modulation. MSK has continuous phase and constant
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Figure 2.10: In-phase and quadrature components of IFDMA versus time a) in-phase component of
MSK-IFDMA b) quadrature component of MSK-OFDMA c) quadrature component of IFDMA with
Nyquist pulse-shaping;i = 0.

envelope which makes an application of cheap nonlinear power amplifies possible. Moreover, MSK
is easy to implement. GOQPSK is a modification of MSK, where Gaussian pulse-shaping makes it
possible to obtain a narrow bandwidth of the transmit signal and more efficiently suppress the emitted
energy in the out-of-band frequency range.

The proposed combination of MSK and GOQPSK with IFDMA is novel and has not yet been de-
scribed in literature. Due to this combination, a new FDMA technique is created which have better
spectral characteristics than conventional IFDMA with Nyquist pulse-shaping. In the following, we
refer to the combination of MSK and IFDMA as a MSK-IFDMA and to the combination of GO-
QPSK with IFDMA as a GOQPSK-IFDMA. The IFDMA with Nyquist pulse-shaping function, de-
fined in (2.7) is referred to as a conventional IFDMA. Note that we use equivalent lowpass domain
signal representation for the description of MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA. At first, we start
with MSK-IFDMA and, then, introduce the GOQPSK-IFDMA as a special case of MSK-IFDMA.
The MSK-IFDMA complex-valued envelopex(t) of theith user can be represented as

x(i)(t) =
1√
2K

Nc−1∑
l=0

b
(i)
2l mod2Lg(t− lTc)︸ ︷︷ ︸

in-phase component

− jb
(i)
2l+1 mod2Lg

(
t− lTc −

Tc

2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

quadrature component

 · ej 2π
T

it. (2.74)
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The MSK-IFDMA can be viewed as quadrature modulation scheme where the pulse-shaping function

g(t) =

{
sin
(

πt
Tc

)
if 0 ≤ t ≤ Tc

0 otherwise.
(2.75)

is a one-half period of the sinusoid and the expression

g2(t) + g2

(
t +

Tc

2

)
= 1 (2.76)

holds true. In (2.74), even numbered bitsb2l, l = 0, . . . , Nc−1, of the bit sequenceb are transmitted on
the in-phase component ofx(t), whereas odd numbered bitsb2l+1, l = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, are transmitted
on the quadrature component ofx(t). The example of the lowpass MSK-GOQPSK signal is shown
in the Fig.2.10. In-phase component of the MSK envelopex(t) is shown in Fig.2.10a whereas the
quadrature componentx(t) is shown in Fig.2.10b. For illustration, the quadrature component of the
IFDMA signal with the conventional Nyquist pulse is depicted in Fig.2.10c as a dotted line. In all
cases, only one useri = 0 is active.

For GOQPSK-IFDMA, the pulse-shaping functiong(t) is defined as

g(t) =
1

2Tc

[
Q

(
2πBTc

t− Tc/2

Tc

√
ln(2)

)
−Q

(
2πBTc

t + Tc/2

Tc

√
ln(2)

)]
, (2.77)

whereQ(t) is aQ-function

Q(t) =
1√
2π

∞∫
t

e−t̃2/2dt̃. (2.78)

andBTc is a normalized bandwidth of the Gaussian pulse-shaping function, whereB denotes 3 dB
bandwidth of the filter. The following remarks are of interest:

• MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA has the same data rate as the conventional IFDMA with the QPSK and
Nyquist pulse-shaping. Thus, all considered systems have the same spectral efficiency [Pro00].

• The quadrature component of MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA is staggered in time byTc/2 seconds
with respect to the in-phase component.

• The optimum sampling points for the in-phase and quadrature components of the MSK/GOQPSK-
IFDMA are offset byTc/2 seconds as shown in Fig.2.10a and Fig.2.10b. In contrast, both
in-phase and quadrature components of the conventional IFDMA have a common optimum
sampling points as depicted in Fig.2.10c. Clearly, in-phase and quadrature components of
the MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA might be processed separately at the receiver, in contrast to the
conventional IFDMA.

• MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA has the same repetitive structure as the conventional IFDMA. This
repetitive structure makes is possible to have null frequencies in the transmit spectrum. These
frequencies are used for the data transmission of other users and, thus, allow FDMA. The user-
specific exponentej 2π

T
it, i = 0, . . . , Nu−1, in (2.74) provides cyclic frequency shift and secures

the orthogonality of users.
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Figure 2.11: Normalized power density spectra of MSK-IFDMA, GOQPSK-IFDMA and conven-
tional IFDMA versus normalized frequencyfTc; M = 32; K = 32; L = 32; Nu = 1.

• The in-phase and quadrature components of MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA do not have the ampli-
tude peaks as the quadrature or in-phase components of the conventional IFDMA. This peaks
increase PAPR of the transmit signalx(t) and might have a negative impact on the quality of
the transmit spectrum if non-linear power amplifier is applied.

• The type of pulse-shaping does not have any influence on the IFDMA system performance. If
signals in Fig.2.10a, Fig.2.10b and Fig.2.10c are sampled at the optimum time instances, then
obtained samples have the same SNR and are free from SI and MAI. Therefore, the same BER
performance is expected for IFDMA, MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA.

2.3.6 Spectral Properties

The normalized power density spectra of MSK-IFDMA, GOQPSK-IFDMA and conventional IFDMA
are shown in Fig.2.11. For IFDMA, spectra are plotted for different values of the roll-off factor
α, whereas for GOQPSK-IFDMA spectra are simulated for the different values of the normalized
bandwidthBTc. The considered IFDMA and MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA systems haveNc = 1024
subcarriers. The spreading length isL = 32 and only one IFDMA useri = 0 is active. The systems
are fully loaded and all subcarriers are occupied.

For the sake of clarity, SEDs of individual subcarriers are not shown. Only values|G(f)|2 are de-
picted in Fig.2.11, where frequency responseG(f) is the Fourier transform of the pulse-shaping
functiong(t). It is seen that MSK pulse-shaping has very large amount of the out-of-band radiation
in comparison with the conventional Nyquist pulse and GOQPSK. With the GOQPSK pulse, out-of-
band radiation can be further reduced by decreasingBTc, however, at the cost of the energy reduction
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in the passband, i.e., in the normalized frequency range|fTc| ≤ 0.5. GOQPSK-IFDMA is the best
candidate for the implementation, since the pulse-shaping function defined in (2.77) provides lower
out-of-band radiation than Nyquist and MSK pulse-shaping functions. It’s worth noting that IFDMA
system with the Nyquist pulse-shaping can achieve the spectral efficiency of the GOQPSK pulse-
shaping, but at the cost of large amplitude peaks inx(t). The obtained results are important since
OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM systems with Nyquist pulse-shaping have the same transmission spec-
tra as IFDMA. Unfortunately, an application of MSK and GOQPSK pulse-shaping to conventional
OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM systems is not possible since their time-domain samples have different
amplitudes.

2.3.7 M -Modification

The data symbol spreading together with block interleaved frequency allocation improve the BER per-
formance of an OFDMA-CDM/IFDMA system. In this section, we introduce so calledM -modification
which allows increasing the transmit data rate per user by decreasing the number of active usersNu.
TheM -modification can be applied to the both OFDMA or OFDMA-CDM/IFDMA systems and was
introduced in [Kai98].

With the M -modification, each user transmitsML data symbols per OFDM symbol, whereM is
referred to as a coefficient of theM -modification. The vector of transmit data symbolsd(i) has a
lengthML and is given by

d(i) = (d
(i)
0 , . . . , d

(i)
L−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

group 0

, . . . , d
(i)
(M−1)L−1, . . . , d

(i)
ML−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

groupM − 1

)T . (2.79)

The elements of the vectord(i) are subdivided intoM independent groups and each group consist
of L data symbols. Within themgrth group,mgr = 0, . . . ,M − 1, the data symbolsd(i)

q+Lmgr
, q =

0, . . . , L− 1, are spread with the spreading codesCn, n = 0, . . . , L− 1, which are the same for each
group. The frequency mapper with block-interleaved frequency allocation assigns the symbolSκ to
the subcarrierκ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, according to the rule

S(i)
κ =


L−1∑
q=0

Cn,q · d(i)
q+Lmgr

if κ = nK + i + mgr, n = 0, . . . , L− 1

0 otherwise.
(2.80)

As a result ofM -modification, theML data symbols of theith user are transmitted onML subcarri-
ers. The subcarriers are subdivided intoL groups and each group consists ofM adjacent subcarriers
as shown in Fig.2.12b where an OFDM frame with block-interleaved frequency allocation scheme
andM -modification is depicted forK = 4, M = 2, L = 4, Nc = 16 andNu = 1. M -modification
has following advantages:

• TheM -modification allows to increase the robustness of the OFDMA/IFDMA uplink in pres-
ence of frequency offsets [AS03].

• TheM -modification reduces the number of pilot symbols required for the channel estimation
in IFDMA uplink [SFF+07].

• Link adaptation requires link quality estimation andM -modification makes it possible to reduce
the amount of link quality information transmitted to the BS, since the link quality of a group
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of adjacent subcarriers needs to be estimated and transmitted, instead of the link quality of each
individual subcarrier [SFSA05]

As a main drawback,M -modification increases the PAPR of the transmit signal as demonstrated in
Chapter3.

In the following, the important relations between the maximum number of usersK, the total number
of available subcarriersNc, the spreading lengthL, and the number of active usersNu are derived.
The total number of available subcarriersNc is a product of the maximum number of usersK and the
spreading lengthL, i.e.,

Nc = LK. (2.81)

The number of active usersNu is a parameter which may change dynamically, since some users enter
the cell, whereas others leave it. With theM -modification, the maximum allowed number of users
K, the coefficientM of theM -modification and number of usersNu are related as

MNu ≤ K. (2.82)

With M -modification, the number of occupied subcarriers per user is equal toML and the total
number of occupied subcarriers in the OFDMA-CDM/IFDMA uplink withNu active users is equal
to MLNu. The relationship between the number of subcarriersNc, spreading lengthL, the maximal
number of usersNu andM can be expressed as

M ≤ Nc

LNu
. (2.83)

The multi-carrier uplink system is called fully loaded ifNu = K and the following expression is true

M =
Nc

LK
. (2.84)

If the spreading lengthL and maximum number of usersK are fixed, then, from (2.82) and (2.81), it
follows that increasing of the coefficientM is only possible by simultaneous reducing the number of
active usersNu.

2.3.8 Remarks on IFDMA system design

The Sec.2.3.4states that IFDMA is able to achieve the PAPR of a single-carrier system, if noM -
modification is applied. An OFDM frame of such IFDMA systems is shown in Fig.2.12a. If one
wants to increase the data rate per user, additional subcarriers in the OFDM frame need to be occupied
as shown in Fig.2.12b, where the OFDM frame withM -modification is depicted.

However, it is possible to increase the data throughput of one individual user, not applying theM -
modification but just varying the parametersL andK as demonstrated in Fig.2.12c. Both systems,
considered in Fig.2.12b and in Fig.2.12c, haveNc = 16 subcarriers and only eight subcarriers are
utilized for data transmission. The depicted systems differ only in a subcarrier allocation scheme. In
Fig. 2.12b, K = 4, L = 4 andM = 2 are set and in Fig.2.12c, L = 8 andK = 2 are chosen.

The IFDMA system in Fig.2.12c has the lowest possible PAPR (0 dB for GOQPSK-IFDMA), since
condition of block-interleaved frequency allocation remains. In contrast, IFDMA system shown in
Fig. 2.12b does not have constant amplitude of the transmit signal as it will be demonstrated in the
next Chapter.
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Therefore, it is possible to adjust parametersL andK in order to obtain the IFDMA system with
any required data throughput while keeping the lowest possible PAPR. This modification shown in
Fig. 2.12c is referred to asLK-modification in the following.

The IFDMA system withLK-modification demonstrated in Fig.2.12c provides more channel di-
versity than IFDMA system shown in Fig.2.12b and, thus, provides better BER performance. For
IFDMA, the LK-modification is preferably to use thanM -modification, since the obtained transmit
signal has constant envelope.

It is expected that PAPR of OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM does not depend on used modification. The
PAPR of these systems solely depends on the number of occupied subcarriers.
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Chapter 3

Peak-to-Average Power Ratio

3.1 Introduction

Coincident with the first IFDMA publication, OFDMA-CDM, has been introduced in [Kai02] as a
promising candidate for the next generation of mobile communications systems. In both systems, a
user transmits its data on a fixed set of orthogonal subcarriers and MAI is avoided. IFDMA, the same
as OFDMA-CDM, uses WH codes for spreading of data symbols, which improves the robustness of
the received signal against the negative influence of the multipath channel with frequency selective
fading. Moreover, IFDMA transmit signal can be generated without DFT operation, by performing
the repetition of the transmit data sequence in the time domain.

In Chapter2, an attempt to combine the IFDMA with continuous phase modulations has been done
and, as a result, MSK-IFDMA together with GOQPSK-IFDMA are introduced. As will be shown
in Chapter6, such a combination allows further improving spectral properties of OFDMA based
systems. The MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA transmit signal is generated without phase transitions and has
better spectral properties than OFDMA transmit signal. In this section, we compare PAPR of proposed
MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA systems and identify the circumstances under which PAPR
distribution of GOQPSK-IFDMA outperforms the PAPR distribution of the conventional IFDMA.

The content and the most important contributions and results of the investigations which are per-
formed in this chapter are shortly summarized as follows:

• The PAPR of multi-carrier systems is analyzed in Sec.3.2. The upper bounds of the PAPR are
derived in Sec.3.2.1for the OFDMA, IFDMA and MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA. The cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of PAPR is introduced in Sec.3.2.2.

• Simulation results are presented in Sec.3.3 and system parameters are given in Sec.3.3.1.
The CDF of PAPR distribution is analyzed for the GOQPSK- and MSK-IFDMA system for
different values of theM -modification coefficient and different values of the spreading length.
As a reference, the conventional OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM systems are used. Finally, the
circumstances under which the GOQPSK-IFDMA transmit signal has smaller PAPR than the
transmit signal of the conventional OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM systems with Nyquist pulse-
shaping are identified. The PAPR simulation results are discussed in Sec.3.3.2.
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3.2 PAPR definition

In this section, we compare PAPR of IFDMA, GOQPSK-IFDMA, MSK-IFDMA, OFDMA-CDM
and OFDMA. Only one user is considered in this section, thus, indexi is omitted for simplicity. For
PAPR calculation, we consider complex-valued envelopex(t). The PAPR is defined as ration of the
power of maximum peak ofx(t) to the average power ofx(t). The average power ofx(t) is calculated
as the average power of samples obtained at the optimum time instances. For all considered systems,
the PAPR can be defined as

PAPR =
max

0≤t≤NcTc

{|x(t)|2}

1
Nc

Nc−1∑
l=0

|x(lTc)|2
. (3.1)

The denominator in (3.1) is the average power ofx(t) which is equal to a ration of the number of
occupied subcarriersLM of one user to the total number of available subcarriersNc multiplied by the
average energyE{|Sn|2} of the source data symbolSn

1

Nc

Nc−1∑
l=0

|x(lTc)|2 =
LM

Nc
E{|Sn|2}. (3.2)

Bearing in mind thatE{|Sn|2} = 1, as defined in (2.14), andNc = LK, (3.2) can be simplified

1

Nc

Nc−1∑
l=0

|x(lTc)|2 =
M

K
. (3.3)

3.2.1 PAPR Upper Bound for IFDMA and OFDMA

In this subsection, we calculate the PAPR upper bounds for OFDMA and IFDMA systems with the
conventional Nyquist pulse-shaping. It is shown that the PAPR upper bound for the IFDMA depends
on the pulse-shaping functiong(t) and is independent on the spreading lengthL. In contrast to
IFDMA, the PAPR upper bound for OFDMA solely depends on the number of occupied subcarriers
and is independent ong(t).

At the beginning, the upper bound of the conventional IFDMA with the Nyquist pulse-shaping is
calculated. The solid line in Fig.2.10c represents the pulse-shapes corresponding to the different
transmit chips and the dotted line represents the quadrature component of the IFDMA complex-valued
envelopex(t). It is seen that the amplitude peaks occur as a superposition of the pulse-shaping
functions of several adjacent chips. These peaks are always in the middle between two successive
transmitted chips, and are shifted byTc/2 with respect to the optimum sampling points. The maximum
amplitude peak

xmax = max
0≤t≤NcTc

{|x(t)|} (3.4)

depends on the transmitted data sequenced and the modulation alphabetΩ. With this notation, PAPR
in (3.1) is given by1

PAPR = x2
max

K

M
. (3.5)

It is possible to determine the value of the maximum amplitude peakxmax analytically. For this
purpose, we choose the sequenced in such a way that pulse-shaping functions of different chips

1Note that PAPR is independent fromK, sincex(t) is normalized by the coefficient1/
√

K as shown in Fig3.1.
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add up constructively. The IFDMA envelopex(t) is shown in Fig.3.1and represents the worst case
scenario with maximumxmax. In order to obtain such a maximum, the BPSK modulation alphabet
is chosen and data sequenced = (1,−1, 1,−1, 1, 1,−1, 1,−1, 1)T is utilized. For simplicity, we
assume that the pulse-shaping functiong(t) is infinite and influence ofNc chips is taken into account.
The M -modification coefficient isM = 1. In the case of an arbitrary modulation alphabetΩ, the
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Figure 3.1: A part of an IFDMA complex-valued envelopex(t) versus time. The sequenced =
(1,−1, 1,−1, 1, 1,−1, 1,−1, 1)T results in the maximum possible PAPR; BPSK;L = 10; M = 1.

maximum amplitudexmax of an IFDMA complex-valued envelope is calculated and upper bounded
as

xmax =

∣∣∣∣∣ 2√
K

max
Ω
{|dq|}

Nc−1∑
l=0

(−1)lg

(
lTc +

Tc

2

)M−1∑
i=0

ej 2π
Nc

il

∣∣∣∣∣ (3.6)

≤

∣∣∣∣∣ 2√
K

max
Ω
{|dq|}

Nc−1∑
l=0

(−1)lg

(
lTc +

Tc

2

)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
M−1∑
i=0

ej 2π
Nc

il

∣∣∣∣∣
≤

∣∣∣∣∣ 2M√K
max

Ω
{|dq|}

Nc−1∑
l=0

(−1)lg

(
lTc +

Tc

2

)∣∣∣∣∣ ,
wheremax

Ω
{.} denotes the maximum value over the whole modulation alphabetΩ. The maximum

PAPR of the IFDMA reduces to

PAPRmax = x2
maxK/M ≤ M

[
2 max

Ω
{|dq|}

Nc−1∑
l=0

(−1)lg

(
lTc +

Tc

2

)]2

. (3.7)

Note thatx(t) is multiplied by1/
√

K, which is the energy normalization coefficient in IFDMA sys-
tems as shown in (2.69) and depicted in Fig. (3.1).

For the case of MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA, the maximum amplitude value is given as

xmax =
M√
K

(3.8)

andPAPRmax is given by
PAPRmax = x2

maxK/M = M. (3.9)
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Note that the maximum PAPR,PAPRmax, is independent of the maximum number of usersK be-
cause the amplitude ofx(t) and its average power depend onK, refer to Fig. (3.1) and (3.5).

For comparison, we obtain the PAPR upper bound for OFDMA system with block-interleaved fre-
quency allocation scheme. In the case of OFDMA, the maximum possible amplitude value occurs
when the same data symbolS is transmitted on each subcarrierκ = nL + i of theith user. Note, that
we omitted indexκ in Sκ, for simplicity. Then, the maximum amplitude value for the case of OFDM
with L subcarriers can be represented by

xmax =

∣∣∣∣∣MS√
K

L−1∑
n=0

e
2π
L

nl

∣∣∣∣∣ . (3.10)

Bearing in mind that

L−1∑
n=0

e
2π
L

nl =

{
L if l = ıL, whereı any integer number
0 otherwise

(3.11)

the PAPR upper bound for the OFDMA simplifies to

PAPRmax = ML2|S|2. (3.12)

Note that the PAPR upper bound obtained for the OFDMA depends on the number of occupied sub-
carriersL whereasPAPRmax, obtained in (3.7) for IFDMA, is independent ofL. PAPRmax of an
OFDMA system depends on the number of occupied subcarrierML, whereas for the IFDMA sys-
tem,PAPRmax depends only on the coefficientM of theM -modification. In OFDMA, maximum
amplitude value occurs only when the same data symbol is transmitted on all subcarriers. In this case,
only one sample in the time domain signal has maximum amplitude, whereas other samples are equal
to zero. Therefore, obtained PAPR upper bound for OFDMA is independent of the pulse-shaping
functiong(t). In contrast to OFDMA, in conventional IFDMA systems the amplitude peak occurs as
a superposition of the pulse-shaping functions of several chips, therefore,PAPRmax depends ong(t).

3.2.2 PAPR Distribution

The PAPR of a multi-carrier system takes on different values and PAPR depends on the transmit data
sequence, modulation alphabet, spreading length and spreading type [FK00]. Thus, PAPR values of
OFDM symbols form a distribution which can be characterized by its cumulative distribution function
(CDF) [Pap02].

Thus, ifPAPR is the PAPR of an OFDM symbol, the CDF functionCDF (x) is given by

CDF (x) = Pr{PAPR ≤ x}, (3.13)

wherePr{.} denotes probability. Thus,CDF (x) shows the percentage of OFDM symbols which
have PAPR less thanx.
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3.3 Simulation Results

3.3.1 Simulation Parameters

The simulated IFDMA, MSK-IFDMA, GOQPSK-IFDMA, OFDMA-CDM and OFDMA systems
have

Nc = 1024 (3.14)

subcarriers. The carrier frequency is
fc = 5 GHz (3.15)

and the transmission bandwidth is
BW = 20 MHz. (3.16)

The maximum number of users isK. For OFDMA-CDM and IFDMA, the spreading length isL. For
OFDMA, no spreading is applied. The parametersL andK are variable and an expression

Nc = LK (3.17)

always holds true. In order to variate the data rate per user theM -modification is applied. The total
number of subcarriers occupied by each user is given as the productLM . Four different scenarios are
considered:M = 1, M = 4, M = 16 andM = 32. Only one user is active, i.e.,

Nu = 1. (3.18)

With M = L = K = 32, the considered systems are fully loaded and allNc subcarriers are occupied.
An oversampling rate is

Nov = 16 (3.19)

and perfect time and frequency synchronization at the BS receiver is assumed. The roll-off factorα
of the RC pulse-shaping function is chosen as

α = 0.25 (3.20)

and the normalized bandwidth of the Gaussian pulse-shaping function defined in (2.77) is given by

BTc = 0.3. (3.21)

The length of the RC pulse-shaping function is

Nf = 3, (3.22)

which results in a filter with 96 taps. The Gaussian and MSK pulse-shaping functionsg(t) in (2.75)
and (2.77), respectively, are truncated symmetrically around zero and the length of these function is
Nf = 2 for both cases. As are result, MSK and Gaussian pulse-shaping filters have 64 taps each. All
filters are modeled as finite impulse response (FIR) filters.

In OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM and IFDMA systems, QPSK is used as a modulation alphabet. For the
MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA, the modulation is chosen as described in Sec.2.3.5. Therefore,
all transmission systems have the same bandwidth efficiency and data rate. Table3.1briefly summa-
rizes the parameters of the IFDMA/OFDMA/OFDMA-CDM/GOQPSK-IFDMA/MSK-IFDMA sys-
tems used in simulations. For simplicity, OFDM symbols of IFDMA, OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM
systems are referred to as IFDMA, OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM symbols in the following.
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Table 3.1: Parameters of the uplink IFDMA/OFDMA/OFDMA-CDM/GOQPSK-IFDMA/MSK-
IFDMA systems.

Carrier frequency fc = 5 GHz
Number of subcarriers Nc = 1024
Transmission bandwidth BW = 20 MHz
Subcarrier spacing ∆f = 19.53 kHz
Chip duration Tc = 50 ns
Number of OFDM symbols in an OFDM frame Nframe = 24
Window type rectangular
Modulation alphabet for IFDMA, OFDMA-CDM and OFDMA QPSK with Gray coding
Spreading length (except OFDMA) L, variable
Maximum allowed number of users K, variable
Useful OFDM symbol duration T = 51.2 µs
Guard interval duration T∆ = 1 µs
LE technique MMSE
Roll-off factor of the RC pulse-shaping function α = 0.25
Length of the RC pulse-shaping function Nf = 3
Length of MSK and Gaussian pulse-shaping functions Nf = 2
Oversampling coefficient Nov = 16
Filter type FIR
Number of taps of the RC filter 96
Number of taps of Gaussian and MSK filters 64

3.3.2 Results and Discussions

In this section, we compare PAPR upper bounds and PAPR distributions of IFDMA, OFDMA, OFDMA-
CDM, GOQPSK-IFDMA and MSK-IFDMA transmission systems.

The PAPR upper bounds are derived in (3.7), (3.9) and (3.12) for IFDMA, MSK-IFDMA and OFDMA
respectively. The derived upper bounds are plotted in Fig.3.2 as functions of the coefficientM of
the M -modification, cf. Sec.2.3.7. The spreading length isL = 32 and the maximum number of
users isK = 32. Note that the productLM denotes the number of occupied subcarriers. Clearly,
MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA outperform conventional IFDMA and OFDMA, and have the
lowest possiblePAPRmax, since MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA have a constant value|x(t)|
which is independent on the data sequence. The gap between the OFDMA and IFDMA curves is
more than 20 dB and the gap between OFDMA and MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA curves exceeds 30 dB.
ThePAPRmax of the conventional IFDMA can be decreased by increasing the roll-off factorα of the
pulse-shaping functiong(t). With increasingα, PAPRmax of the conventional IFDMA approaches
PAPRmax of MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA. The maximum value ofα is one, but even ifα = 1, PAPRmax

of IFDMA does not reach the PAPR upper bound of MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA. It is worth noting that
the increasing ofα increases an excess bandwidth of IFDMA, which is not desirable.

The CDF of PAPR is an important parameter and should be taken into account by the design of multi-
carrier systems. For convenience, we put the PAPR values on the abscissa, whereas the corresponding
CDF values,CDF , are plotted on the vertical axis. The CDFs of PAPR are shown in Fig.3.3for M =
1. Clearly, IFDMA outperforms OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM. Nearly 80% of OFDMA symbols and,
approximately, a 90% of OFDMA-CDM symbols have PAPR less than 6 dB, whereas the maximum
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Figure 3.2: PAPR upper bound versus coefficientM of M -modification for IFDMA,
MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA and OFDMA;L = 32; K = 32.

PAPR of IFDMA is only 5.1 dB as calculated in (3.7). At the same time, only a 60% of OFDMA
symbols and a 75% of OFDMA-CDM symbols have PAPR less than 5.1 dB. The PAPR performance
of MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA is the best among all other considered techniques. The
PAPR of MSK-IFDMA is 0 dB, and GOQPSK-IFDMA has constant PAPR equal to 0.2 dB. The close
analysis of Gaussian pulse-shaping functiong(t) in (2.77) reveals that it has ripples which are about
0.2 dB. These ripples does not provide the constant value of|x(t)| and, in contrast to the sinusoid, the
equation (2.76) is violated for GOQPSK. However, the amplitudes of ripples are small and have only
minor influence on the results in Fig.3.3. Generally, MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA performs nearly 4 dB
better than the conventional IFDMA and more than 6 dB better than OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM.

In Fig. 3.4, the CDFs of the PAPR are shown for the case ofM = 4. Again, IFDMA outperforms
OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM. The PAPR gap between the OFDMA and IFDMA curves is approx-
imately 1.5 dB. The PAPR gap between the OFDMA-CDM and OFDMA curves is about 0.3 dB.
Nearly a 60% of the MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA symbols have PAPR larger than OFDMA
and OFDMA-CDM symbols, however, the maximum PAPR for MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA
is less than the PAPR of the conventional IFDMA.

In Fig. 3.5, the CDFs of the PAPR are shown for the case ofM = 16. Again, IFDMA outperforms
OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM and the performance gain is approximately 0.3 dB. Note that the gain
decreases with an increase ofM if one compares Fig.3.3, Fig. 3.4 and Fig.3.5. In Fig. 3.6, M
is equal to 32 and all subcarriers are occupied. The PAPR distributions are the same for IFDMA,
OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM. The MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA performs worse than IFDMA, OFDMA
and OFDMA-CDM and the gap is approximately 2 dB.

In Fig. 3.7, PAPR valuesPAPR versusM are shown. These values are taken so that a 90% of the
transmit symbols of the considered multi-carrier system have PAPR less thanPAPR.
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Figure 3.3: The CDF of the PAPR for IFDMA, OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM, GOQPSK-IFDMA and
MSK-IFDMA; M = 1; L = 32; K = 32.

It can be concluded from Fig.3.7that the application of MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA makes
sense only for small values ofM when MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA results in the reduced PAPR com-
paring to OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM.

In the following, we investigate PAPR of fully loaded IFDMA, OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM, GOQPSK-
IFDMA and MSK-IFDMA systems, when all subcarriers are occupied. We fixM = 1 and varyL
andK bearing in mind that

Nc = LK = 1024. (3.23)

The simulation parameters are summarized in Table3.2. The PAPR for IFDMA, OFDMA and

Table 3.2: System parameters for fully loaded systems
Spreading length,L Max. number of users,K log2(L)

2 512 1
8 128 3
64 16 6
512 2 9
1024 1 10

OFDMA-CDM fully loaded systems versuslog2(L) are shown in Figure3.8. As expected, IFDMA,
GOQPSK-IFDMA and MSK-IFDMA outperform OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM for large values ofL.
If all subcarriers are occupied, PAPR of OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM is constant and is independent
from L andK.
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Figure 3.4: The CDF of the PAPR for IFDMA, OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM, GOQPSK-IFDMA and
MSK-IFDMA; M = 4; L = 32; K = 32.

The IFDMA special caseL = 1024 results in a single-carrier system with frequency domain equaliza-
tion (SC-FDE) described in [FA02]. One of the advantages of SC-FDE is that it achieves the PAPR of
single-carrier systems. With MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA, the PARP of SC-FDE is minimized and equal
to 0 dB. The SC-FDE has the same BER performance, spectral efficiency, complexity, immunity to
the multi-path propagation as conventional OFDM [FA02].

Two casesL = 1024, K = 1 andL = 512, K = 2 are very promising for the downlink since they
result in the lowest PAPR. If data from more thanK users is required to be transmitted at the same
time, one might simply mix the data streams of different users as in a conventional OFDM and do not
assign to each user a separated set of subcarriers.
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Figure 3.5: The CDF of the PAPR for IFDMA, OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM, GOQPSK-IFDMA and
MSK-IFDMA; M = 16; L = 32; K = 32.

Figure 3.6: The CDF of the PAPR for IFDMA, OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM, GOQPSK-IFDMA and
MSK-IFDMA; M = 32; L = 32; K = 32.
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Figure 3.7: The PAPR valuesPAPR versus coefficientM of theM -modification;CDF (PAPR) =
0.9; L = 32; K = 32.

Figure 3.8: The PAPR values versuslog2(L) for fully loaded system;CDF (PAPR) = 0.9; K = 32;
M = 1.
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Chapter 4

Frequency Offset

4.1 Introduction

The system design of a multi-carrier uplink assumes that the distance between subcarriers of one user
is larger than the coherent bandwidth of the transmission channel so that these subcarriers experience
non-correlated fading [Kai98]. One of the advantages of IFDMA systems is that the subcarriers
of one user are interleaved equidistantly, providing maximum frequency diversity for the received
signal. Moreover, the orthogonality of subcarriers enables the BS to avoid MAI, since data symbols
of different users are modulated on different subcarriers. However, these advantages come at the cost
of sensitivity to frequency offsets. Multi-carrier systems with a block interleaved frequency allocation
scheme especially suffer from the performance degradation due to frequency offsets [AS03].

In IFDMA uplink systems, frequency offsets are different for different users. These offsets occur
because of a non-zero relative speed between the BS and MT or because of slightly disparate oscil-
lator’s frequencies at the receiver and transmitter [Haa03, PSM94]. Since IFDMA is a special case
of OFDMA, IFDMA inherits the sensitivity of OFDMA to frequency offsets. The performance of
an OFDMA uplink in the presence of frequency offsets is studied in [TLP00, Ste00]. The frequency
offsets cause MAI, which leads to the performance degradation. Different methods to combat MAI in
an OFDMA uplink can be divided into two groups. The first group requires the knowledge of the fre-
quency offsets for each user at the receiver. If the frequency offsets of each user are perfectly known
at the BS, interference cancelation schemes can be applied [HL05]. Another possibility is to estimate
the frequency offset of each user at the BS. These estimates can be used to correct the sampling time
instances at the BS receiver or can be sent back to the MTs where they are used to pre-compensate
for the frequency offsets before transmission.

A second group of techniques to combat MAI assumes special construction of the OFDMA transmit
signal such that the frequency offsets cause a reduced amount of MAI. One promising technique is
windowing at the receiver or transmitter, which, however, has been investigated only for the case of an
OFDM downlink [Mus96, MW01, SL05, YH03]. Another technique employs a subband frequency
allocation scheme, where data of a particular user is transmitted on a specific subset of adjacent
subcarriers as described in [AS03, LH05].

Unfortunately, the techniques of the second group suffer from a number of drawbacks such as low
frequency diversity – as in the case of an adjacent subcarrier allocation scheme – or low bandwidth
efficiency – as in the case of windowing at the transmitter or receiver.
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Thus, the techniques which require frequency offset estimation at the BS seem to be only an alterna-
tive for a future IFDMA uplink. Generally, frequency offset estimation in the uplink of multi-carrier
systems is a complicated task, since the signal received at the BS comprises the received signals from
many users each of which can have its own frequency offset. Moreover, received signals from dif-
ferent users are distorted by different transmission channels, which complicates the issue. Several
interesting research results for frequency offset estimation in OFDMA uplink have been presented
in the literature. In [PTK04] and [PMK05], Pun proposed an algorithm to estimate and correct fre-
quency synchronization errors with an arbitrary subcarrier allocation scheme. The performance of
the proposed algorithm was studied in [RE05], under realistic conditions. In [CTY03], it is pointed
out that the repetitive structure can be exploited for frequency offset estimation. Recently, Morelli
presented a joint timing and frequency offset estimator for OFDMA uplink systems, which uses a
block-interleaved subcarrier allocation scheme [Mor04].

In this chapter, we propose frequency domain (FD) and time domain (TD) algorithms for frequency
offset estimation in the IFDMA uplink system. The algorithms use pilot symbols and exploit the
signal structure of IFDMA for ML frequency offset estimation. As in [Mor04], we assume that other
users have no time delay and are perfectly aligned to the BS reference. The obtained frequency
estimate is returned to the MT via the downlink control channel and is used to adjust the MT carrier
frequency.

The content and most important contributions and results of the investigations performed in this chap-
ter are shortly summarized as follows:

• Simulation model for the IFDMA uplink with frequency offsets is presented in Sec.4.2.

• The effect of frequency offsets on the performance of the IFDMA uplink system is studied
in Sec.4.3. It is shown that MAI can be reduced if the RC window is applied and that this
reduction is achieved at the cost of bandwidth efficiency.

• A special construction of pilot symbols with additional spreading in the time domain is pro-
posed in Sec.4.4which allows reduction of the frequency offset estimation error.

• A frequency domain algorithm for frequency offset estimation is proposed in Sec.4.5. This
algorithm utilizes pilot symbols and, together with frequency offset estimation, uses the ML
principle for channel estimation.

• A practical time domain algorithm is proposed in Sec.4.6, which uses the repetitive structure
of the IFDMA transmit signal in the time domain. The TD algorithm is independent of the
transmission channel and modulation alphabet.

• Statistical properties of the estimate provided by the time domain algorithm are analyzed ana-
lytically Sec.4.6. As a result, the obtained estimate is unbiased and is able to provide a reliable
result at an SNR of practical interest.

• The simulation parameters and Monte-Carlo simulation results are presented in Sec.4.7. The
performance of the proposed TD and FD algorithms is studied for different mobility scenarios.
Additionally, the performance of the TD algorithm is compared with the technique presented
in [Mor04]. The simulation results illustrate the TD algorithm’s superior performance over
existing techniques.

Note that the investigations carried out in this chapter are partly presented in [AS, AS03,
AS04a].
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4.2 Simulation Model

The IFDMA uplink system inherits the main drawback of OFDMA - sensitivity to frequency offsets.
In this subsection, a mathematical model of the IFDMA uplink system with frequency offsets is
introduced and it is shown that frequency offset cause MAI which has a strong impact on the system
performance. In what follows, an IFDMA uplink system withNu active users is considered (Nu ≤ K)
and each user transmits on its own set ofL independent subcarriers as described in Chapter2. The
total number of subcarriers in the IFDMA uplink system isNc. For simplicity, but without loss of
generality, theM -modification coefficientM is equal to one.

We defineε(i) as the frequency offset of useri normalized to the subcarrier spacing, i.e.,

ε(i) =
ε(i)

∆f
, (4.1)

where∆f denotes the subcarrier spacing defined in (2.3) andε(i) is a frequency offset value measured
in Hz.

In this chapter, we consider the case|ε(i)| ≤ 1. This requirement must be kept in mind by the system
designer. Therefore, the subcarrier spacing∆f should be larger than a given maximum Doppler
frequency offset, which depends on the maximum speed of the MT and on the carrier frequency
fc [Pro00].

Moreover, we assume that each useri has its own frequency offsetε(i), i = 0, . . . , Nu − 1, which is
independent of the frequency offsets of other users. The received vectory after the guard interval
removal can be represented by

y =
Nu−1∑
i=0

f (i)h(i)x(i) + n, (4.2)

wheren is the AWGN vector,h(i) is a channel matrix of theith user andx(i) is a vector representing
the transmit signal of theith user. The diagonal matrixf (i) of a user frequency offset with dimensions
(Nc + 2Nw)× (Nc + 2Nw) can be represented as

f (i) = diag{f (i)
0 , f

(i)
1 , . . . , f

(i)
Nc+2Nw−1}, (4.3)

where thelth diagonal elementf (i)
l , l = 0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1, is given by

f
(i)
l = e−j 2π

Nc
ilε(i) . (4.4)

The equation (4.2) mathematically describes the extended linear transmission model of IFDMA up-
link. In contrast to model (2.3), the effects ofNc independent carrier frequency offsets are taken into
account. With these offsets, the different subcarriers of the different users are no longer orthogonal.

At first, the received vectory is converted into the frequency domain by performing a DFT operation
as described in Chapter2. As a result, vectorY is obtained. Due to the frequency offsets, different
subcarriers of different users are not orthogonal and have crosstalks.

When frequency offset is presented, the received SED of each individual subcarrier is shifted in
frequency, and therefore, two independent effects appear. The first one is the signal-to-noise ratio
degradation because each subcarrier is ”sampled” not on its optimum point with the highest transmit
power. The second one is MAI since subcarriers are not orthogonal to each other. If uplink is con-
sidered where each user has it own frequency offset as in considered IFDMA uplink, the MAI is a
dominating negative factor which influences BER performance.
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OFDM symbols
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subcarriers used by user #0
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0S

subcarriers used by user #1

Figure 4.1: Example of OFDM frame with two active users. Each user utilizes only one subcarrier
for data transmission.

In order to closely analyze MAI, we consider simplified IFDMA system withNc = 2 subcarriers and
only two active users. Each users utilizes only one subcarriers for data transmission and transmits
only one data symbol per OFDM symbol. The source data vector for user #0 is

S(0) =

(
S

(0)
0

0

)
(4.5)

and the source data vector for user #1 is given by

S(1) =

(
0

S
(1)
0

)
. (4.6)

The matrix of fading coefficientsH(0) of user #0 is given by

H(0) =

(
H

(0)
0 0

0 H
(0)
1

)
. (4.7)

For the user #1, the matrix of fading coefficientsH(1) is given by

H(1) =

(
H

(1)
0 0

0 H
(1)
1

)
. (4.8)

The received vectorY obtained after DFT operation is given by

Y =

(
Y

(0)
0

Y
(0)
1

)
. (4.9)

The elementY (0)
0 can be represented by

Y
(0)
0 = I0(ε

(0))S
(0)
0 H

(0)
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

useful part

+ I1(ε
(1))S

(1)
1 H

(1)
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

MAI

+N
(0)
0 (4.10)

and the elementY (0)
0 is represented by

Y
(0)
0 = I0(ε

(1))S
(1)
0 H

(1)
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

useful part

+ I−1(ε
(0))S

(0)
1 H

(0)
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

MAI

+N
(0)
1 , (4.11)
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whereIκ−κ′(ε
(i)) is a carrier frequency offset (CFO) coefficient. The CFO coefficientsI

(i)
κ−κ′ shows

the crosstalk, which subcarrierκ has on the subcarrierκ′. The CFO coefficient is defined in (A.2) as

Iκ−κ′(ε
(i)) =

1

Nc

√
2

Nc+2Nw−1∑
υ=0

wυe
j

2πυ(2κ+2ε(i)−κ′)
2Nc . (4.12)

The CFO coefficientIκ−κ′(ε
(i)) depends on the frequency offsetε(i) and represents the DFT of the

window function, as shown in (A.2). In our simplified case with two users, the received element
in (4.10) and (4.10) is composed of three addends. The last one is an AWGN sample, the first one
represents the useful part of the data received on this subcarrier and the second one is the MAI, which
represents the crosstalk which subcarrier has on the adjacent one. Note that the subscripts0 in I0(ε

(0))
andI0(ε

(1)) represents the energy degradation on the considered subcarrier due to the frequency offset.
The CFO coefficients build the CFO matrixI as

I =

(
I0(ε

(0)) I1(ε
(1))

I−1(ε
(0)) I0(ε

(1))

)
, (4.13)

where main diagonal represents the useful part of the received signalY(i), whereas other elements
represent MAI. In the common case, whenNu users transmit simultaneouslyY is given by

Y = I
Nu−1∑
i=0

H(i)S(i) + N, (4.14)

whereH(i) andS(i) represent the matrix of fading coefficient and the vector of transmit data symbols
of theith user, respectively, andN designates the vector of AWGN samples in the frequency domain.

The square matrixI of CFO coefficients has dimensions ofNc × Nc and is composed of the CFO
coefficients. Note if all frequency offset are equal to zero thenI is a unity matrix and no MAI is
presented. Otherwise, if only one user has frequency offset, allNc subcarriers are affected. The CFO
coefficients in each row can be arbitrarily subdivided into two groups: CFO coefficients representing
the useful part of the signal and CFO coefficients representing the MAI.

4.3 Performance Degradation due to Frequency Offset

In this section, we consider IFDMA uplink performance degradation due to frequency offsetsε(i), i =
0, . . . , Nu−1. In doing so, we vary the frequency offsets and calculate the signal-to-interference ratio
(SIR) for differentβ. For this consideration, we assume that frequency offsets of different users are
constant and equal to one another.

In order to demonstrate the effect of different window function on each individual subcarrier, we
consider Fig.4.2 where only one subcarrier is depicted for different values of the roll-off factorβ.
By varying the window functionw(t), SED of each individual subcarrier can be changed. If we take
β large, which simultaneously means large prefix and postfix, the sidelobes of subcarriers can be
significantly reduced. Reduced sidelobes simultaneously means reduced amount of MAI induced on
neighboring subcarriers.

In our analysis of the performance degradation, we utilize CFO coefficients introduced in the pre-
vious section. The SIR is calculated as the ratio between the variance of the useful part, which is
represented by the coefficientI0 and the variance of MAI, which comes from otherNu users, each
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Figure 4.2: The normalized received SEDs of the modulated subcarrierκ = 1 versus normalized
frequencyfTc for β = 0 andβ = 0.25; Nc = 16.

with L subcarriers. Since all users are equivalent and all subcarriers of one user suffer from the same
amount of MAI, the SIR curves are plotted for subcarriern = 0 of useri = 0. The SIR is calculated
as ration of the square of the useful part to the sum of square values of the MAI

SIR =
|I0(ε

(i))|2
Nu−1∑
v=0
v 6=i

L−1∑
u=0

|IuK+v(ε(v))|2
. (4.15)

In Fig. 4.3, the SIR versus the normalized frequency offsetε(i) is depicted, which is calculated
via (4.15) for different roll-off factorsβ. The considered IFDMA system hasNc = 1024 subcar-
riers andNu = 32 active users. The spreading length isL = 32.

Obviously, the SIR curves tend to plus infinity ifε(i) approaches zero since the denominator in (4.15)
tends to zero. The SIR decreases with increasingε(i), and reaches nearly 0 dB, ifε(i) approaches
one half of the subcarrier spacing. Ifε(i) = 0.5 then it is not possible to distinguish between two
adjacent subcarriers at the receiver, since atε(i) = 0.5 the influences coming from the two neighboring
subcarriers are equal.

As can be seen, windowing is an efficient countermeasure against MAI, albeit with a sacrifice in
spectral efficiency. Atε(i) = 0.1, SIR can be improved by 7 dB if a window withβ = 0.75 is used
instead of the conventional rectangular window withβ = 0. However, such a performance gain is at
the cost of a 75% loss in the spectral efficiency. The SIR gain decreases rapidly with decreasingβ. If
β = 0.25, which is a 25% loss in spectral efficiency, the SIR gain is only about 2 dB. With an increase
in the normalized frequency offsetε(i), the positive effect of windowing decreases. Ifε(i) = 0.4 then
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Figure 4.3: SIR versus frequency offsetε(i).

the SIR gain between the curve withβ = 0.75 and the rectangular window is only 3 dB. Therefore, it
makes sense to apply a window withβ > 0 for low values ofε(i).

4.4 MAI Reduction

The main objective of this chapter is to evaluate practical and simple algorithms for frequency offset
estimation in uplink IFDMA. All algorithms proposed in this chapter are pilot-aided, and thus, we
introduce pilot symbols in an OFDM frame of IFDMA system. Before processing with frequency
offset estimation algorithms, a special construction of pilot symbols is described in this subsection,
which makes it possible to suppress MAI in the receiver.

The MAI reduction can be easily understood by considering a simple example in Fig.4.4. For the
purpose of clarity we consider simplified IFDMA system withNc = 2 subcarriers where each user
transmits only one data symbols within one OFDM symbol. Two users are active: user #0 and user
#1 and two successive OFDM symbols are considered for the MAI reduction. It is assumed that user
#0 utilizes pilot symbol̄S(0)

0 and user #1 transmits pilot symbolS̄
(1)
0 . User #0 transmits pilot symbols

which have opposite signs:̄S(0)
0 in the first OFDM symbol and−S̄

(0)
0 in the second one. The user #1

transmitS̄(1)
0 twice in both OFDM symbols.

In this example, user #0 utilizes the WH spreading sequence of lengthPp = 2

C̄(0) = (C̄
(0)
0 , C̄

(0)
1 )T = (1,−1)T , (4.16)
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a) transmit OFDM frame b) received OFDM frame
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c) MAI suppression for user #0
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0,MF 0 1Y Y Y= -
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1,MF 0 1Y Y Y= -

Figure 4.4: Example of OFDM frame with two active users. Each user utilizes only one subcarrier
for data transmission. For the MAI reduction, two OFDM symbols are shown.

whereas user #1 uses the WH sequence

C̄(1) = (C̄
(1)
0 , C̄

(1)
1 ) = (1, 1)T . (4.17)

VectorS̄(0) represents pilot symbols transmitted in one OFDM frame for user #0

S̄(0) = C̄(0)S̄
(0)
0 = (S̄

(0)
0 ,−S̄

(0)
0 )T (4.18)

and the vector̄S(1) represents pilot symbols for user #1

S̄(1) = C̄(1)S̄
(1)
0 = (S̄

(1)
0 , S̄

(1)
0 )T . (4.19)

Such a construction of pilot symbols demonstrates additional spreading in the time direction, and can
be performed for the WH spreading code with length more than two. For the MAI reduction, we
consider received data symbolsȲ

(0)
0 , Ȳ

(0)
1 , Ȳ

(1)
0 , Ȳ

(1)
1 as shown in Fig.4.4b. Ȳ

(0)
0 is given by

Ȳ
(0)
0 = I0(ε

(0))S
(0)
0 H

(0)
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

useful part

+ I1(ε
(1))S

(1)
0 H

(1)
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

MAI

+N
(0)
0 , (4.20)

whereȲ
(1)
0 is given by

Ȳ
(0)
1 = −I0(ε

(0))S
(0)
0 H

(0)
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

useful part

+ I1(ε
(1))S

(1)
0 H

(1)
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

MAI

+N
(0)
1 . (4.21)

Ȳ
(1)
0 is represented by

Ȳ
(1)
0 = I0(ε

(1))S
(1)
0 H

(1)
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

useful part

+ I−1(ε
(0))S

(0)
0 H

(0)
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

MAI

+N
(1)
0 , (4.22)

andȲ
(1)
1 is given by

Ȳ
(1)
1 = I0(ε

(1))S
(1)
1 H

(1)
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

useful part

− I−1(ε
(0))S

(0)
0 H

(0)
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

MAI

+N
(1)
1 . (4.23)

The received symbols̄Y (0)
0 , Ȳ

(0)
1 Ȳ

(1)
0 andȲ

(1)
1 are comprised of the received signals of users #0 and

#1. Note that considered users have different frequency offsets and received signalsȲ
(0)
0 , Ȳ

(0)
1 Ȳ

(1)
0

andȲ
(1)
1 are influenced by different mobile radio channels. Fading coefficients are not known.
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Our main goal is to eliminated MAI so that the result contains only data of user #0, and informa-
tion about frequency offset remains. Note that useful parts in (4.20) and (4.21) have opposite signs,
whereas MAI addends are equal in both equation. In contrast, in (4.22) and (4.23) useful parts are the
same and the signs of MAI parts are different.

We eliminate MAI for the user #0 as shown in Fig.4.4c. In doing so, we simply subtract (4.21)
from (4.20)

Ȳ
(0)
0,MF = (Ȳ

(0)
0 − Ȳ

(0)
1 )/2 = I0(ε

(0))S
(0)
0 H

(0)
0 + (N

(0)
0 −N

(0)
1 )/2, (4.24)

where division by two is performed for the energy normalization. This division is not necessary, since
it does not have any impact on the SNR of theȲ

(0)
0,MF and might be omitted.

The subtraction of̄Y (1)
1 from Ȳ

(1)
0 gives

Ȳ
(0)
1,MF = (Ȳ

(1)
0 − Ȳ

(1)
1 )/2 = I−1(ε

(0))S
(0)
0 H

(0)
0 + (N

(1)
0 −N

(1)
1 )/2. (4.25)

The MAI, induced by user #1 is removed ideally. MAI-free received valuesȲ
(0)
0,MF and Ȳ

(0)
1,MF are

comprised only of the received signal of user #0 and bear information about frequency offsetε(0).
ElementsȲ (0)

0,MF andȲ
(0)
1,MF form vector

Ȳ(0) = {Ȳ (0)
0,MF, Ȳ

(0)
1,MF}T , (4.26)

which is used for frequency offset estimationε(0). Note that we omitted subscript MF for simplicity.
After despreading, the CFO matrixI(i) for the received vector̄Y(0) is given by

I(i) =

(
I0(ε

(0)) 0
I−1(ε

(0)) 0

)
. (4.27)

For the user #1, the decomposition is performed in the same way, only addition is required instead of
substraction. The considered example with two users MAI is suppressed ideally if mobile channels
remain constant for two consecutive OFDM symbols. If total number of active usersNu is more than
two, odd users can use WH sequenceC̄(0), whereas even users might utilize sequenceC̄(1). In this
case, the MAI induced by odd users can be eliminated, but the even users will experience residual
MAI, since interference between even users cannot be suppressed with the proposed method. MAI
can be further suppressed if WH codes with a length more than two are applied, which means that
more than two successive pilot OFDM symbols are required. For the successful MAI elimination,
channels should remain constant for the time duration of all pilot OFDM symbols, which is realistic
only for the small number of such pilots.

Pilot symbols can be allocated anywhere in the OFDM frame, and without loss of generality, they can
be allocated at the beginning of the OFDM frame, as shown in Fig.4.5. MAI reduction can also be
performed in the time domain without the DFT operation. The time domain signalȳ(i) obtained for
the useri can also be used for frequency offset estimation

4.5 Frequency Offset Estimation in the Frequency Domain

In the following, the frequency offset estimation algorithm for useri is presented, which operates
in the frequency domain and uses pilot symbols. For frequency offset estimation, we consider the
received vector̄Y(i) which represents pilot symbols after MAI suppression. TheL received elements
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Figure 4.5: Received OFDM frame of IFDMA system in the frequency domain withPp = 2 pilot
symbols.

Ȳ
(i)
κ′ , κ′ = 2κ, κ = nK + i, n = 0, . . . , L − 1, represent data of useri. Each element̄Y (i)

κ′ , κ′ =
2κ, represent data received on theκth subcarrier. For frequency offset estimation, we additionally
consider elements̄Y (i)

κ′+2, of the the vector̄Y(i). The element̄Y (i)
κ′+2 represents the received data on the

subcarrierκ + 1.

In the proposed algorithm,2L subcarriers are utilized for frequency offset estimation. For each sub-
carrierκ, κ = nL + i, n = 0, . . . , L− 1, one additional subcarrierκ + 1 is used. We introduce a new
vectorȲr, of length2L composed of received values̄Y

(i)
κ′ andȲ

(i)
κ′+2, given by

Ȳr = (Ȳ
(i)
2i , Ȳ

(i)
2i+2, Ȳ

(i)
2K+2i, Ȳ

(i)
2K+2i+2, Ȳ

(i)
4K+2i, Ȳ

(i)
4K+2i+2, . . . , Ȳ

(i)
2(L−1)K+2i, Ȳ

(i)
2(L−1)K+2i+2)

T . (4.28)

Moreover, we introduce the vector of fading coefficientsHr which is composed ofL elementsHr,n, n =
0, . . . , L− 1, and can be represented as

Hr,n = H
(i)
2nK+2i, (4.29)

whereH
(i)
nK+i are the diagonal elements of the channel matrixH(i) defined in (2.49). Thus, vector

Hr represents the fading coefficients of theL subcarriers where useri transmits its pilot symbols
S̄

(i)
κ , κ = nK + i, n = 0, . . . , L− 1.

Note that the vectorHr is unknown at the receiver and needs to be estimated together with the fre-
quency offsetε(i). As a result, the proposed algorithm is considered as a joint estimation of the
frequency offsetε(i) and the vectorHr, i.e., the fading coefficients of theith user. For simplicity, we
omit index(i) in the reminder of this section.

The relation between vectorHr andȲr can be written as

Ȳr = Θ(ε)Hr + N̄, (4.30)
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whereΘ(ε) is a2L×L-dimensional matrix, which is determined by the frequency offset coefficients
given in (4.12)

Θ(ε) =



I0(ε) IK(ε) I2K(ε) . . . I(L−1)K(ε)
I−1(ε) IK−1(ε) I2K−1(ε) . . . I(L−1)K−1(ε)
I−K(ε) I0(ε) IK(ε) . . . I(L−2)K(ε)

...
...

...
...

I(1−L)K(ε) I(2−L)K(ε) . . . I−K(ε) I0(ε)
I(1−L)K−1(ε) I(2−L)K−1(ε) . . . I−K−1(ε) I−1(ε)





S̄0

S̄K+i

S̄2K+i
...
...

S̄K(L−1)+i


(4.31)

andN̄ is a vector of AWGN samples of length2L.

Our task is to estimate the frequency offsetε̂ by exploiting the vector̄Yr and equation (4.30). A ML
approach can be utilized for this purpose. Initially, we keepε̃ constant and try to find the estimatêH
for the unknown vectorHr, and, then, we build a trial function and varyε̃. The ML estimationĤ of
the vectorHr is given by [Sch02]

Ĥ = [ΘH(ε̃)Θ(ε̃)]−1ΘH(ε̃)Ȳr. (4.32)

Substituting (4.32) into (4.30) and maximizing with respect tõε produces the trial function of the ML
estimatêε of the frequency offsetε

ε̂ = argmax
ε̃

ȲH
r Θ(ε̃)

[
ΘH(ε̃)Θ(ε̃)

]−1

ΘH(ε̃)Ȳr. (4.33)

This algorithm is referred to as the frequency domain frequency offset estimation algorithm (FD) in
the following.

The following remarks are of interest:

• The FD algorithm requires one-dimensional search forε over the interval[−εmax, εmax], εmax <
0.5, whereεmax is the maximum possible frequency offset.

• Inversion of anL× L-dimensional matrix
[
ΘH(ε̃)Θ(ε̃)

]
is required in (4.33).

• The FD algorithm is performed in the frequency domain. Thus, user separation is performed
by choosing an appropriate subcarrier set in (4.28).

• The FD algorithm cannot be applied when only the elementsȲ
(i)
2nK+2i are utilized for frequency

offset estimation. In this case, matrixΘ(ε) is square and the matrixΘ(ε̃)
[
ΘH(ε̃)Θ(ε̃)

]−1

ΘH(ε̃)

is an identity matrix. Also, the trial function (4.33) is constant and independent ofε̃.

• Only one neighboring subcarrierκ+1 is utilized for each subcarrierκ in (4.28). The best result
is achieved ifK available subcarriers are utilized. In this case, estimate improvement can be
achieved at the cost of complexity.

• The FD algorithm makes it possible to estimate the fading coefficients together with the fre-
quency offsetε. The correct estimates of the fading coefficients are obtained by (4.32) when
function (4.33) achieves its maximum. Thus, the proposed FD algorithm can be considered as
a joint frequency offset and channel estimation algorithm.
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• The trial function in (4.33) does not have a clearly defined maximum, and thus, the obtained
estimatêε is sensitive to noise, which leads to the low precision of the estimate.

• In order to build a trial function in (4.33), the transmit vector(S̄0, S̄K+i, S̄2K+i, . . . , S̄K(L−1)+i)
T

in (4.31) must be known at the receiver. This explains why the FD algorithm requires pilots for
joint channel and frequency offset estimation.

The next step is to develop a practical and simple algorithm for estimation of of the frequency offset,
ε, in the time domain without any exhaustive brute-force search.

4.6 Frequency Offset Estimation in the Time Domain

In this section, an algorithm is described which uses time domain signalȳ(i) for frequency offset
estimation. For simplicity, the rectangular windowing in the transmitter is applied, i.e the length of
the prefix and postfixNw is set to zero.

After successful reduction of the MAI, the received signalȳ(i), is used for frequency offset estimation.
We form two vectorsζ1 andζ2 of lengthNc/2 using the received signal̄y(i). The elementsζ1,k, k =
0, . . . , Nc

2
− 1, of the vectorζ1 are defined as

ζ1,k = ȳ
(i)
k e−j 2π

Nc
ki, (4.34)

whereȳ
(i)
k are the elements of the vectorȳ(i). Thus, the vectorζ1,k is a copy of the first half of the

vectorȳ(i) where each element̄y(i)
k is multiplied by the rotating phasee−j 2π

Nc
ki. This rotating phase is

added in order to eliminate the influence of the user-specific phase vectoru which is defined in (2.71).

The elementsζ2,k, k = 0, . . . , Nc
2
− 1, of the vectorζ2 are given by

ζ1,k = ȳ
(i)

k+Nc
2

e−j 2π
Nc

ki. (4.35)

A closer analysis reveals that due to the repetitive structure of the IFDMA time domain signal in (2.69)
and the property of the right-circular matrix in (2.45), the obtained vectorsζ1 andζ2 experience
exactly the same influence from the transmission channel.

Vectorsζ1 andζ2 differ only by a constant value, which is determined by the frequency offset. The
following expression holds

ζ2 = ejπεζ2. (4.36)

Therefore, ifε is determined using the observation in (4.36), it is possible to obtain an accurate
estimate even if the normalized frequency offsetε is too large for successful data demodulation.

As shown in [Moo94], the maximum likelihood estimatêε of ε can be written as

ε̂ =
1

π
tan−1

{
={ζH

2 ζ1

<{ζH
2 ζ1}

}
, (4.37)

where<(.) and=(.) denote the real and imaginary parts of a complex number, respectively.

The conditional variance of the estimateε̂ can be addressed as follows, cf.A.3

σ2
ε =

(
1

π

)2
1

µLPp
, (4.38)
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whereµ represents the SNR per data symbol defined in (5.15).

The following remarks are of interest:

• Functiontan−1 can be approximated by its argument ifε is small enough. This assumption is
easily met, since system design assumes that the ’worst case’ frequency offset does not exceed
4% of the subcarrier spacing [TLP00], i.e., |ε| < 0.04.

• The solution presented in (4.37) does not require knowledge of the channel state information
and frequency offset estimation can be performed before the linear equalization block.

• The limits of the estimation given by (4.37) are|ε| ≤ 0.5 which is half of the subcarrier spacing.
If ε > 0.5, the expression (4.36) is no longer valid. When this happens, the estimate given
by (4.37) becomes useless.

• The variance of the estimate (4.38) is conditionally unbiased and is independent of the trans-
mission channel, cf.A.3.

• The length of the prefix and postfixNw is set to zero in (4.37). However, the performance of the
algorithm can be improved if the prefix and postfix are taken into account for frequency offset
estimation.

The algorithm proposed in this section is referred to as the frequency offset estimation algorithm in
the time domain (TD), in the following text.

4.7 Performance of the IFDMA Uplink System

4.7.1 Simulation Parameters

The considered IFDMA transmission system is used for the simulation of the FD and TD frequency
offset estimation algorithms. The transmission system has a bandwidth of

BW = 2 MHz (4.39)

and the carrier frequency is located at
fc = 5 GHz. (4.40)

The number of subcarriers is
Nc = 256, (4.41)

which results in a subcarrier spacing equal to

∆f = 7.81 kHz. (4.42)

The IFDMA transmit signal is generated in the time domain without the IDFT operation. For spread-
ing, Fourier codes of length

L = 32 (4.43)

are applied. The maximum allowed number of users in the IFDMA uplink system is chosen to be

K = 8. (4.44)
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The IFDMA chip durationTc is equal to, cf. (2.5),

Tc = 0.5 µs. (4.45)

The length of the guard interval is chosen such that the interference with the preceding IFDMA
transmit symbol and inter-carrier interference are completely eliminated. The loss of SNR due to
the guard interval, cf. (2.21), is not taken into account. The MMSE detector is used as described in
Chapter2. The transmission frame consists of 24 consecutive IFDMA symbols. A QPSK modulation
alphabet is used.

The users do not have any time offsets and are perfectly aligned to the BS reference. This can be
considered as a realistic scenario, since for each user, the start of the transmission is determined by
the instructions transmitted from the BS via the control channel.

Table4.1briefly summarizes the parameters of the IFDMA reference system used for the simulation
of the FD and TD frequency time offset estimation algorithms. A multipath channel model is consid-

Table 4.1: Parameters of the uplink IFDMA system used for the TD and FD frequency offset estima-
tion algorithms.

Carrier frequency fc = 5 GHz
Number of subcarriers Nc = 256
Transmission bandwidth BW = 2 MHz
Subcarrier spacing ∆f = 7.81 kHz
Chip duration Tc = 0.5 µs
Number of OFDM symbols in an OFDM frame Nframe = 24
Modulation alphabet QPSK with Gray coding
Spreading length L = 32
Window type rectangular,β = 0
Maximum allowed number of users K=8
Useful IFDMA symbol duration T = 128 µs
Guard interval duration T∆ = 6.5 µs
Number of pilot symbols Pp = 2 andPp = 4

Channel coding type Convolutional
Channel code rate Rc = 1/2
Channel code memory length 6
Channel decoder Viterbi

Linear detection MMSE
Mobile speed variable

ered, which consists of a tapped delay line withMch statistically independent Rayleigh fading taps.
The average power for each channel componenthm, m = 1, . . . ,Mch − 1, is modeled as described
in Chapter2. The average channel attenuation is normalized to unity in our simulations. The speed
of the MT takes on values 0 km/h, 60 km/h and 250 km/h, which allows realization of three different
mobility scenarios.
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4.7.2 System Performance

We evaluate the performance of both the TD and the FD algorithms in terms of the mean square
error (MSE) of the frequency estimates and conditional variance of such estimates. The MSE and
conditional variance are plotted versus SNR per data symbolµ, which is defined in (5.15). At first,

Figure 4.6: Varianceσ2
ε of the frequency offset estimates versus SNR per data symbol;Nu = 1;

AWGN.

the TD algorithm for frequency offset estimation is considered. In Fig.4.6, the conditional variance
of the estimate is simulated for different values ofPp. Two cases are considered which differ in the
number of pilot symbols at the beginning of the transmit OFDM frame of IFDMA system. The first
case corresponds to a situation with two pilot symbols, i.e.,Pp = 2, whereas the second assumes that
four pilot symbols are utilized for frequency offset estimation, i.e.,Pp = 4. Only one useri = 0 is
active, thus,Nu = 1. In doing so, MAI is completely avoided and Fig.4.6 represents the theoretical
bound of the conditional varianceσ2

ε .

For simplicity, an AWGN channel is chosen for the simulations in Fig.4.6, however the same results
can be obtained if a mobile radio channel with several taps is utilized. The theoretical curves are
calculated and plotted according to (4.38) and simulations are performed by the Monte-Carlo method.
At high SNR values, simulation results perfectly match the theoretical curves, validating our approach
in (4.38).

It is shown in (4.38) thatσ2
ε varies as the reciprocal of the number of IFDMA pilot symbolsPp and

spreading lengthL. The product ofPp andL forms the power which is invested into frequency offset
estimation. Thus, by increasing this power, one can decrease the conditional varianceσ2

ε , that is, the
precision of the obtained estimate can be increased. Therefore, according to (4.38), the conditional
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Figure 4.7: MSE of the frequency offset estimates versus SNR per data symbol;Pp = 4; Nu = 1.

variance (or precision of the estimate) can be improved by 3 dB if we increase the number of pilot
symbols by two.

In Fig. 4.7, the MSE performance comparison between the TD and FD frequency estimation algo-
rithms is presented versus SNR for one active user, i.e.,Nu = 1. The number of pilot symbols is
Pp = 4. The MT speed isv = 0 km/h. A multipath channel model is used with a tapped delay line
of lengthMch = 11. The frequency offsetε is normally distributed and is taken from the interval
[−εmax, εmax].

The performance of the FD algorithm depends onεmax. The reason for that is that in the FD algorithm
the trial function (4.33) has a flat dependence onε̃ and is easily affected by noise. The performance of
the FD estimation algorithm degrades rapidly since flatness in (4.33) increases with decreasingεmax.

It can be seen that the TD algorithm outperforms the FD algorithm. Ifεmax = 0.15, the TD algorithm
outperforms FD by more than 20 dB at MSE equal to10−3. The performance gain between the TD
and FD algorithms increases with increasing SNR.

From this point onwards we focus on the MSE performance of the TD frequency offset estimation
algorithm, since TD provides the best MSE performance. It is interesting to observe the performance
degradation of the TD algorithm in the channel where the speed of MT is different from zero. In
this case, channel fading coefficientsH

(i)
κ′ change slightly from one IFDMA pilot symbol to another.

Thus, the ideal MAI suppression shown in Sec.4.4is not possible anymore. As a result, some amount
of the residual MAI remains, which leads to the MSE performance degradation.

The next interesting point is the behavior of the MSE performance of the TD algorithm as the function
of the number of active usersNu. The simulation results are shown in Fig.4.8. The frequency offsetε
is variable and taken from the uniform distribution in the range[−εmax, εmax]. The maximum frequency
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Figure 4.8: MSE of the frequency offset estimates versus number of active usersNu; TD algorithm;
εmax = 0.15; Pp = 2; Nu = 1; v = 0 km/h; SNR=20 dB.

offset isεmax = 0.15. The SNR per data symbol is fixed, i.e.,µ = 20 dB and the speed of MT is chosen
to bev = 0 km/h. The number of pilot symbols isPp = 2.

As a result, the MSE performance of the TD algorithm is impaired ifNu increases. With increasing
Nu, the amount of MAI grows. However, more than half of the MAI is eliminated by the additional
spreading in the time domain. In general, the MAI fromNu/2 users is suppressed ifPp = 2. Thus,
the MSE performance degradation can be kept at a tolerable level.

4.7.3 Comparison with Existing Techniques

An attempt to solve the problem of frequency offset estimation for OFDMA/IFDMA uplinks in the
presence of other frequency misaligned users has been made in this chapter. The TD and FD algo-
rithms utilize additional spreading in the time domain and make it possible to eliminate the main part
of MAI, which stems from neighboring users. In order to compare the proposed algorithms with the
techniques published in the literature, we consider the TD algorithm which provides the best MSE
performance.

In Fig. 4.9, the MSE of the TD frequency estimation algorithm is compared to the reduced complex-
ity frequency estimator (RCFE) proposed in [Mor04]. The RCFE is an adaptation of the algorithm
described in [MM99], which is developed for the OFDM downlink. The result in [MM99] is based
on the work of [SC97]. In [SC97], the pilot symbol is constructed in such a way that it has two
identical halves in the time domain. The correlation of these two halves in the time domain makes it
possible to estimate the frequency offset in the OFDM downlink. In turn, the authors in [SC97] refer
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Figure 4.9: MSE of the frequency offset estimates versus maximum frequency offsetεmax; SNR=14
dB; TD algorithm;Pp = 2; Nu = 8; v = 0.

to the pioneering work of P.H. Moose [Moo94], who has proposed the frequency offset estimator
for the OFDM downlink. Further improvements are achieved in [MM99], where the pilot symbol is
composed of more than two identical parts. This makes it possible to achieve a better accuracy than
in [SC97] at the cost of some increase in computational load. A similar idea was later realized for the
time offset estimation algorithm [MZB00].

The algorithms for frequency offset estimation proposed in [MM99, SC97, Moo94] are suitable only
for the OFDM downlink. The uplink scenario radically differs from the downlink scenario, since
different users are simultaneously active and might have different frequency offsets, which affects the
performance of the frequency offset estimator. In what follows, the TD and RCFE algorithms which
are suitable for the frequency offset estimation in uplink are compared in terms of MSE. It is worth
noting that RCFE is equal to the frequency estimator proposed in [Moo94] for the case ofPp = 2.

We have compared the performance of RCFE and the TD frequency estimation algorithm for the
realistic scenario where all users are active i.e.,Nu = 8. The MSE is simulated as a function ofεmax,
where frequency offsets are normally distributed within the interval[−εmax, εmax]. The SNR per per
data symbol is chosen to be 14 dB.

As a result, the proposed TD algorithm outperforms RCFE. The TD algorithm performs equivalently
to RCFE, if εmax is low. With increasingεmax, MAI also increases and the performance of RCFE
degrades rapidly. In contrast, the performance of the TD frequency estimation algorithm remains
nearly constant.

If εmax = 0.05 then MSE of the RCFE algorithm is equal to1.1 · 10−3, whereas the MSE of the TD
algorithm is6 · 10−5. Thus, the performance gain of the TD algorithm over RCFE is approximately
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20-fold. With increasingεmax, the MSE performance gain is further increased. Forεmax = 0.1, the
MSE of TD is 60 times better than the MSE of RCFE and forεmax = 0.1 it is over 100 times better.
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Chapter 5

IFDMA Receiver and Optimum MMSE
Equalization

5.1 Introduction

As shown in the previous chapters, IFDMA provides the lowest PAPR among all known multi-carrier
systems and can potentially achieve the PAPR of single-carrier systems. Additional advantage of
IFDMA is that IFDMA transmit signal can be generated without DFT operation, by performing the
repetition of the transmit data sequence in the time domain.

This chapter describes IFDMA receiver, which is introduced in Sec5.2. Linear equalization tech-
niques are presented in Sec.5.2.1and the despreading operation is described in Sec.5.2.2.

Self-interference (SI) is studied for IFDMA and OFDMA-CDM in Sec.5.3 for the independent
Rayleigh channel. A closed form solution for the BER performance is derived for the uncoded
IFDMA and OFDMA-CDM systems. The theoretical analysis and simulation results show that the
variance of the SI for IFDMA is two times smaller than the SI of OFDMA-CDM

In this thesis, the prefix and postfix are added as a cyclic extension of the complex-valued envelope
x(t) of an OFDM signal, and the generalized algorithm for the equalization is proposed as described
in detail in Chapter2. The application of the window in the receiver changes the received spectrum of
each individual subcarrier. Varying the roll-off factorβ of the window function and, therefore, chang-
ing the length of the prefix and postfix, MAI caused by the frequency offset can be reduced. Method
that allows demodulating the information transmitted on individual subcarriers without interference
and by using the DFT of double size was proposed in [BT07] and has been recapitulated in Chapter2.

The results of such DFT operation is the frequency domain sequence which length is two times larger
than the number of transmit subcarriers. The conventional MMSE equalizer [FK00] utilizes only even
elements of this frequency domain sequence, which correspond to the data symbols transmitted on
these OFDM subcarriers. At the same time, odd elements are discarded [BT07].

In Sec.5.4 the optimal minimum-mean square equalizer is proposed which utilizes the whole se-
quence for data equalization. As the result, the proposed equalizer makes it possible to improve the
BER performance of OFDM systems and utilizes the part of energy invested into prefix and post-
fix. It is shown that the performance of the obtained equalizer depends on the applied window type.
Two window types are compared and, if window with better frequency characteristics is used, the
performance of the proposed MMSE equalizer can be improved.
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Figure 5.1: IFDMA receiver of theith user

For the sake of simplicity, we describe the proposed MMSE equalizer for OFDM transmit systems
only. Since IFDMA system is based on OFDM, the proposed equalizer can be applied for IFDMA
with minor modifications.

Note that investigations carried out in this chapter are partly presented in [AS04b].

5.2 IFDMA/OFDMA-CDM Receiver

In this section, we describe the IFDMA receiver which utilizes inverse OFDM as described in Chap-
ter2, which allows utilizing different windowing functions in the OFDM receiver and minimize MAI.

The IFDMA receiver is shown in Fig.5.1. The received waveformy(t) is sampled at the time in-
stancest = lT

Nc
, l = 0, . . . , Nc+2Nw−1. After guard interval removal, IFDMA time domain samples

yl, l = 0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1, are obtained and form vectory. The vectory represents the received
signal which is a superposition of signals ofNu users

y =
Nu−1∑
i=0

h(i)x(i) + n. (5.1)

The received signaly is transferred into the frequency domain by using inverse OFDM as described
in Chapter2. In doing so,Nc − 2Nw zeros are added to the end of the vectory and after windowing
operation and DFT, vectorY is obtained. At the output of the inverse OFDM and after parallel-to-
serial conversion, the frequency domain vectorY represents the received data onNc subcarriers and
is composed of the received vectors ofNu active users

Y =
Nu−1∑
i=0

H(i)S(i) + N, (5.2)

whereH(i) andS(i) are the matrix of fading coefficients and the vector of data symbols of theith user,
respectively, andN denotes the vector of AWGN. Note that received data symbols of different users
remain orthogonal, since users utilize different subcarriers for data transmission. Therefore, in the
matrixH(i) and in the vectorS(i) only the elementsH(i)

κ andS
(i)
κ , κ = nK + i, n = 0, . . . , L− 1, are

non-zero.

In order to separate the received data of different users, frequency demapping is applied. The output
of the frequency demapping block is a vectorY(i) which has lengthL and is composed of elements
Y

(i)
n , n = 0, . . . , L− 1. Y(i) represents the received data of theith user. Since eachith user transmit

L data symbolSκ on its own set of subcarriersκ = nK + i, n = 0, . . . , L− 1, the user separation is
achieved by assigning

Y (i)
n = YnK+i. (5.3)
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The vectorY(i) is given by
Y(i) = H(i)S(i) + N(i) (5.4)

where vectorN(i) denotes AWGN samples on the subcarriersκ = nK + i, n = 0, . . . , L− 1 and has
lengthL

5.2.1 Linear Equalizers

In Fig. 2.4, the multi-carrier receiver which utilizes inverse OFDM for data detection is depicted. In
the inverse OFDM block, only even elements of the sequenceYκ′ , κ

′ = 0, . . . , 2Nc−1 are used for the
purpose of equalization. In Sec. (5.4), the optimum linear equalizer is presented which utilizes both
even and odd elements of the sequenceYκ′ , κ

′ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1. The proposed equalizer is optimal
is a sense that it utilizes power invested into prefix and postfix. It was developed for OFDM but can
be easily applied to IFDMA system. In this subsection, however, we describe only commonly known
suboptimal equalizers which uses vectorY(i) for data detection.

The received signalY is equalized by employing one-tap linear equalizer to combat phase and ampli-
tude distortions caused by the mobile radio channel. This equalizers require only one complex valued
multiplication per received data symbol.

The received sequence at the output of the linear equalization block is represented by a vector of
equalized values of theith user

R(i) = E(i)Y = (R0, R1, . . . , RL−1)
T , (5.5)

whereE(i) is a diagonal equalization matrix of sizeL× L, which is calculated for each user

E(i) =


E

(i)
0 0 · · · 0

0 E
(i)
1 · · · 0

...
...

...
0 0 · · · E

(i)
L−1

 . (5.6)

The matrixR(i) is given by
R(i) = E(i)H(i)S(i) + E(i)N(i). (5.7)

There are several LE techniques in the literature [Kai98, FK00] which make it possible to calculate
coefficientsE

(i)
n , n = 0, . . . , L − 1, from the known fading coefficientsH(i)

n , n = 0, . . . , L − 1.
However, only a few of them represent a practical interest for the IFDMA.

Equal gain combining (EGC). The EGC equalization coefficientE
(i)
n is calculated from fading co-

efficientH(i)
n as

E(i)
n =

H
(i)∗
n

|H(i)
n |

, (5.8)

where(.)∗ denotes complex conjugation. EGC compensates only the phase rotation caused by the
channel fading coefficientH(i)

n . EGC is the simplest LE technique, since only the phase of theH
(i)
n is

required.

Zero forcing (ZF) . The ZF equalization coefficient is given by

E(i)
n =

1

H
(i)
n

. (5.9)
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Figure 5.2: Despreading operation for IFDMA and OFDMA-CDM.

ZF is the simplest LE technique where the equalization coefficientE
(i)
n is a reciprocal ofH(i)

n . With
ZF, self-interference can be eliminated by restoring the orthogonally of Fourier spreading codes. The
main drawback of ZF equalization technique is that it enhances a noise which leads to the poor BER
performance in the mobile radio channel.

Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) . The MMSE equalization coefficient is given by

E(i)
n =

H
(i)∗
n

|H(i)
n |2 + σ2

. (5.10)

MMSE is the optimal LE technique which minimizes the mean square error value between the trans-
mitted signalS(i)

κ , κ = nK + i and the output of the linear detection blockRn. The main drawback
of the MMSE technique is that the estimation of the noise varianceσ2 is required at the receiver.

Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) . The MRC equalization coefficient is calculated by

E(i)
n = H(i)∗

n . (5.11)

The drawback of the MRC is that it destroys the orthogonally between spreading codes and thus,
additionally enhances SI.

The performance of EGC, ZF, MMSE, MRC techniques is studied in [Kai95] for uncoded and coded
OFDMA-CDM system, whereas the performance of LE techniques for OFDMA is studied in [NP02].
For the multi-carrier systems with spreading such as OFDMA-CDM or IFDMA, the best BER per-
formance results can be achieved with MMSE detector [AS04a, AS04b].

5.2.2 Despreading

After equalization, the vectorR(i) is transferred to the despreading block presented in Fig.5.2. At the
output of the despreading block, the vector of data symbol estimates

d̂(i) = (d̂
(i)
0 , d̂

(i)
1 , . . . , d̂

(i)
L−1)

T , (5.12)

is calculated as a multiplication of the Fourier spreading matrixCL and the vectorR(i) of equalized
values ofith user

d̂(i) = CLR
(i). (5.13)
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The data symbol estimatêd(i)
q , q = 0, . . . , L − 1, is calculated by multiplyingR(i) by the Hermitian

transposeCH
q of theqth spreading code, i.e.,

d̂(i)
q = CH

q R(i) =
L−1∑
n=0

C∗
q,nR(i)

n . (5.14)

The considered receiver is equivalent to the conventional OFDMA-CDM receiver described in [Kai02],
but in the IFDMA case, Fourier codes are used instead of WH codes. For IFDMA, the despreading
operation is the IDFT operation of the sizeL, which can be implemented at the receiver as com-
putationally efficient IFFT operation. After despreading, the vector of estimatesd̂(i) is demapped,
deinterleaved and decoded as shown in Fig5.1.

Throughout this thesis two different SNR values are used which are introduced in the rest of this
subsection. When assuming that channel power in normalized, i.e.,E{|Hn|2} = 1, the received SNR
per data symbol is given by

µ =
E{|H(i)

n S
(i)
n |2}

σ2

∣∣∣
E{|H(i)

n |2}=1
=

E{|S(i)
n |2}

σ2
=

E{|d(i)
q |2}

σ2
. (5.15)

The received SNR per bitµb is given by

µb =
µ

Rc log2 Md
, (5.16)

whereMd is a maximum number of different realizations of data symbold
(i)
q andRc denotes the code

rate. If not explicitly stated otherwise, the abbreviation SNR denotes SNR per bitµb, in the rest of the
thesis.

5.3 Self-Interference in Independent Rayleigh Channel

In this section, SI in IFDMA is studied. The SI can be observed in the receiver if the IFDMA signal is
transmitted through the mobile radio channel with a frequency selective fading. Despite equalization,
the orthogonality between spreading codes cannot be fully restored and SI appears. The SI of two
systems is considered: IFDMA and OFDMA-CDM, and both systems differ only in the type of
spreading. Only one user is taken into account and, thus, indexi is omitted, in the following text.

The estimates of data symbolsd̂q, q = 0, . . . , L− 1, obtained after the despreading (IDFT operation)
can be written as

d̂q = dq

L−1∑
n=0

|Cq,n|HnEn︸ ︷︷ ︸
useful part

+
L−1∑
g=0
g 6=q

dg

L−1∑
n=0

C∗
g,nCn,qHnEn

︸ ︷︷ ︸
SI

+
L−1∑
n=0

EnNn︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise part

.

The equation (5.17) is composed of the useful part, SI and noise part. The multiplication by the
constantEn does not change the statistical properties of the AWGN, thus, the noise term has Gaussian
distribution. ProductHnEn is a real-valued variable, but its statistical properties depend on the used
LE technique. Two assumptions have been made in the following: the MMSE technique introduced
in (5.10) is utilized in this section, as a most promising technique for the IFDMA and independent
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Rayleigh channel is used. Independent Rayleigh channel means that each fading coeffcients|Hn| is a
random variable with Rayleigh statistics.

Bearing in mind thatCg,n ⊆
{
−1/

√
L, 1/

√
L
}

, energy of the useful signal partErx can be calculated

as [Kai98]

Erx =
1

L
|E{HnEn}|2. (5.17)

The integralE{HnEn} has been calculated in [Kai98] for MMSE

E{HnEn} = E

{
|Hn|2

|Hn|2 + σ2

} ∣∣∣∣∣
|Hn|is Rayleigh distributed

(5.18)

= 1 +
e

1
µb

µb
Γ

(
− 1

µb

)
,

whereµb is the SNR per bit as defined in (5.16) and exponential integralΓ(x) is given by

Γ(x) =

∞∫
x

e−x

x
dx. (5.19)

.

If BPSK is considered, i.e.,dq is a real number, the real part of the SI is given by

<{SI} = <


L−1∑
g=0
g 6=q

dg

L−1∑
n=0

C∗
g,nCn,qHnEn

 =
L−1∑
g=0
g 6=q

dg

L−1∑
n=0

<
{
C∗

q,nCn,qHnEn

}
(5.20)

=
1

L

L−1∑
g=0
g 6=q

dg

L−1∑
n=0

cos

(
2πn

(
g − q

L

))
HnEn.

The mean value of the SI is given by

E{<{SI}} =
1

L

L−1∑
g=0
g 6=q

E{dg}E

{
L−1∑
n=0

cos

(
2πn

(
g − q

L

))
HnEn

}
= 0, (5.21)

since the data symbolsdq, q = 0, . . . , L− 1, are equally probable., i.e.,

E{dq} = 0. (5.22)

SinceE{|dq|2} = 1, the varianceσ2
SI of the SI is given by

σ2
SI = E{|<{SI}|2} =

1

L2

L−1∑
g=0
g 6=q

E


∣∣∣∣∣
L−1∑
n=0

cos

(
2πn

(
g − q

L

))
HnEn

∣∣∣∣∣
2
 . (5.23)

In order to simplify (5.23), we consider properties of the the last sum in (5.23). Before preceding, it
worth to note thatg − q is integer and that

− L + 1 ≤ g − q ≤ L− 1, (5.24)
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sinceq = 0, . . . , L− 1, g = 0, . . . , L− 1 and

g − g 6= 0. (5.25)

The sum in (5.23) is represented as

L−1∑
n=0

cos

(
2πn

(
g − q

L

))
HnEn =

=



L/4−1∑
n=0

[
H2nE2n + H2n+L

2
E2n+L

2

]
if (g − q) = L

4

L/2−1∑
n=0

[
HnEn + Hn+L

2
En+L

2

]
if (g − q) = L

2

L/2−1∑
n=0

[
HnEn −Hn+L

2
En+L

2

]
cos
(
2πn

(
g−q
L

))
otherwise.

(5.26)

Two cases,g − q = L/2 andg − q = L/4, do not play an important role and do not have much
influence on a result of the summation in (5.23). Therefore, (5.26) is approximated by

L−1∑
n=0

cos

(
2πn

(
g − q

L

))
HnEn =

L/2−1∑
n=0

[
HnEn −Hn+L

2
En+L

2

]
cos

(
2πn

(
g − q

L

))
. (5.27)

Under assumptions that fading coefficientsHn, n = 0, . . . , L− 1, are uncorrelated,σ2
SI can be repre-

sented

σ2
SI =

1

L2

L−1∑
g=0
g 6=q

L/2−1∑
n=0

E

{[
HnEn −Hn+L

2
En+L

2

]2}
cos2

(
2πn

(
g − q

L

))
(5.28)

Using the central limit theorem [Pap02], the SI varianceσ2
SI can be considered as additive white

Gaussian noise with zero mean, ifL is large enough. Both productsHnEn andHn+L
2
En+L

2
have

the same statistics, its variances and mean values are equal. Moreover, their statistics is independent
from the indexn, which is omitted in the rest of the section. For simplicity, we introduce real-valued
random variableHE. Using

E
{
(HnEn)2} = E

{(
Hn+L

2
En+L

2

)2
}

= E
{
(HE)2} (5.29)

and
E {(HnEn)} = E

{(
Hn+L

2
En+L

2

)}
= E

{
(HE)2} (5.30)

(5.28) can be developed

σ2
SI =

[
E{H2E2} − E2{HE}

] 2

L2

L−1∑
g=0
g 6=q

L/2−1∑
n=0

cos2

(
2πn

(
g − q

L

))
(5.31)
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The two sums in (5.31) converge for everyL, L = 2ı, ı = 1, 2, 3 . . ., so that

2

L2

L−1∑
g=0
g 6=q

L/2−1∑
n=0

cos2

(
2πn

(
g − q

L

))
=

1

2
. (5.32)

Finally, using (5.31) and (5.32), the varianceσ2
SI of SI can be written as

σ2
SI =

1

2

(
E
{
H2E2

}
− E2 {HE}

)
. (5.33)

The first expectation is obtained in [Kai98]

E
{
H2E2

}
= E

{∣∣∣∣ |Hn|2

|Hn|2 + σ2

∣∣∣∣2
}∣∣∣∣∣

|Hn|is Rayleigh distributed

= 1 +
1

µb
+

(
1

µ2
b

+
2

µb
e1/µb

)
Γ

(
− 1

µb

)
. (5.34)

and the integralE {HE} is calculated in (5.18). Therefore,σ2
SI is further developed as

σ2
SI ≈

1

2

(
1

µb
+

e
1

µb

µ2
b

Γ

(
− 1

µb

)
− e

2
µb

µ2
b

Γ2

(
− 1

µb

))
. (5.35)

The varianceσ2
noise of the additive white Gaussian noise after equalization with the MMSE LE tech-

nique can be approximated

σ2
noise = E{|E|2}σ2

2
= E

{∣∣∣∣ E∗

|Hn|2 + σ2

∣∣∣∣2
}∣∣∣∣∣

|H|is Rayleigh distributed

(5.36)

=

[
−1−

(
1 +

1

µb

)
e

1
µb Γ

(
− 1

µb

)]
σ2

2
.

As σ2
noise andσ2

SI are statistically independent, zero mean Gaussian variables, the sum of the both has
a zero-mean Gaussian distribution. Thus, the BER of the uncoded systemPb is calculated as

Pb =
1

2
erfc

(√
Erx

2(σ2
noise+ σ2

SI)

)
. (5.37)

The variance of the SI for WH spreading (OFDMA-CDM case)σ2
SI,OFDMA-CDM is obtained in [Kai95]

and is given by1

1When applying WH codes as orthogonal spreading codes, the property can be exploited that productC∗
g,nCn,q, n =

0, . . . , L−1, in half of the cases equal−1/L and in the other half equals1/L, wheng 6= q andCg,n ⊆
{
−1/

√
L, 1/

√
L
}

.

Therefore, for OFDMA-CDM, (5.31) is given by

2
L2

L−1∑
g=0
g 6=q

L/2−1∑
n=0

[
E{H2E2} − E2{HE}

]
=

L− 1
L

[
E{H2E2} − E2{HE}

]
. (5.38)
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σ2
SI,OFDMA-CDM ≈ L− 1

L

(
E
{
H2E2

}
− E2 {HE}

)
. (5.39)

Compare (5.39) and (5.33) one can see that the ratio betweenσ2
SI andσ2

SI,OFDMA-CDM approaches0.5 if
the spreading lengthL tends to infinity, i.e.,

lim
L→∞

(
σ2

SI

σ2
SI,OFDMA-CDM

)
=

1

2
. (5.40)

For the validation of Gaussian approximation in (5.37), the simulation and theoretical curves are
plotted in Fig.5.3. Additionally, the BER performance of IFDMA and OFDMA-CDM are compared
in terms of BER versus SNR using Monte-Carlo simulations. Uncoded, fully-loaded IFDMA and
OFDMA-CDM systems are considered. The maximum number of active users isK = 64. Two
different values of the spreading length are utilized:L = 64 andL = 256. The length of the prefix
and postfixNw is set to zero. For simplicity, the energy loss due to the guard interval in (2.21) is not
taken into account. It is clearly seen, that the simulation results fit well with the proposed Gaussian

Figure 5.3: BER versus SNR for the IFDMA and OFDMA-CDM.

approximation. Both analytical performance evaluation and simulation results show that IFDMA
clearly outperforms OFDMA-CDM, especially for large values of the spreading lengthL.

5.4 MMSE Equalizer for OFDM System with Windowing

In this section we propose algorithm which improves spectral efficiency of the OFDM systems with
prefix and postfix. For the sake of simplicity, the algorithm is described for the OFDM system but can
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Figure 5.4: Received spectrum of an OFDM symbol versus normalized frequencyfTc; Nc = 16.
The AWGN channel with negligible noise power.

also be applied to IFDMA with minor modifications. For the algorithm derivation, we use an OFDM
system withNc subcarriers and with the prefix and postfix of lengthNw. In this thesis, the prefix and
postfix are added as a cyclic extension of the complex-valued envelopex(t) of an OFDM signal. As
shown in Chapter2, the application of the window in the receiver changes the received spectrum of
each individual subcarrier. Varying the roll-off factorβ of the window function and, therefore, chang-
ing the length of the prefix and postfix, MAI caused by the frequency offset can be reduced. Method
that allows demodulating the information transmitted on individual subcarriers without interference
and by using the DFT of double size was proposed in [BT07] and has been recapitulated in Chapter2.
After such a DFT operation, only even elementsYκ′ , κ

′ = 2κ, κ = 0, . . . , 2Nc− 1, form vectorY and
are further processed, whereas odd elementsYκ′ , κ

′ = 2κ + 1, κ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1, are discarded.

The received spectrum of an OFDM symbol withNc = 16 subcarriers is shown in Fig.5.4, where
AWGN channel with a negligible noise power is utilized. The filled circles in Fig.5.4 denote the
values of the frequency domain sequenceYκ′ , κ

′ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1, obtained after the DFT operation
as described in Chapter2. In this section, we describe the MMSE algorithm which utilizes odd
and even elements of the obtained frequency domain sequenceYκ′ , κ

′ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1, for the
equalization. For simplicity, we introduce vectorỸ of length2Nc,

Ỹ = {Y0, Y1, . . . , Y2Nc−1}T . (5.41)

Note that only even elements of̃Y, represent the received data on subcarriersκ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1 as
depicted in (5.5). Odd elements of̃Y represent the received values which are located between two
adjacent subcarriers.

The influence of the individual subcarrierκ on the received elementκ′ of the vectorỸ is defined by
the CFO coefficient (A.2)

Iκ−κ′(ε) =
1

Nc

√
2

Nc+2Nw−1∑
υ=0

wυe
j

πυ(2κ−κ′+2ε)
Nc , (5.42)
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Figure 5.5: BER versus SNR for the proposed MMSE equalizer for different values of the roll-off
factorsβ and for the RC and BTRC windows; QPSK performance is given as a reference.

wherewυ, υ = 0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1, denotes samples of the window functionw(t) as described in
Chapter2. It is seen that coefficientIκ−κ′(ε) depends on the applied window function. The received
subcarriers are orthogonal to each other, i.e., if frequency offsetε is equal to zero, for every subcarrier
κ and every evenκ′th element ofY the following expression

Iκ−κ′(ε) =

{ 1√
2

if κ′ = 2κ andκ′ is even
0 if κ′ 6= 2κ andκ′ is even.

(5.43)

holds true. The CFO coefficient denotes the spectrum of the individual subcarrier and, for example,
I0(ε) is shown in Fig.5.4as a function ofε.

In the case of the AWGN channel with negligible noise power, cf. Fig.5.4, the even and odd elements
of Ỹ are obtained as a linear combination of the source data symbolsSκ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc−1, weighted
by the CFO coefficients. For example, for the odd valueY1 in Fig. 5.4one can write

Y1 = d0I−1/2(ε) + d1I1/2(ε) + d2I3/2(ε) + . . . + dNc−1INc−1/2(ε). (5.44)

The same linear combinations can be written for every elementYκ′ , κ
′ = 0, . . . , 2Nc−1, of the vector

Ỹ.

These linear dependencies can be written for frequency-selective mobile radio channel in the vector-
matrix form. In the following text, we considerNc source data symbolsSκ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc− 1, which
form source vectorS and the channel is described by its frequency domain channel matrixH, as
defined in Sec.2.2.6. With this notation, the received vector̃Y is given by

Ỹ = ΨHS + ΨN, (5.45)
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where2Nc × Nc-dimensional matrixΨ describes linear dependance betweenHS and Ỹ, andN
denotes the vector of AWGN samples of lengthNc. The variance of the AWGN noise isσ2, as
indicated in Sec.2.2.6.

For every even row2n, n = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, the elementsΨn,l, l = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, of the matrixΨ
describe the CFO coefficients which form the even elements ofỸ and are given by

Ψ2n,l = Il−n(ε). (5.46)

Note that if the frequency offsetε is zero, then every even row2n has only one non-zero element
Ψ2n,2n = I0(ε).

For every odd row2n + 1, n = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, the elementsΨn,l, l = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, denote CFO
coefficients which form odd elements ofỸ and are given by

Ψ2n+1,l = I(2(l−n)−1)/2(ε). (5.47)

Vector ΨN in (5.45) is a noise vector, which cross-correlation matrix is given byσ2ΨΨH , where
(.)H denotes Hermitian transpose. Clearly, vectorΨN is not a vector of the white Gaussian noise,
sinceσ2ΨΨH is not a diagonal matrix. At first, we convert (5.45) into equivalent form with the
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Figure 5.6: Spectra of BTRC and RC windows versus normalized frequencyfTc; β = 1.0.

white noise. In doing so, we multiply the left and right sides of (5.45) by the matrix(ΨHΨ)−1ΨH .
Bearing in mind that

(ΨHΨ)−1ΨHΨ = 1, (5.48)

where1 is a unity matrix of sizeNc ×Nc, (5.45) can be rewritten as

(ΨHΨ)−1ΨHỸ = HS + N. (5.49)
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Figure 5.7: BER versus roll-off factorβ for the BTRC and RC windows function; SNR = 8 dB.

The noise is white in (5.49). Thus, the multiplication of̃Y by theNc × 2Nc-dimensional matrix
(ΨHΨ)−1ΨH transfers (5.45) into the equivalent form with the white noise (5.49) and can be consid-
ered as an application of whitening filter [Pro00] in frequency domain.

With (5.49), the MMSE estimation̂S of the source vectorS is straight forward [Hay86]

Ŝ = (HHH + σ21)−1HH(ΨHΨ)−1ΨHỸ. (5.50)

The simulation results for the derived equalizer are given in Fig.5.5 for the AWGN channel and
for the frequency offsetε = 0. The OFDM system withNc = 32 subcarriers and QPSK modulation
alphabet is used. The theoretical performance of the coherently detected QPSK is given as a reference.
If rectangular windowing is utilized with the roll-off factorβ = 0, or equivalently, the length of the
prefix and postfixNw is set to zero, the performance of the proposed equalizer is the same as the
theoretical QPSK performance. With increasingβ and investing more power into the prefix and
postfix, the performance of the equalizer in (5.50) improves. The performance gain is about 0.5 dB
for β = 0.5 and is approximately 1 dB ifβ = 1.

The performance of the equalizer depends on the window type, since matrixΨ is composed of CFO
coefficients. The performance of the equalizer improves if window with better spectral properties is
applied, for example, ”better than” raised cosine (BTRC) window [TB04]. The spectra of individual
subcarriers with BTRC and RC windows are shown in Fig.5.6.

The BER performance of OFDM with the BTRC window is shown in Fig.5.5for β = 1. For BTRC,
the cross correlation matrixσ2ΨΨH approaches unity matrix and noiseΨN in (5.45) is more ”white”
than for RC.
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In Fig. 5.5, for large SNR values andβ = 1, the BER performance gap between QPSK theory and
BTRC curves is 1.8 dB, and is about 1 dB between BTRC and RC curves; QPSK performance is
given as a reference.

In order to demonstrate the superiority of BTRC over RC, the BER performance of the OFDM system
with these windows is shown in Fig.5.7, as a function ofβ . The SNR is fixed and is equal to 8 dB.
The BER of QSPK, which is independent ofβ, is given as a reference. Clearly, BTRC window
outperforms RC window and allows obtaining the same BER performance by using the prefix and
postfix with the length reduced by 5-10 %.

Note that proposed equalizer has the same BER performance even if received OFDM symbol has
frequency offset. In this case, however, frequency offsetε must be exactly estimated.

The proposed MMSE equalizers improves BER. This BER improvement depends on the length of
the prefix and postfixNw and disappears ifNw is set to zero, i.e., rectangular window is applied.
Thus, the proposed algorithm utilizes a part of the energy invested into the prefix and postfix for the
data equalization and, therefore, improves the spectral efficiency of an OFDM system described in
Chapter2.
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Chapter 6

IFDMA Uplink System Evaluation

6.1 Introduction

In this Chapter, IFDMA uplink system is developed and compared with the conventional OFDMA
and OFDMA-CDM systems. At first, system design is performed which assumes simulation of out-
of-band radiation power, passband interference and BER performance of all considered multi-carrier
systems with the non-linear power amplifier (NLA). Then, optimum IFDMA uplink system is devel-
oped and its performance is studied in the mobile radio channel.

The content and the most important contributions and results of the investigations which are per-
formed in this chapter are shortly summarized as follows:

• The basic system parameters and frame structure are identified in Sec.6.2.1for IFDMA, MSK-
IFDMA, GOQPSK-IFDMA, OFDMA-CDM and OFDMA systems. As a result, all multi-
carrier systems have the same bandwidth efficiency and data rate.

• The NLA model is described in Sec.6.2.2.

• The out-of-band radiation power of considered multi-carrier systems is compared in Sec.6.2.3.
In Sec.6.2.4, passband interference caused by NLA is investigated, which appears as a non-
linear noise-likely disturbance which depends on the multi-carrier system and PAPR.

• The BER performance of the considered multi-carrier systems in AWGN channel are given in
Sec6.2.5for fixed SNR. Presented results make it possible to investigate the influence of the
NLA on the performance of multi-carrier systems.

• In Sec.6.3, the performance of the IFDMA uplink system is simulated in the frequency se-
lective mobile radio channel. The BER performance of the IFDMA BS receiver with NLA is
presented. The BS receiver employs the frequency domain algorithm, described in Chapter4.
As a reference, performance of the OFDMA uplink system is given. The proposed simula-
tion results verify superiority of the IFDMA with proposed frame structure over the existing
techniques.
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6.2 System Design

6.2.1 System Parameters

The simulated IFDMA, MSK-IFDMA, GOQPSK-IFDMA, OFDMA-CDM and OFDMA systems
have

Nc = 1024 (6.1)

subcarriers. The carrier frequency is
fc = 5 GHz (6.2)

and the transmission bandwidth is
BW = 20 MHz. (6.3)

The maximum number of users isK. For OFDMA-CDM and IFDMA, the spreading length isL. For
OFDMA, no spreading is applied. The parametersL andK are variable and an expression

Nc = LK (6.4)

always holds true. In order to variate the data rate per user theM -modification is applied. The total
number of subcarriers occupied by each user is given as the productLM . Four different scenarios are
considered:M = 1, M = 4, M = 16 andM = 32. Only one user is active, i.e.,

Nu = 1. (6.5)

If L = K = 32 andM = 32, the considered systems are fully loaded and allNc subcarriers are
occupied. An oversampling rate is

Nov = 16 (6.6)

and perfect time and frequency synchronization at the BS receiver is assumed. The roll-off factorα
of the RC pulse-shaping function is chosen as

α = 0.25 (6.7)

and the normalized bandwidth of the Gaussian pulse-shaping function defined in (2.77) is given by

BTc = 0.3. (6.8)

The length of the RC pulse-shaping function is

Nf = 3, (6.9)

which results in a filter with 96 taps. The Gaussian and MSK pulse-shaping functionsg(t) in (2.75)
and (2.77), respectively, are truncated symmetrically around zero and the length of these functions is
Nf = 2 for both cases. As are result, MSK and Gaussian pulse-shaping filters have 64 taps each. All
filters are modeled as FIR filters. For the BER simulations, a convolutional code is chosen with the
code rate of

Rc = 1/2 (6.10)

and memory 6. In OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM and IFDMA systems, QPSK is used as a modulation
alphabet. For the MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA, the modulation is chosen as described
in Sec.2.3.5. Therefore, all multi-carrier systems have the same bandwidth efficiency and data
rate. Table6.1briefly summarizes the parameters of the IFDMA/OFDMA/OFDMA-CDM/GOQPSK-
IFDMA/MSK-IFDMA systems used in simulations.
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Table 6.1: Parameters of the uplink IFDMA/OFDMA/OFDMA-CDM/GOQPSK-IFDMA/MSK-
IFDMA systems

Carrier frequency fc = 5 GHz
Number of subcarriers Nc = 1024
Transmission bandwidth BW = 40 MHz
Subcarrier spacing ∆f = 39.06 kHz
Chip duration Tc = 25 µs
Number of OFDM symbols in an OFDM frame Nframe = 24
Window type rectangular
Modulation alphabet for IFDMA, OFDMA-CDM and OFDMA QPSK with Gray coding
Spreading length (except OFDMA) L, variable
Maximum allowed number of users K, variable
Useful OFDM symbol duration T = 25.6 µs
Discrete length of guard interval N∆ = 485
Length of guard interval T∆ = 12.13 µs
Window function Raised cosine
Roll-off factor of the window function β = 0.25

Channel coding type Convolutional
Channel code rate Rc = 1/2
Channel code memory length 6
Channel decoder Viterbi

Linear equalizer MMSE

Roll-off factor of the RC pulse-shaping function α = 0.25
Length of the RC pulse-shaping function Nf = 3
Oversampling coefficient Nov = 16
Filter type FIR
Number of taps of the RC filter 96
Number of taps of Gaussian filter and MSK filters 64

6.2.2 Nonlinear Power Amplifier Model

The nonlinear power amplifier (NLA) is modeled as a memoryless device, which amplifies power of
the transmit signalx(t). Let x(t) = |x(t)|ejϕ(t) be a NLA complex input signal with amplitude|x(t)|
and phaseϕ(t). At the output of NLA, signalxamp(t) can be written by

xamp(t) = |xamp(t)|ej(ϕ(t)+ϕamp(t)), (6.11)

whereϕamp(t) is an additional phase modulation introduced by the NLA.

The NLA can be described by the input back-off (IBO) and output back-off (OBO) characteristics.
The IBO characteristics,IBO, is given by

IBO =
|x(t)|2

Psat
, (6.12)

wherePsat is an input saturation power of the NLA and|x(t)|2 is the instantaneous power of the
transmit signal.
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The OBO characteristics,OBO, is defined by

OBO =
|xamp(t)|2

Psatout
, (6.13)

wherePsatout is the output saturation power of the NLA. In this Chapter, typical linearized traveling
wave tube amplifier (LTWTA) is considered. TheOBO versusIBO for LTWTA is represented in
Fig. 6.1. The dependance ofϕamp(t) on IBO is called phase characteristic of the NLA and is shown
in Fig. 6.2. The relationship betweenIBO andOBO as well as the relationship betweenϕamp(t)
andIBO are the design characteristics of the NLA and are independent ofx(t) andxamp(t). With
definitions (6.12), (6.13) and Fig.6.1, is is possible to establish a relationship between|xamp(t)| and
|x(t)| and with (6.12) and Fig.6.2to calculate additional phase modulationϕamp(t).

We introduce an average powerP of the transmit signalx(t) which is equal to

P =
1

T

T∫
0

|x(t)|2dt =
LM

Nc
E{|dq|2}, (6.14)

whereE{|dq|2} denotes the average power of the complex-valued data symboldq, T is an OFDM
symbol duration andM is the coefficient of theM -modification, cf. Chapter2.

A working point of the amplifier is defined as a ratioP/Psat and denotes how close the average power
P of the transmit signalx(t) can approach the saturation powerPsat. If multi-carrier system operates
at low value ofP/Psat, then cheap power amplifier can be applied with the small input saturation
powerPsat. In this case, good NLA efficiency is achieved as well, since low value ofPsat means low
consumption power of NLA [FK00]. However, ifP/Psat is low, the amplitude peaks|x(t)| might lie
in the highly non-linear area ofOBO characteristic, which results in strong non-linear distortions of
xamp(t).

The output saturation powerPsatout normalizes power ofxamp(t) in our simulations. For simplicity,
Psatout is chosen such that expression

T∫
0

|x(t)|2dt =

T∫
0

|xamp(t)|2dt (6.15)

holds true.

6.2.3 Out-Of-Band Radiation

In this subsection, transmit spectra of IFDMA, OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM, GOQPSK-IFDMA and
MSK-IFDMA are compared. The NLA working point is equal toP/Psat = −1 dB, which means that
amplifier operates near saturation point and the transmit signalx(t) experiences strong non-linear
distortions. Such a low value ofP/Psat are chosen deliberately in order to compare the out-of-band
radiation power of the considered multi-carrier system.

The normalized SEDs versus normalized frequencyfTc for IFDMA, OFDMA, and OFDMA-CDM,
GOQPSK-IFDMA and MSK-IFDMA are shown in Fig.6.3, Fig.6.4, Fig.6.5and Fig.6.6for different
number of occupied subcarriersML. All spectra are normalized so that each subcarrier carries data
with the power of 0 dB. The spectra of individual subcarriers is not shown for the purpose of clarity.
Only an envelope of each transmit spectrum is depicted in order to get an impression of the influence
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Figure 6.1: The output back-offOBO of the LTWTA NLA versus input back-offIBO.

of the NLA on the power emitted in the out-of-band frequency range, which is defined for normalized
frequencies|fTc| > 0.5. The analysis of Fig.6.3, Fig. 6.4, Fig. 6.5 and Fig.6.6 reveals that out-
of-band radiation power increases with an increasing of number of occupied subcarriersML since
sidelobes of each individual subcarrier sum up constructively.

The normalized SEDs for IFDMA, OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM, GOQPSK-IFDMA and MSK-IFDMA
are shown in Fig.6.3 for M = 1. Note that IFDMA with Nyquist pulse-shaping has the same
out-of-band radiation power as a conventional OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM. The amplitude peaks
in Fig. 2.10c lead to the poor PAPR of the IFDMA transmit signal and are responsible for the high
out-of-band radiation. Because of the sinusoidal pulse-shaping function in (2.75), MSK-IFDMA has
maximum radiation power in the out-of-band frequency range. As a result of the Gaussian pulse-
shaping function, defined in (2.77), and PAPR equal to 0 dB, GOQPSK-IFDMA has the smallest
out-of-band radiation power among all considered systems. The gap between MSK-IFDMA and
IFDMA curves is more than 10 dB at the normalized frequencyfTc = 1.

The normalized SEDs for IFDMA, OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM, GOQPSK-IFDMA and MSK-IFDMA
are shown in Fig.6.4 for the case ofM = 4. The curves for IFDMA, OFDMA and OFDMA-
CDM are coincide, which reveals that these three system experience the same non-linear distortions.
Again, GOQPSK-IFDMA outperforms all considered systems and has the lowest out-of-band radia-
tion power. The gap between GOQPSK and IFDMA curves is equal to 8 dB and is smaller than in
Fig. 6.3.

The normalized SED for IFDMA, OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM, GOQPSK-IFDMA and MSK-IFDMA
are shown in Fig.6.5 and Fig.6.6 for M = 16 and M = 32, respectively. The amount of the
out-of-band radiation is equal for IFDMA, OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM and out-of-band radiation
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Figure 6.2: The phase characteristics,ϕamp(t), of the NLA versus input back-off,IBO.

of MSK-IFDMA is the worst. The GOQPSK-IFDMA outperforms all existing techniques and the
performance gap is more than 10 dB for the normalized frequencyfTc = 1.

Modern OFDMA based system are scalable, e.g. WiMAX [For06]. The scalability is achieved by
adjusting the DFT size to the transmission bandwidth while fixing the sub-carrier frequency spacing.
By fixing the subcarrier spacing and OFDM symbol duration, the basic unit of physical (time and
frequency) resource remains constant. Therefore, the impact to higher layers is minimal when scaling
the bandwidth. The scalability was introduced in WiMAX, since it was developed to perform in the
different frequency bands and is able to support a wide range of bandwidths. The scalable OFDMA
based system should have minimum interference with existing transmission system, thus, minimiza-
tion of out-of-band radiation is an important requirement. With GOQPSK-IFDMA introduced in this
thesis, the out-of-band radiation power can be suppressed in the most efficient way.

6.2.4 Scatter Plots

It was shown in the previous section that NLA causes non-linear distortions of the transmit signal
x(t), which influence transmit spectrum and cause strong out-of-band radiation. In this section, it
is demonstrated that NLA is responsible for the non-linear distortions in the passband, i.e., in the
normalized frequency range−0.5 ≤ fTc ≤ 0.5.

The example of a negative impact of the NLA on the transmit signal is shown in Fig.6.7 where the
distortions of the QPSK constellation are presented. An OFDMA system is utilized withM = 4.
The working pointP/Psat of the NLA is set to2.5 dB and SNR is infinity. Large filled circles
denote original non-distorted constellation points, whereas small dots designate constellation points
after the NLA. Four ”clouds” in Fig.6.7 are obtained as a result of non-linear distortions caused
by the NLA, which are referred to as a passband interference in the following text. It is seen that
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Figure 6.3: Normalized spectral energy density versus normalized frequencyfTc for M = 1;
P/Psat = −1 dB; L = 32; K = 32.

passband interference appears as noise-like distortion of the transmit constellation which cannot be
compensated at the transmitter or receiver. Note that the whole constellation is rotated by the angle
of additional phase modulationϕ. This angle is equal to the angleϕamp, which can be obtained as the
ordinate value of the NLA phase characteristics shown in Fig.6.2, for IBO equal toP/Psat. Since
the average powerP of the transmit signal is known at the transmitter, the angle of additional phase
modulationϕ is also known and is precompensated in the following.

In order to quantize the effects of NLA on the received constellation, we introduce minimum square
error (MSE) of constellation distortions which is calculated as an expectation of the Euclidian distance
between the transmitdq and receivêdq data symbols. The MSE of constellation distortions is given
by

MSE = E{|dq − d̂q|2}. (6.16)

The MSE of the received QPSK constellation versus working pointP/Psat of the NLA is shown in
Fig. 6.8. The coefficient of theM -modification isM = 1. It is seen that MSK-IFDMA and IFDMA
with the Nyquist pulse-shaping can be ideally precompensated and their signals are passed unaffected
through the NLA. The MSE is equal to zero and is independent ofP/Psat for MSK-IFDMA and
IFDMA. MSK-IFDMA and IFDMA have PAPR equal to zero whenM = 1 and their transmit signals
are the repetition of the data sequence, as described in Chapter3. These data symbols are transmitted
with a constant power in time domain and NLA rotates each transmit data symbol by a constant angle
ϕ, which can be precompensated and, therefore, the negative impact of the NLA is eliminated com-
pletely. Since the complex-valued envelopes of OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM are not constant, thus,
negative impact of the NLA cannot be eliminated, the MSE performance of OFDMA and OFDMA-
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Figure 6.4: Normalized spectral energy density versus normalized frequencyfTc for M = 4;
P/Psat = −1; L = 32; K = 32.

CDM is significantly worse than MSE performance of IFDMA based systems and decreases with an
increasingP/Psat.

The MSE of the received QPSK constellation versus working pointP/Psat of the NLA is shown in
Fig. 6.9 for M = 4. As expected, the constellation points of IFDMA and MSK-IFDMA are less
scattered than constellation points of OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM.

The MSEs of the received QPSK constellation versus working pointP/Psat of the NLA are shown
in Fig. 6.10 and Fig.6.11 for M = 16 and M = 32, respectively. For large values ofM , the
passband interference is approximately equal for all considered systems which results in the same
MSE performance for all considered multi-carrier systems. For IFDMA systems, however, passband
interference can be minimized by minimizing coefficientM .

6.2.5 BER Performance

It was concluded in Chapter3 that application of IFDMA is practical only for small values ofM
when IFDMA results in the reduced PAPR comparing to OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM. The impact
of PAPR on the system performance is shown in Fig.6.12for M = 1 and in Fig.6.13for M = 4,
where BER simulation results are presented for differen multi-carrier systems. The BER curves are
plotted versus working pointP/Psat of NLA. The SNR per bitµb is set to 4 dB.

As shown in Fig.6.12, IFDMA and MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA outperform OFDMA and OFDMA-
CDM. IFDMA and MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA have approximately the same, constant performance
which is independent ofP/Psat. For OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM, the BER performance gets worse if
P/Psat increases. This effect can be explained as follows. ForM = 1, the IFDMA and MSK/GOQPSK-
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Figure 6.5: Normalized spectral energy density versus normalized frequencyfTc for M = 16;
P/Psat = −1 dB; L = 32; K = 32.

IFDMA transmit signal is composed of the repeated data sequence, as shown in Chapter3. Therefore,
all data symbols are transmitted with the same power and are equally influenced by the NLA. This
influence results is an additional phase modulationϕamp which can be easily precompensated as de-
scribed in Sec.6.2.4and, thus, the negative impact of NLA can be completely eliminated. The time
domain signal of OFDMA does not have constant envelope and amplitude variations create non-linear
passband interference. Clearly, this passband radiation increases with increasingP/Psatand BER gets
worse.

In Fig. 6.13, the BER of the same multi-carrier systems are simulated versusP/Psat. The M -
modification coefficient is chosenM = 4, which results in an increased PAPR for OFDMA and
IFDMA. Again, IFDMA and MSK/GOQPSK-IFDMA outperform OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM,
however, the performance gain is smaller than in Fig.6.12. As shown in Fig.3.4, the PAPR perfor-
mance gap between IFDMA and OFDMA is about 1 dB, which corresponds to the BER performance
gap between IFDMA and OFDMA presented in Fig.6.13.

6.3 Simulation Results and Discussion

In this subsection, performance of the IFDMA uplink system is studied. C1 urban macro-cell clus-
tered channel model is used [Con06c] which simulates urban propagation scenario without line-of-
sight component with the cell size of 200 meters. The maximum MT velocity is equal to 70 km/h and
new velocity values are generated for every frame. The maximum frequency offset comprises 0.82%
of the subcarrier spacing.
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Figure 6.6: Normalized spectral energy density versus normalized frequencyfTc for M = 32;
P/Psat = −1 dB; L = 32; K = 32.

Propagation delay of the transmit signal of each individual user is a normally distributed random
variable which might be as great as 0.66µs which is only 2% of the chip interval duration. However,
oscillators’s frequencies at the BS and MT are not synchronized. Therefore, transmit signals of dif-
ferent users are modeled to arrive at the BS receiver with the random time delay equal to the chip
interval durationTc.

The combination of GOQPSK and IFDMA, introduced in Chapter3, shows some advantages over
conventional IFDMA, while demonstrating the same BER performance. GOQPSK can be used as
an alternative to the QPSK and, unfortunately, cannot be combined with 16- or 64-QAM, which are
widely used in a variety of multi-carrier standards [Wim07, Wir99].

In Fig. 6.14, BER performance of the fully loaded IFDMA uplink system is presented. The number
of active users isK = 32. Perfect channel estimation is utilized and no power loss due to the insertion
of the guard interval, postfix and prefix are assumed. As shown in the previous section, advantages
of the IFDMA over other multi-carrier techniques are remarkable only for small values of theM -
modification coefficientM , thus,M is equal to four in the following text.

As a reference, performance of the OFDMA uplink system is given. Both systems have the same
frame structure and the same data rate. OFDMA and IFDMA utilize algorithms described in Chapter4
and Chapter for frequency and estimation.

It is seen that IFDMA outperforms OFDMA and the performance gain is about 8 dB. Several factors
are responsible for this performance gain. At first, IFDMA demonstrates smaller PAPR than OFDMA,
which results in the smaller passband interference due to NLA. Second, non-linear distortions caused
by NLA influences the frequency time offset estimation algorithm, however, for IFDMA the negative
impact is less.
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Figure 6.7: Scatter plot of received QSPK constellation in the case of OFDMA;P/Psat = 2.5 dB;
L = 32; K = 32; M = 4.

Figure 6.8: MSE of the constellation distortions versus working pointP/Psatof the NLA for IFDMA,
OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM, MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA;M = 1; L = 32; K = 32.
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Figure 6.9: MSE of the constellation distortions versus working pointP/Psatof the NLA for IFDMA,
OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM, MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA;M = 4; L = 32; K = 32.

Figure 6.10: MSE of the constellation distortions versus working pointP/Psat of the NLA for
IFDMA, OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM, MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA;M = 16; L = 32;
K = 32.
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Figure 6.11: MSE of the constellation distortions versus working pointP/Psat of the NLA for
IFDMA, OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM, MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA;M = 32; L = 32;
K = 32.

Figure 6.12: BER versus working pointP/Psat of NLA for IFDMA, OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM,
MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA;M = 1; L = 32; K = 32.
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Figure 6.13: BER versus working pointP/Psat of NLA for IFDMA, OFDMA, OFDMA-CDM,
MSK-IFDMA and GOQPSK-IFDMA;M = 4; L = 32; K = 32.

Figure 6.14: BER versus SNR per bit for IFDMA and OFDMA;M = 4; L = 32; K = 32.
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Chapter 7

Abstract

The first objective of this thesis is to develop the interleaved frequency-division multiple-access
(IFDMA) receiver with frequency domain equalization, low complexity and possibility to separate
users in the frequency domain. Note that at the time the work on this thesis was started, the efficient
IFDMA receiver was not developed and relationship between OFDMA and IFDMA systems were not
yet understood.

The IFDMA technique is introduced as a special case of the orthogonal frequency-division multiple-
access code division multiplexing (OFDMA-CDM). The proposed IFDMA transmitter does not have
the computationally intensive discrete Fourier transform (DFT) operation and, thus, is more preferable
than the conventional OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM transmitters.

The concept of minimum shift keying (MSK) and Gaussian-shaped offset QPSK (GOQPSK) IFDMA
is proposed. As a result of GOQPSK and MSK combination with IFDMA, the MSK/GOQPSK-
IFDMA transmit signal is generated without phase transitions and has better spectral properties than
the conventional OFDMA transmit signal.

The peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of the OFDMA, IFDMA and newly introduced GOQPSK-
and MSK-IFDMA are compared. The cumulative distribution function of PAPR distribution is ana-
lyzed for the GSMK/MSK-IFDMA. As a reference, the conventional OFDMA and OFDMA-CDM
systems are used. Finally, the circumstances under which PAPR distribution of GOQPSK-IFDMA
outperforms the PAPR distribution of the conventional IFDMA are identified. The most valuable
results is that IFDMA based systems can achieve the PAPR of single-carrier systems providing any
required data rate for data transmission.

The effect of frequency offsets on the performance of IFDMA uplink system is investigated using
raised cosine (RC) window. It is shown that MAI caused by the frequency offsets can be reduced
significantly if the RC window is applied instead of conventional rectangular window.

Generally, frequency offset estimation in the uplink of multi-carrier systems is a complicated task,
since the received signal at the BS comprises of the received signals from many users and each user
can have its own frequency offset. Moreover, received signals from different users are distorted by
different transmission channels which makes the problem of channel estimation complicated.

A frequency domain algorithm for frequency offset estimation is proposed and its performance is
investigated in the mobile radio channel. This algorithm utilizes pilot symbols and provides joint
frequency offset and channel estimation. A special construction of pilot symbols with additional
spreading in the time domain is proposed which allows reduction of the frequency offset estimation
error.
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A practical time domain (TD) algorithm is evaluated which uses repetitive structure of the IFDMA
transmit signal in the time domain. The TD algorithm is independent of the transmission channel
and modulation alphabet. Statistical properties of the estimate are analyzed and proven analytically
and by Monte-Carlo simulations. As a result, the obtained estimate is unbiased and is able to provide
a reliable result at the SNR of practical interest. The proposed algorithm is compared with existing
techniques and its superiority is proven.

The optimum MMSE equalization technique for OFDM and IFDMA with windowing at the receiver
is presented. As shown in literature, the application of the window in the receiver changes the received
spectrum of each individual subcarrier. Varying the roll-off factor of the DFT window function and,
therefore, changing the length of the prefix and postfix, MAI caused by the frequency offset can be
reduced.

The minimum mean square error algorithm which utilizes part of the energy invested into prefix and
postfix for the equalization is proposed which allows to improve the BER of OFDM system with
windowing. For simplicity, the proposed algorithm is presented for OFDM but can also be applied
for IFDMA.

Additionally, The SI of IFDMA systems is investigated in an independent Rayleigh channel and it is
shown that IFDMA has significantly less SI than the conventional OFDMA-CDM.

The IFDMA uplink system with non-linear amplifier is investigated and compared with OFDMA
and OFDMA-CDM techniques in terms of passband interference, out-of-band radiation and BER
performance. Finally, the performance of IFDMA system is simulated in the mobile radio channel.
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Appendix

A.1 DFT Operation at the Receiver

This Appendix shows that the windowing operation and a DFT of size2Nc make possible an interference-
free reception of source data symbolsSκ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, under the condition that the window
functionw(t) satisfies Nyquist criterion in the frequency domain.

We introduce the transmit sequencex̄υ, υ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1, as a sequence in (2.25) with appended
Nc − 2Nw zeros

x̄υ =

 1√
Nc

Nc−1∑
κ=0

Sκe
j2πκ(υ−Nw)/Nc if υ = 0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1

0 if υ = Nc + 2Nw, . . . , 2Nc − 1.
(A.1)

In the same way, we introduce sequenceh̄υ, υ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1, which is obtained by appending
2Nc−Mch zeroes to the complex-valued CIR sequencehm, m = 0, . . . ,Mch−1, defined in Sec.2.2.3,
so that

h̄υ =

{
hυ if υ = 0, . . . ,Mch− 1
0 if υ = Mch, . . . , 2Nc − 1.

(A.2)

The sequence of AWGN̄nυ, υ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1, is obtained as

n̄υ =

{
nw,υ if υ = 0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1
0 if υ = Nc + 2Nw, . . . , 2Nc − 1.

(A.3)

Due to the guard interval, the sequenceyυ, υ = 0, . . . , 2Nc− 1, can be represented as a cyclic convo-
lution of the transmit sequencēxυ andh̄υ plus additive white Gaussian noisen̄υ [NP02]

yυ =
2Nc−1∑
k=0

x̄kh̄(k−υ) mod2Nc + n̄υ. (A.4)

The windowing operation is a multiplication ofyυ by the sampleswυ, υ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1, of the
window functionw(t). Note that sequencewυ is non-zero only within intervalυ = 0, . . . , Nc +
2Nw − 1, as shown in Fig.2.6b. The obtained sequenceyw,υ, υ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1, is given by

yw,υ = yυwυ =
2Nc−1∑
k=0

wkx̄k︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

h̄(k−υ) mod2Nc︸ ︷︷ ︸
II

+ wυn̄υ︸ ︷︷ ︸
III

, (A.5)

which is a cyclic convolution of the sequences I,

wυx̄υ, υ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1, (A.6)
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and sequence II,
h̄υ, υ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1, (A.7)

plus noise term, sequence III
wυn̄υ, υ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1. (A.8)

The DFT of the sequence I is introduced by

Xκ′ =
1√
2Nc

2Nc−1∑
υ=0

wυx̄υe
−j 2π

2Nc
υκ′ , κ′ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1, (A.9)

whereas the DFT of sequence II is given by

H̄κ′ =
1√
2Nc

2Nc−1∑
υ=0

h̄υe
−j 2π

2Nc
υκ′ , κ′ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1, (A.10)

and DFT of the noise term is denoted by

Nκ′ =
1√
2Nc

2Nc−1∑
υ=0

wυn̄υe
−j 2π

2Nc
υκ′ , κ′ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1. (A.11)

At the output of DFT block in Fig2.4, one obtains a frequency domain sequenceYκ′ , κ
′ = 0, . . . , 2Nc−

1,

Yκ′ =
1√
2Nc

2Nc−1∑
υ=0

wυyw,υe
−j 2π

2Nc
υκ′ . (A.12)

According to the theorem of the cyclic convolution [PM96], the convolution of the sequences I and
II is equivalent to the multiplication of their DFTs. Thus, frequency-domain sequenceYκ′ , κ =
0, . . . , 2Nc − 1, is given by

Yκ′ = H̄κ′Xκ′ + Nκ′ , (A.13)

The sequenceXκ′ , κ
′ = 0, . . . , 2Nc − 1, can be further developed as

Xκ′ =
1√
2Nc

2Nc−1∑
υ=0

wυx̄υe
−j 2π

2Nc
υκ′ (A.14)

=
1√
2Nc

Nc+2Nw−1∑
υ=0

wυxυe
−j 2π

2Nc
υκ′

=
1√
2Nc

Nc+2Nw−1∑
υ=0

[
wυ

1√
Nc

Nc−1∑
κ=0

Sκe
j2πκ(υ−Nw)/Nc

]
e−j 2π

2Nc
υκ′

=
1

Nc

√
2

Nc−1∑
κ=0

Sκ

[
Nc+2Nw−1∑

υ=0

wυe
j2πκ(υ−Nw)/Nc

]
e−j 2π

2Nc
υκ′ =

=
1

Nc

√
2

Nc−1∑
κ=0

Sκ

[
Nc+2Nw−1∑

υ=0

wυe
j

4πκ(υ−Nw)−2πυκ′
2Nc

]
=

=
Nc−1∑
κ=0

Sκe
j2π Nw

Nc
κ 1

Nc

√
2

[
Nc+2Nw−1∑

υ=0

wυe
jπυ

(2κ−κ′)
Nc

]
.
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The properties of the last sum in (A.14) can be better understood if we consider the spectrum function
I0(f) which denotes spectrum of each individual subcarrier.I0(f) is given by

I0(f) =
1

Nc

√
2

Nc+2Nw−1∑
υ=0

wυe
jπυ f

Nc (A.15)

and is depicted in Fig.A.1 as a function of the frequencyf . The requirement for the interference-
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Figure A.1: The spectrum functionI0(f) of the RC window;α = 0.25.

free reception of transmit source data symbolsSκ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, is thatw(t) satisfies Nyquist
criterion in the frequency domain, i.e., for everyn = 1, 2..., the expression

I0 (n) =

{ 1√
2

if n = 0

0 otherwise
(A.16)

holds true

Bearing in mind that RC window satisfies conditions given in (A.16), the last sum in (A.14) becomes

1

Nc

√
2

Nc+2Nw−1∑
υ=0

wυe
jπυ 2κ−κ′

Nc =

{
0 if 2κ− κ′ 6= 0 andκ′ is even
1√
2

if 2κ− κ′ = 0 andκ′ is even. (A.17)

One can choose only even elements of the sequenceXκ′ , κ
′ = 2κ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, in (A.14). In

doing so,Xκ′ simplifies to

Xκ′ =
1√
2
e2π Nw

Nc
κSκ. (A.18)

Note that the exponentej2π Nw
Nc

κ = ejπ Nw
Nc

κ′ appears due to the prefix of the lengthNw. This exponent
represents additional linear phase rotation of the transmit source symbolsSκ, which is transmitted on
the theκth subcarrier. This linear phase rotation can be easily eliminated in the channel estimation
process.
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The fading coefficientHκ′ on theκth subcarrier is defined as even elementκ′ = 2κ, of the sequence

Hκ′ =
1√
2
H̄κ′e

jπ Nw
Nc

κ′ (A.19)

=
1√
2
ejπ Nw

Nc
κ′

Mch−1∑
m=0

hme−j π
Nc

mκ′ .

Bearing in mind (A.19) and (A.18), expression (A.13) can be represented as

Yκ′ = Hκ′Sκ + Nκ′ . (A.20)

Note that the exponentejπ Nw
Nc

κ′ and normalization coefficients1/
√

2 from (A.18) are explicitly in-
cluded into the fading coefficientHκ′.

Only even elements,κ′ = 2κ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, of the sequenceYκ′ , κ = 2κ′, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1,
represent the received values on the subcarriersκ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1. Each elementYκ′ is equal to
the multiplication of the fading coefficientHκ′ and transmit source symbolSκ plus additive white
Gaussian noise sampleNκ′.
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A.2 CFO Coefficients

To derive the expression for carrier frequency offset (CFO) coefficientsIκ(ε), we consider a con-
ventional OFDM system withNc subcarriers, which are used for the transmission of source symbols
Sκ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1. The considered system has a prefix and postfix of lengthNw. For simplicity,
we consider an AWGN channel with negligible noise power.

After IDFT operation and addition of the prefix and postfix, the OFDM discrete signalxυ, υ =
0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1, is given in (2.25). With the frequency offsetε and without guard interval it
is given by

xυ =
1√
Nc

Nc−1∑
κ=0

Sκe
j2πκ(υ−Nw+ε)/Nc. (A.21)

At the receiver, after guard interval removal windowing operation is performed. Windowing operation
is a multiplication ofxυ, υ = 0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1 by the sampleswυ, υ = 0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1.
After DFT of size2Nc, the received sequenceYκ′ , κ

′ = 0, . . . , Nc + 2Nw − 1, is represented by

Yκ′ =
1√
2Nc

Nc+2Nw−1∑
υ=0

wυxυe
−j 2π

2Nc
υκ′ (A.22)

=
1√
2Nc

Nc+2Nw−1∑
υ=0

[
wυ

1√
Nc

Nc−1∑
κ=0

Sκe
j2πκ(υ−Nw+ε)/Nc

]
e−j 2π

2Nc
υκ′

=
1

Nc

√
2

Nc−1∑
κ=0

Sκ

[
Nc+2Nw−1∑

υ=0

wυe
j2πκ(υ−Nw+ε)/Nc

]
e−j 2π

2Nc
υκ′ =

=
1

Nc

√
2

Nc−1∑
κ=0

Sκ

[
Nc+2Nw−1∑

υ=0

wυe
j

4πκ(υ−Nw+ε)−2πυκ′
2Nc

]
=

=
Nc−1∑
κ=0

Sκe
j2π Nw

Nc
κ 1

Nc

√
2

[
Nc+2Nw−1∑

υ=0

wυe
j

2πυ(2κ+2ε−κ′)
2Nc

]
.

If the frequency offset isε = 0, the last sum in (A.22) becomes

1

Nc

√
2

Nc+2Nw−1∑
υ=0

wυe
j

2πυ(2κ−κ′)
2Nc =

{
0 if 2κ− κ′ 6= 0 andκ′ is even
1√
2

if 2κ− κ′ = 0 andκ′ is even. (A.23)

Only even elements of the sequenceYκ′ , κ
′ = 2κ, κ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, represent the data received on

theκth subcarrier. Ifκ′ = 2κ, the received valueYκ′ is given by

Yκ′ =
1√
2
Sκe

j2π Nw
Nc

κ, (A.24)

where the exponentej(2πNw/Nc)κ appears in due to the prefix of the lengthNw.

If ε is not equal to zero, the CFO coefficientIκ−κ′(ε) is given by

Iκ−κ′(ε) =
1

Nc

√
2

Nc+2Nw−1∑
υ=0

wυe
j

2πυ(2κ+2ε−κ′)
2Nc . (A.25)
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The expression (A.25) for the CFO coefficientIκ−κ′(ε) can be simplified for the rectangular window.
If window is rectangular, the length of the prefix and postfixNw is equal to zero and window samples
are given by

wυ = 1, υ = 0, . . . , Nc − 1. (A.26)

Therefore, (A.25) can be rewritten as

Iκ−κ′(ε) =
1

Nc

√
2

Nc−1∑
υ=0

ej
πυ(2κ+2ε−κ′)

Nc . (A.27)

Bearing in mind the formula for the sum of a geometric series

1 + t + t2 + . . . + tNc−1 =
1− tNc

1− t
, (A.28)

the equation in (A.27) can be represented as

Iκ−κ′(ε) =
1

Nc

√
2

1− ejπ(2κ−2ε+κ′)

1− ej π
Nc

(2κ+2ε−κ′)
. (A.29)

Taking into account the identity [OS89]

1− e−jωNc

1− e−jω
=

sin
(

ωNc
2

)
sin
(

ω
2

) e−j(1−Nc)
ω
2 , (A.30)

the equation in (A.29) can be developed

Iκ−κ′ =
sin (π (κ− κ′/2 + ε))

Nc

√
2 sin( π

Nc
(κ− κ′/2 + ε))

ejπ(1− 1
Nc)(κ−κ′/2+ε). (A.31)

If the frequency offsetε is not equal to zero andκ′ is even, the expressions (A.31) and (A.25) represent
the influence of theκth subcarrier on the received elementκ′.
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A.3 Statistical Properties of the Estimate

To investigate the statistical properties of the frequency offset estimateε̂ we consider the elementsζ2,k

andζ1,k of the vectorsζ1, andζ2, k = 0, . . . , Nc
2
− 1. First, we represent each elementζ1,k as a sum

of two elements
ζ1,k = r̃1,k + ñ1,k, (A.32)

wherer̃1,k is a noise-free part of theζ1,k andñ1,k is the AWGN component with the varianceσ2.

The elementsζ2,k, k = 0, . . . , Nc
2
− 1 of the vectorζ2 are given as

ζ2,k = r̃2,k + ñ2,k, (A.33)

wherer̃2,k is a noise-free part of theζ2,k andñ2,k is the AWGN component.

The noise elements̃n2,k andñ1,k are statistically independent and the following expression is valid

E{|ñ1,k|2} = E{|ñ2,k|2} = σ2. (A.34)

Bearing in mind the ML solution in (4.37), the tangent of the estimation errorε̂− ε is given

tan(π(ε̂− ε)) =

Nc
2
−1∑

k=0

=
{
(r̃2,k + ñ2,k)(r̃

∗
1,k + ñ∗1,k)e

−jπε
}

Nc
2
−1∑

k=0

<
{
(r̃2,k + ñ2,k)(r̃∗1,k + ñ∗1,k)e

−jπε
} . (A.35)

For the large values of SNR, the products containingñ∗2,kñ1,k can be neglected. If|ε̂ − ε| � 1
2π

, the
tangent can be approximated by its argument so that

ε̂− ε ≈
1

π

Nc
2
−1∑

k=0

=
{
(r̃2,kñ

∗
1,k + r̃∗1,kñ2,k)e

−jπε
}

Nc
2
−1∑

k=0

<{r̃2,kr̃∗1,ke
−jπε}

. (A.36)

Close inspection of (A.36) reveals that addends in the nominator are multiplied by the noise elements
ñ∗1,k andñ2,k, which have a mean value equal to zero. Therefore, the conditional expectation [Pap02]
of the estimation error̂ε− ε is given by

E {ε̂− ε|ε} = 0, (A.37)

which proofs that the frequency offset estimateε̂ is conditionally unbiased for the small values ofε.

Thus, the conditional variance of the frequency offset estimateε̂ can be expressed

σ2
ε = E{ε̂2|ε} ≈

(
1

π

)2

Nc
2
−1∑

k=0

(
E{|r̃2,k|2}E{|ñ1,k|2}

2
+ E{|r̃1,k|2}E{|ñ2,k|2}

2

)
Nc
2
−1∑

k=0

E{|r̃2,k|2|}E{|r̃1,k|2}

. (A.38)
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Bearing in mind that
E{(r̃2,k)

2} = E{|r̃1,k|2} = P · E{|dq|2}/K, (A.39)

Nc = KL and taking into account (A.34), the expression (A.38) can be simplified

σ2
ε = E{ε̂2|ε} ≈

(
1

π

)2
1

E{|dq |2}
σ2 LP

. (A.40)

The SNR per data symbol is defined asµ = E{|d|2}
σ2 in (5.15). Therefore, the conditional variance of

the frequency offset estimateσ2
ε can be expressed as

σ2
ε ≈

(
1

π

)2
1

µLP
. (A.41)
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µ

x̄
(i)
l lth element of̄x(i)
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x(i) vector representing transmit time domain signal of theith user

X̄ vector representing the known pilot sequence of theith user in the frequency domain
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ȳ
(i)
k kth element of the vector̄y(i)
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yυ υth sample ofy(t)

Y frequency domain representation of the received vectory
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Ỹ received vector composed of2Nc valuesYκ′

Ȳ
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nK+i (nK + i)th element of the vector̄Y(i)

y vector representing the received time domain signal

ȳµ vector representing theµth received pilot in time domain

Ȳ(i) vector representing the received pilot sequence of theith user after reduction of
MAI
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Ȳr auxiliary vector of length2L composed of the received values of usersi andi + 1

ζ1,k kth element of the vectorζ1

ζ2,k kth element of the vectorζ2

ζ1 vector composed of the firstNc
2

elements of the vector̄y(i)

ζ2 vector composed of the lastNc
2

elements of the vector̄y(i)
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